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ABSTRACT

This qualitative study examined the experiences o f faculty members who
teach adult accelerated courses. Due to the reduced class time, the academic quality
of these courses is often questioned. Utilizing a constructivist framework, this study
sought to understand how teaching accelerated courses changed the ways faculty
participants view their roles in the classroom, their instructional approaches, and
their academic disciplines.
Eighteen faculty members meeting the requirement o f having taught at least
five sections each o f accelerated and traditional courses participated in this
qualitative study. Semistructured interviews were conducted with each participant.
Interviews were audiotaped and transcribed. The researcher also visited an
accelerated class taught by each o f the first five participants, taking field notes
during her visits. The interviews and field notes were coded using the constant
comparative method.
Four themes emerged from this study. First, reduced class time was often
seen positively by the participants. They saw students engaged in the learning
process and perceived less class time as sustaining an energy that was not likely to be
sustained in traditional-length courses. The second theme identified how the faculty
members changed beliefs about teaching and learning as a result o f adapting to
reduced class time. The third theme observed how the faculty participants were
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challenged to make changes to their philosophies and practices based on their
experiences teaching accelerated courses. The fourth theme illustrated some o f the
challenges the faculty participants faced teaching accelerated courses. One challenge
was overcoming student expectations due to marketing and administrative
procedures within their institutions. Another challenge was dealing with the
marginalization from colleagues who questioned the accelerated course delivery
model.
Although traditional-length courses remain the majority model within higher
education, the information provided by the participants in this study suggest that
faculty can learn to appreciate the accelerated delivery model. For many, however,
this might require a total revision o f their definitions o f education. Teaching
accelerated courses expanded the participants’ views o f themselves as educators. It
encouraged them to examine their beliefs about the goals o f education and the
educational process.
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PREFACE

My interest in the area o f quality and learning outcomes in accelerated
courses has existed for several years. In the early 1980s, I was a professional staff
person at a university that offered accelerated degree programs for adult students.
Having been a traditional college student myself, I was baffled by the idea of
offering a full-semester course in a five-week period. After getting to know some of
the faculty at the university where I was employed, I was asked to teach an
accelerated course. While I knew the course content, I had no knowledge o f adult
development or adult learning theory. I taught the first few courses using my
instincts and fell in love with adult learning and the accelerated course delivery
method. Unlike the college courses I had participated in myself, these classrooms
came alive with energy. The knowledge and expertise that my students shared with
each other gave real meaning to the course content.
Although I left my full-time position at this university a couple o f years later,
I continued to teach there as an adjunct instructor. It never failed to amaze me how
much my students could learn in a five-week period. I began to study adult learning
on my own, and utilized this new knowledge to improve my practice in the
classroom. After several years, I was approached by the administration o f the
university I was teaching for and asked to direct an accelerated general studies
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program. Unlike the isolation I had experienced as an adjunct, I was now a member
of the College o f Arts and Sciences and part o f a team o f mostly traditional faculty
members. It did not take long for me to realize that many o f my colleagues did not
have the appreciation for accelerated learning that I had. I frequently found myself
defending the quality o f my program. While this rivalry continued throughout my
tenure in this position, most of my colleagues and I had a deep respect for each other
in spite o f our philosophical differences. Because this particular university had a
very large adult student population, and serving this population was an integral part
of its mission, the conflict always remained healthy and respectful.
After several years in this position, I accepted a position at another university
as the director o f accelerated programs. The accelerated programs were not
integrated into the mission o f this university. In fact, the traditional faculty
frequently openly criticized the accelerated courses. I found m yself in a position
where I was constantly defending the academic quality o f the accelerated degree
programs. There was a deep-seated conflict between the majority o f the university
and those o f us working in the accelerated programs department. I would sit in
meetings where the accelerated programs were severely criticized, yet I would visit
accelerated classes where the students and instructors would rave about the learning
taking place. This constant conflict took a toll on me personally and professionally.
I searched the literature trying to find studies that had been done in the area of
accelerated courses to determine if this delivery format was a viable instructional
method for adult learners enrolled in higher education.
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My search for research was met with frustration. I quickly discovered that,
although the popularity o f accelerated courses and programs had grown significantly,
the research in this area o f adult education was limited. I also learned that I was not
alone in my frustration. Through discussions with my colleagues at other
universities, I discovered that, like myself, many administrators o f accelerated
programs were searching for research to support their practices.
Throughout my doctoral studies I networked with colleagues working in
accelerated courses and read the research regarding this area o f nontraditional higher
education. Through reading the research, attending conferences, and informal
discussions, I sought to have a better understanding o f the experiences o f educators
working in accelerated programs. While I frequently heard colleagues express
concern over getting faculty buy-in for their accelerated courses, as well as training
and supporting faculty who had agreed to teach accelerated courses, I was unable to
find much literature to address such concerns. Consequently, I chose to study faculty
who willingly teach both traditional courses and accelerated courses in an effort to
understand their experiences and share their perceptions to add to the literature in
this under-researched area o f adult and higher education.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Background

In the early 1970s, colleges and universities were challenged by the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education to increase accessibility o f post-secondary
education. During that time, higher education began experimenting with alternative
delivery models. The alternative delivery models included intercession and
shortened or accelerated courses (Caskey, 1994). The adult accelerated degree
programs that are so popular today are rooted in the Open University and the
University without Walls (Mealman & Lawrence, 2000). The Open University was
formed in the United Kingdom in the 1960s and continues to serve as that country’s
only university dedicated to distance learning. The goal of the Open University is to
provide a high-quality university experience to all, thus promoting social justice
(About the OU, n.d.). Initiated in the 1970s in the United States, the University
without Walls began as an experiment in social change. Influenced by the
philosophy o f John Dewey, these programs advocated for experiential learning and
individual interdisciplinary majors. They supported the inclusion o f students from a
variety of backgrounds and encouraged the use o f adjunct instructors who were
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practitioners in their chosen fields (The University without Walls Collaborative,
n.d.). Accelerated degree programs, as a means o f serving adult learners who had
needed to interrupt their schooling for a variety o f reasons, began to gain attention in
the 1970s. Responding to market demand, these courses were scheduled to meet one
night a week or on weekends, and were offered at locations convenient to students
(Mealman & Lawrence, 2000).
Although accelerated courses have been a part o f higher education for over
30 years, they continue to be criticized for their lack o f academic rigor. Accelerated
courses have been referred to as “McEducation” and “Drive-Thru U” to emphasize
what some academics consider the inferior quality o f these courses due to the speed
in which they are delivered (Wlodkowski, 2003). Critics question how a quality
course might be delivered in so few direct classroom instmction hours. These critics
believe that such courses are too compressed to offer the depth and breadth o f a
course delivered in a longer format. They argue that accelerated courses are poorly
designed and pack too much information into too little time (Shafer, 1995). Many
college educators believe that academic rigor is being sacrificed for student
convenience and higher enrollments (Scott, 2003). Faculty members often argue that
more time is needed with students to develop trust and to model the analytical
behaviors that they hope to develop in their students. They also contend that the
reduced time in the classroom diminishes the development o f peer learning
(Brookfield, 2003). While research comparing learning in accelerated and
traditional-length courses does not indicate that there is increased learning in the
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traditional 10-15 week course that meets several times per week, many faculty and
college administrators continue to have concerns about the academic quality o f
classes with reduced class time (Daniel, 2000).
When FutureWorks, a consulting and policy development firm based in
Massachusetts, began investigations in 2001 to discover barriers to post-secondary
education access, they discovered that approximately 60-65 million adult workers in
the United States were without a college degree. While most o f these adult workers
understood that they must acquire post-secondary skills either to reach the middleclass income bracket or maintain their middle-class lifestyles in the 21st century, few
received any financial support to gain additional education. Not only was this a
serious concern for individual workers, but also an economic problem for America;
we must prepare workers to fill new jobs.

Even assuming that high school graduates continue on to college at the same
or higher rates, the United States likely will see a net gain o f perhaps 3
million workers with college credentials by 2020. This gain does not come
close to covering the estimated 15 million new jobs created by 2020 that will
require college education. Quite simply, employers, workers, and post
secondary education systems must invest in adults currently in the work force
if we are to maintain our competitive edge in a skilled economy. (Bosworth
& Choitz, 2004, p. 4)

Accelerated programs are designed for students who cannot commit
themselves to traditional-length courses due to conflicts at work and at home. Prior
to the creation o f these accelerated programs and courses in the 1970s, adult students
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typically had to commit up to eight years o f evening classes to complete an
undergraduate degree (Husson & Kennedy, 2003).
Since 2002, educators and administrators o f accelerated programs have met
to discuss the challenges and issues they face. The Council for Adult and
Experiential Learning (CAEL) offered a series o f meetings during their 2002
conference in Washington, DC, for those persons working in accelerated programs.
Additional meetings were held at the 2003 CAEL conference in San Diego, and the
2004 and 2005 conferences, held in Chicago, had pre-conference workshops for
individuals working in accelerated programs, as well as accelerated programs tracks
within the conference. In addition, the CAEL formed a new group within the
organization: the Commission o f Accelerated Programs (CAP). I attended the
CAEL meetings in 2002 and 2004. I also participated in a two-day workshop
organized by the CAP in July, 2004, held in Denver, Colorado. The topic addressed
in the summer of 2004 was assessment in accelerated courses. Course and program
assessment and academic quality are primary concerns for many individuals working
with accelerated courses. Professionals working in these programs struggle to serve
the market while responding to their colleagues who question the academic quality
o f their programs.

Statement o f the Problem

In spite o f the growing popularity and controversy surrounding accelerated
programs, research in this area o f adult and higher education is limited. Most studies
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in this field have been doctoral dissertations. While this area o f education has begun
to be the subject o f more research within the past five years, the research remains
limited given the growth and popularity o f these courses (Wlodkowski, 2003).
The studies that have been done on accelerated courses and programs thus far
suggest that these courses are a viable alternative for adults returning to college.
Studies o f learning outcomes in full semester- or quarter-length courses and
accelerated courses have shown that accelerated courses produce comparable
learning (Caskey, 1994; Daniel, 2000; Scott & Conrad, 1992; Wlodkowski, 2003;
Wlodkowski &Westover, 1999). Moreover, studies o f students’ perceptions
indicated that most students completing an accelerated degree believed that they
have received a high quality education (Donaldson & Graham, 2002; Scott, 1996;
Wlodkowski, Mauldin, & Gahn, 2001; Wlodkowski & Westover, 1999). Students in
accelerated programs often described the importance o f the classroom environment,
instructor characteristics, and teaching methodology as contributing to their learning
(Kasworm, 2003a; Scott, 1996, 2003).
This study expands the research in accelerated programs by gathering data on
the perspectives o f faculty who teach both traditional and accelerated courses. While
students frequently identify faculty as a key component to their learning in
accelerated courses, faculty perceptions of the courses and student learning have not
been the focus of the literature. This study adds to the research in the area o f
accelerated programs by gaining the faculty perspectives o f their experiences in
teaching both accelerated courses and traditional courses and the differences they
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encounter. It includes faculty views about how they perceive the reduced class time
in accelerated courses, the classroom dynamics, and the learning outcomes in
accelerated courses. It provides information on how faculty members have
developed themselves, often changing their views o f their practice as teachers, as a
result o f teaching accelerated courses. In addition, it challenges some o f the current
policies and practices within accelerated programs. The information gathered in this
study can help inform the practices o f faculty and administrators who teach
accelerated courses and/or work in accelerated degree programs.

Purpose o f the Study

The purpose o f this basic interpretive qualitative study was to begin to
address the gaps in the literature on adult accelerated courses by exploring the
perspectives o f faculty members who teach courses utilizing both accelerated and
traditional delivery methods. It sought to understand the experiences o f faculty
members teaching accelerated courses.

Significance o f the Study

In spite o f the increasing enrollments in accelerated programs, only a limited
number o f studies have been done to support the practices o f practitioners working in
this area o f higher education (Donaldson & Graham, 2002). Although there is a
large literature base investigating various course delivery formats and their
instructional effectiveness, most o f this literature has been inconclusive. Information
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on the effectiveness o f different course formats could support teachers,
administrators, and curriculum designers in choosing the best course format based on
subject matter and student characteristics (Seamon, 2004).
This study expands the research done in the area of accelerated programs by
exploring how faculty members perceived learning and instruction in accelerated
courses. The results can provide guidance for program administrators on staffing
these courses by examining personal qualities and faculty development that may lead
to success in teaching accelerated courses. In addition, the results can contribute to
the understanding o f effective instructional methods to provide guidance to faculty
who are new to the accelerated delivery model. It also provides information on
administrative and policy concerns experienced by faculty participants when
teaching accelerated courses, which can support program improvement. In addition,
this study can benefit adult learners who are trying to determine if an accelerated
course or degree program is the correct choice for them.

Research Questions

Guiding this study are four research questions:
1.

How do faculty members view their roles in accelerated classroom
settings? In what ways, if any, are these roles different from the
traditional classroom setting?
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2.

How do faculty members perceive the instructional process in
accelerated courses? In what ways, if any, is this different from
teaching traditional courses?

3.

In what ways, if any, did teaching accelerated courses impact the
faculty members’ views o f teaching?

4.

What impact, if any does the reduced classroom time have on the
faculty members?

Definition o f Terms

Adjunct faculty are defined by the U.S. Department o f Labor Bureau o f Labor
Statistics (n.d.) as those post-secondary teachers who either have jobs outside of
higher education and choose to teach in addition to these responsibilities, or those
who prefer teaching part-time or are seeking a full-time faculty position but have
been unable to secure such a position.
Accelerated courses are college-level courses delivered with less time in the
classroom than a traditional course. These courses are designed to provide students
with the opportunity to earn college credits, a certificate program, or a college degree
in less time than a traditional program. Accelerated courses are offered with less
contact hours o f instruction. For example, a course that meets for an entire semester
might meet for three times per week for an hour over a 15-week period for a total o f
45 classroom instruction hours, while an accelerated course might meet for five or
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eight weeks, one session per week, for four hours. These examples o f accelerated
courses would provide 20 or 32 hours o f in-class instruction (Wlodkowski, 2003).
Carnegie Unit and Student Hour (also called a Credit Hour) are
measurements, endorsed 100 years ago by the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement o f Teaching. The Carnegie unit is currently used in m ost high schools
in the United Stated to determine how much course work a student has completed.
At least 20 Carnegie units are required to graduate from high school, with one unit
being equal to a conventional 50-minute class that is taken five times per week
throughout the school year. Presently, many educators concerned with school reform
challenge the use o f Carnegie units, contending that "seat time" is not a measure of
learning. The Student Hour is the college equivalent to the Carnegie Unit (National
Education Association, n.d.).
Intersession courses are offered between traditional semesters, such as over
winter break or between the spring and summer sessions. These courses are
condensed into two- or three-week formats, but unlike accelerated courses, they
typically have the same number o f hours o f in-class time as a traditional course.
Full-time adjunct faculty are defined for the purpose o f this study as faculty
members who do not hold a regular faculty position, yet they are offered enough
individual teaching contracts at one or various institutions to make a full-time
appointment in terms of their teaching load.
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Traditional courses are courses that typically meet between 10-15 weeks and
are offered in a face-to-face delivery mode. Traditional courses are scheduled
following the guidelines of the Carnegie unit/student hour for “seat time.”

Overview o f the Study

This study is organized into eight chapters. Chapter 1 provided a brief
introduction to the topic o f adult accelerated courses and degree programs, followed
by a description o f the problem, the purpose o f this study, the significance o f the
study, and finally the research questions. It also provided a definition o f important
terms that relate to the study. Chapter 2 reviews the literature related to the study,
while Chapter 3 describes the methodology o f this research study. Chapters 4
through 7 present the findings o f the study, and Chapter 8 presents conclusions,
implications for practice, and suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

The purpose o f this study was to gain an understanding o f how faculty
members who teach both traditional and accelerated courses in adult higher
education perceive their experiences teaching the accelerated courses. This chapter
summarizes the literature in four areas related to this study. It begins with a brief
overview o f higher education in the United States and highlights some o f the recent
changes that have taken place, as well as some o f the predicted changes. The
literature in this area is considered significant to this study, as accelerated courses are
one of the programs developed to accommodate the changing demographics within
higher education. That is followed by the literature on quality, learning, and student
motivation in accelerated courses. This is presented to provide background
information on the research done thus far in the area of accelerated programs. Next,
a brief overview o f the characteristics of the adult learner are explored, as
accelerated courses were developed for this population of students. Finally, the issue
of faculty development is investigated. This final area is included to connect
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participants’ comments and reflections on their professional development to the
literature.

Higher Education in the United States

One o f the greatest challenges to those working in accelerated programs is
responding to those who question how adequate learning can take place in a course
that is delivered in a shortened period o f time with reduced in-class seat time. In
order to understand the meaning o f that question, one must understand the
background behind class time in the United States post-secondary educational
system.
The primary assumptions and major characteristics o f traditional universities
were developed during the 19th century in the industrializing countries, including the
United States. At that time, the prominent philosophy was that the students came to
the campus, and the instruction was teacher-centered, following the formula for the
clock hours o f seat time known as Carnegie units (Hanna, 1998).
The Carnegie Unit was originally designed as a measure o f high school
accomplishment. The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement o f Teaching
(Carnegie Foundation) website (n.d.) defines the Carnegie unit as:

A measure o f the amount o f time a student has studied a subject. For
example, a total of 120 hours in one subject— meeting four or five times a
week for 40 to 60 minutes, for 36 to 40 weeks each year— earns the student
one "unit" of high school credit. Fourteen units were deemed to constitute
the minimum amount of preparation that may be interpreted as “four years of
academic or high school preparation.”
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The Carnegie Foundation was created in 1906, when Andrew Carnegie
donated $10 million to provide retirement pensions for college teachers. Before the
pension plan could be launched, however, requirements had to be determined
(Shedd, 2003). The standardization o f clock hours in higher education began early in
the 20th century as a requirement for post-secondary institutions wishing to have their
faculty participate in The Carnegie Foundation’s pension plan, which is now known
as TIAA/CREF. The justification for the college credit hour is the same as that of
the Carnegie unit, utilizing classroom time as a guideline (Flarris, 2002).
The credit hour has remained the main assessment o f student accomplishment
in the United States. Four years has remained the standard requisite for earning a
bachelor’s degree (Harris, 2002). Although The Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement o f Teaching currently has no position on the Carnegie unit, and their
website states, “The ‘Carnegie U nit’ does not apply to higher education,” this system
continues to dominate post-secondary education (The Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement o f Teaching, n.d.). Despite the position o f The Carnegie Foundation,
The Carnegie unit has continued to be the mainstay of higher education in the United
States, with most institutions following its guidelines for seat time (Harris, 2002).
Over the past 50-plus years we have seen a change in the demographics
within higher education, moving it from an elitist system to a more inclusive one
(Adams, 2000). Prior to World War II less than 5% o f the population earned a
college degree, making it an opportunity for only the most elite in society. Presently,
more than 25% o f those older than 25 have completed a four-year degree or greater;
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a major change that occurred is the large numbers o f adult learners entering post
secondary education (Maehl, 2004). The Serviceman’s Readjustment Act o f 1944,
more commonly known as the G.I. Bill, had a significant impact on higher education
in the United States. This federally funded program was established to provide war
veterans with the opportunity to attend college. The influx o f veterans to higher
education after World War II increased the diversity as well as the average age o f the
nation’s college student (Adams, 2000). Between 1971 and 1991, the adult student
population o f undergraduate students increased from 28% to 43% (Kasworm,
2003b).
The 1960s was a time o f demographic, technological, social, economic, and
global changes. These changes were reflected in higher education (Schroeder,
2003). Prior to the late 1960s, only one model o f undergraduate degree study existed
in the United States. College schedules were difficult to manage for adults with full
time employment, and institutions were unreceptive to awarding credit for prior
learning or allowing learners to make changes within existing curriculum. Higher
education was in a state of flux by the 1960s. This unrest made it open to change.
This change was precipitated by the traditional students protesting against the lack of
flexibility and lack o f relevance they observed in their own educations. Some
educational leaders recognized the need to change and sought ways to offer more
flexible scheduling; these changes resulted in serving more adult learners (Maehl,
2004). Many colleges discarded their elitist orientation, replacing it with a more
egalitarian focus. This led to increased enrollments, with specialized programs and
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services being implemented to meet the needs o f an increasingly diverse study body
(Schroeder, 2003). As early as 1972 it was estimated that between one-fourth and
one-third o f colleges in the United States offered some type o f nontraditional degree
program (Maehl, 2004).
Accelerated degree programs began to be offered in U.S. colleges and
universities in the 1970s; however, shortened or compressed courses have existed in
higher education for a longer period o f time. During World War II, both the United
States and British armies trained interpreters in a matter o f months through intensive
language training programs. These programs were extremely successful, suggesting
that this could be an alternative to the traditional format of classroom instruction.
Time-shortened courses were first developed and offered in universities during
summer sessions. These courses were often offered to teachers seeking additional
credentials. Later, the time-shortened courses began to be delivered during winter
and semester intersessions, condensed into two- or three-week formats. By attending
these intense courses, students were given the opportunity to focus on one subject at
a time (Daniel, 2000). While these courses were offered in a shorter time period than
a traditional quarter or semester, they were not exactly the accelerated courses that
are popular with adult learners today. These condensed courses typically had nearly
the same number of hours o f classroom instruction, meeting several hours per day
for a shortened number o f weeks.
The post-secondary educational system has evolved as society has changed.
The industrial era saw the system focused upon serving the educational needs o f
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young adults to prepare for a lifelong career. The future will require lifelong
learning in order to maintain employment (Hanna, 1998). “Our society values the
credential highly as a sign o f mastery and sustained performance” (Maehl, 2004, p.
5). These changes in society have precipitated modifications to the higher education
system within the United States.
Our knowledge-driven society has created an increasing need for advanced
education and training o f our national work force (Duderstadt, 2006). The change in
the educational needs o f the work force has led to a change in the college student
population, thus leading to changes in the educational system. “Growing demand
among learners for improved accessibility and convenience, lower costs, and direct
application o f content to work settings is radically changing the environment for
higher education in the United States and globally” (Hanna, 1998, p. 67).
Citing Frank Newman, the director o f the Futures Project at Brown
University, Bash (2003) stated,

Higher education in this country is in a period o f change and turbulence that
is likely to bring about substantial transformation o f the system o f higher
education and, for many students, the nature o f “going to college.” A number
o f converging forces are serving as a catalyst for change. These include:
changing demographics, including a growing demand for more advanced
skills for essentially all o f the work force; rapid growth o f technology; and
the advent o f new providers of higher education services (both for-profit and
nonprofit, new institutions as well as established institutions taking on new
roles). The traditional institutions o f higher education— the nonprofit public
and private colleges and universities— are vulnerable to these forces o f
change because, in some critical dimensions, they are out o f sync with
societal needs, (p.20)
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Bash (2003) continued that the leading adult learning programs have been
responding to what Newman considered “compelling forces” for years. Because
these programs represent change, and the academy seldom embraces change with
enthusiasm, many institutions have not been willing to acknowledge the significance
of adult learning programs.
Society changes throughout time, and its nature at the time determines the
importance placed on adult learning. The accelerated rate o f change in our presentday society makes learning a necessity for adults (Merriam, Caffarella, &
Baumgartner, 2007). The changing needs o f the American population are redefining
the notion o f the college student and, thus, redefining the nature o f our colleges and
universities. With less than 20% o f today’s college students in the 18-22-year-old
group, which is generally described as the traditional college student, colleges and
universities are increasingly confronted with the need to build educational programs
for a highly diverse student population, including diversity o f age, gender, race,
socioeconomic background, and so on. Today’s college students are typically
working adults with families who seek the education and skills necessary in their
careers (Duderstadt, 2006).
There is increased competition for adult learning programs. The higher
education marketplace cannot continue to be defined only by the needs o f the 18-22year-old student, as was the case for most o f the 20th century (Hanna, 1998). Kelsen
and Lesick (2005) called the competition for these adult learners “fierce” (p.52).
They stated that adult educators and program developers should consider the
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following four items when creating and offering adult programs. These include
convenience and making the academic programs career-oriented. In addition, they
recommended having flexible transfer credit polices, as well as assessing prior
learning through methods such as the College Level Exam Program (CLEP) exams
and experiential learning assessment.
The global economy is impacting adult leaning. Learners are viewing
themselves as consumers, and institutions are marketing themselves as such.

Before globalization and the market economy, higher education was a local
enterprise serving a predominately local or national constituency. Academic
foci shaped the nature o f the student body and concerns o f the institution.
With the shift to the consumer approach to higher education, the institution
worries about its “brand” appeal, its profitability, its “share” o f the market.
(Merriam, Caffarella, & Baumgartner, 2007, p. 22)

Bowden and Merritt (1995) stated that when colleges do not respond to adult
students by offering services at a convenient time, those students will transfer to
another institution that will meet their needs. Hadfield (2003) observed that many
traditional colleges and universities are losing students to corporate universities.
Hadfield stated that adult learners do view themselves as customers.

They pay for these experiences with precious resources, not the least o f
which is their time. They are savvy, demanding customers who know how to
shop. When they do not find what they want at one school, they transfer to
another, (p. 19)
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Accelerated programs were purposefully designed to meet the needs o f adult
learners seeking post-secondary education. The next section o f this literature review
focuses specifically on these accelerated courses and the students enrolled in them.

Accelerated Courses

Although changes to higher education that provided more access to college
learning to adult learners were initiated in the 1970s, the changes were not
significant enough to prevent higher education administrators from approaching the
1980s with a “sense o f gloom” (Maehl, 2004, p. 10). This impending gloom was due
to the anticipated reduction o f traditional-aged students caused by the drop in the
birthrates after 1964 (Maehl, 2004). In recent years there has been an increase in
accelerated courses and degree programs designed for adult students. Accelerated
learning programs are one o f the fastest-growing areas within higher education
(Wlodkowski, 2003). It is reported that 41% o f students enrolled in degree-granting
institutions o f higher education are adult learners. This equates to 6 million students,
age 25 and older, seeking a college degree. It is predicted that by 2011
approximately 20% o f adult college students will be enrolled in an accelerated
program (Wlodkowski, Mauldin, & Gahn, 2001).
Accelerated courses are college-level courses delivered with less time spent
in the classroom than a traditional course. These courses are designed to provide
students with the opportunity to earn college credits, a certificate program, or a
college degree in less time than a traditional program. Accelerated courses are
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offered with less contact hours o f instruction. Accelerated courses are sometimes
referred to as intensive courses (Wlodkowski, 2003). A similar, but slightly different
concept, is the compressed course. Unlike accelerated courses, compressed courses
typically contain the same amount of classroom contact hours as a traditional course,
but they are offered in a shorter duration. For example, a compressed course might
meet every day for a period o f two to three weeks (Shafer, 1995).
Bowden and Merritt (1995) stated that adult learners desire a quality
education that fits into their time schedule. What this often means is packaging the
content o f a semester-long course into as little as 20 classroom hours. In order to
achieve this, additional independent work is placed on the learner. In order to appeal
to adult learners, colleges and universities need to offer quality programs and faculty
as well as convenient locations and schedules. Adults want to see the light at the end
of the tunnel as they return to school. It is for these reasons that accelerated courses
are increasingly popular (Aslanian, 2001).
Accelerated learning is a product o f adult education. As a field o f study,
adult education has been less rigid and more pragmatic than traditional education.

Leading thinkers in adult education, such as Paulo Freire, Phyllis
Cunningham, and Jack Mezirow, have tended to be activists and advocates of
social and personal transformation. They espouse a more egalitarian
worldview than the philosopher-king perspective so common to classical and
traditional education. (Wlodkowski & Kasworm, 2003, p. 94)

Given the background o f accelerated learning programs, adult educators who
have led the growth in this area tend to shun the lecture method, preferring a more
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active learning method o f teaching. These educators also typically utilize adult
experience as a means to inform their teaching and research, and are open to using
adjunct faculty from the workforce in place of, or in addition to, the full-time faculty
at their university (Wlodkowski & Kasworm, 2003).
The adult accelerated degree programs that are so popular today are rooted in
the Open University and University Without Walls movements. Accelerated
programs began to gain attention in the 1970s as a means o f serving adult learners
who had interrupted their schooling for a variety o f reasons. These programs were
brought to the learners at a location convenient to them, typically meeting one
evening per week or on weekends (Mealman & Lawrence, 2000).
Research has indicated that adult students seek to apply new learning
immediately. Instructors who help adult learners make connections to their “real
world” and previous experiences are considered most helpful by adult learners
(Bowden & Merritt, 1995; Imel, 2001). Instructional strategies that have been found
to be successful for adult learners include examples that assist students in making
connections to previous knowledge, class discussions, and small-group activities that
call for active student involvement (Imel, 2001). Scott (1996) found that students in
accelerated courses expressed an overwhelming desire for a variety o f instructional
strategies to avoid boredom in their classes. The importance o f course organization
was also mentioned as crucial in accelerated courses because classes progress so
quickly. Students encouraged instructors o f accelerated courses to utilize active
learning strategies, including role play, problem-solving, and simulation exercises.
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In addition, students wanted the course content to be useful to them in their personal
or professional lives. While students did not wish to be passive recipients o f
knowledge, most believed that some lecturing was necessary. They stated that a
good lecture provided learners with essential information and allowed them to
benefit from the instructor’s expertise.
When studying students in a cohort degree completion program, Kasworm
(2001) found that students saw the accelerated degree experience as creating the
setting for learning and successful degree completion. Students appreciated the
predictable program structure with preset courses. They valued taking one course at
a time, knowing that their meeting time would remain consistent throughout the
degree program, and having a predictable time line for completion o f their degree.
Students appreciated the accelerated degree program for its structure that "pushed
them" to completion. They commented that while they had to prepare and think hard
for their classes, they did not have to think about the other aspects related to their
education. They valued the personalized nature and service-orientation o f the
program which included having their course books delivered to them, as well as
prompt administrative response to student concerns, and other conveniences. For
these adult students, the structure of the program appeared to serve as a motivator for
them. In addition, the services provided ffeed-up time for the learners to concentrate
on other things in their lives, rather than devoting time to educational matters other
than their studies.
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In interviews with students enrolled in both accelerated and semester-length
classes, Scott (1996) found that the same faculty attributes were mentioned as
important in both accelerated and semester-long delivery formats, yet students
desired these qualities more strongly in the accelerated courses. Students
commented that they learned best from instructors who showed enthusiasm for their
subject, as well as enthusiasm for teaching. Other important qualities for instructors
to demonstrate included knowledge and experience, effective communication skills,
an open-mind, an interest in the students, creativity, and a willingness to learn from
their students. Donaldson, Graham, Martindill, Long, and Bradley (1999) found that
students spoke highly of instructors who were “passionate about their subjects,”
“motivated students,” “rewarded students’ efforts,” and “had high expectations” (p.
18).
Kasworm (2001) interviewed 20 students enrolled in an accelerated degree
completion program in applied management and found that students appreciated
faculty who were practitioners, homework related to their lives, and small classes.
They also mentioned the importance o f a caring environment o f faculty and fellow
adult students, and feedback on their course work that gave them a sense o f
accomplishment. These students commented on the higher level o f thinking they
were discovering through reflection and introspection.
Several researchers have stated that the classroom is the central point of
learning for adult students. Due to the limited time they spend on campus, adult
students see the classroom as their main place for engagement and interaction
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(Donaldson & Graham, 2002). Unlike the traditional-aged student, whose primary
support and influence comes from collegiate involvement with peers, most adult
students indicate that their most significant campus experiences take place in the
classroom. In a study o f 90 adult students at six different institutions, Kasworm
(2003a) described what she called the “connecting classroom” where “adult students
believe that the most powerful influence on their campus experiences is class-related
learning successes and their relationships with faculty” (p. 13).
The growth o f accelerated programs has created questions regarding
administrative, curricular, and policy issues. In spite o f the increased enrollments in
these programs, only a limited number o f studies have been done to support the
practices o f practitioners in this area of higher education (Donaldson & Graham,
2002; Wlodkowski, 2003).
In 1992, Scott and Conrad completed a comprehensive analysis o f the
literature on intensive courses. Their findings indicated that these courses did not
compromise the educational outcome o f the learners. In fact, when comparing the
learning outcomes o f the students enrolled in accelerated courses to those enrolled in
traditional-length courses, they reported the learning to be comparable and
sometimes superior in the accelerated courses. These findings were found to be true
across content areas. While Scott and Conrad concluded that the literature indicated
that intensive courses might be effective alternatives to traditional-length courses,
they identified some design flaws in much o f the research. One o f the concerns was
the use o f final course grades as the only measure o f learning. Also, most o f the
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studies did not utilize random assignment, and few o f the studies matched control
and experimental groups for homogeneity. Another concern was the measurement
only o f the acquisition o f factual knowledge and not higher level abstract and critical
thinking.
Another review o f the literature on accelerated courses, similar to the one
conducted by Scott and Conrad (1992), was done by Daniel in 2000. Daniel
summarized the research on the impact on short-term and long-term learning in
traditional and accelerated courses. These studies showed that there was not a
significant difference in the short-term or long-term learning based on the course
delivery model. In one study comparing a set o f courses in British literature and
another set o f courses in marketing, where each set included an accelerated and a
traditional course with each section taught by the same instructor, similar learning
outcomes were discovered. The students enrolled in the accelerated courses, as well
as the faculty in that study, commented on the continuous learning in the intensive
courses that provided an opportunity for students to connect and integrate ideas more
completely. Students in the accelerated courses noted that they appreciated being
able to focus on a single or small number o f courses at the same time, allowing them
to schedule their time more efficiently. It was also found that the longer class
sessions o f the accelerated courses encouraged more in-depth discussions, and
required more intellectual investment and commitment, which improved students’
academic performances.
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Daniel’s (2000) critique of the literature produced similar findings to that of
Scott and Conrad (1992), noting that while studies showed that accelerated courses
often produced comparable or superior learning outcomes when compared to
traditional-length courses, there were some potential concerns with the methodology.
One concern was the administration o f pre-tests and post-tests, which most o f the
researchers administered to assess learning. These assessments were not typically
tested for validity and reliability. Daniel concluded that while the literature strongly
indicated that accelerated courses produced satisfactory learning outcomes when
compared to traditional-length courses, further research needed to be done
addressing research methodology concerns.
Responding to a study on intensive courses that concluded that quantitative
courses were not suited to the accelerated delivery mode, Caskey (1994) did a
quantitative analysis of students enrolled in accounting and algebra. Random
samples for both content areas included equal numbers o f students who had
completed each course in an accelerated and traditional format. Students had self
selected which section o f the course they would take. Enrollment in the accelerated
courses was not limited to adult learners. Accounting and algebra were studied by
Caskey because they offered courses that were sequential. All students enrolled in
Accounting I on the campus where this research was conducted were required to take
the same examinations regardless o f the instructor, location, or course format. A
comparison was done between the academic success o f the students enrolled in
Accounting I and Accounting II in an accelerated and a traditional-length course.
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The data were analyzed using a two-tailed /-test. Using grade point averages, no
significant difference was found between the students enrolled in the two-course
different delivery modes. The same results were found in students taking the
sequence o f developmental and intermediate algebra. The only significant difference
found was in the age of the students, with the average age ranging between three to
six years older for the students in the intensive courses. This led Caskey to conclude
that students, especially adult students, can do well in accelerated courses.
Wlodkowski and Westover (1999) conducted a two-year evaluation o f six
undergraduate courses. This study was done at three private, urban colleges.
Responding to several o f the design flaws in previous studies that were identified by
Scott and Conrad in their 1992 analysis o f the literature on intensive courses,
Wlodkowski and Westover utilized summative, performance-based measures of
learning in an effort to more clearly assess student learning and mastery o f course
content. Students were evaluated on their responses to authentic case studies and
problems, which required answers that reflected the general objectives o f each
course. The six courses studied were: Corporate Finance, Management,
Management of Human Resources, Accounting II, Business Law, and Introduction to
Philosophy. These courses were investigated because they were each offered in both
a semester-length and five-week format. The last three courses were assigned the
same instructor to teach both sections o f each course, allowing an analysis o f the
relationship between time in class and student learning and attitudes in those courses.
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The accelerated courses in this study were offered to and designed specifically for
adult learners.
All students in Wlodkowski and Westover’s (1999) study were asked to selfreport their learning. The attitudes and perceived learning o f the students enrolled in
the accelerated courses compared to students in the traditional courses was positive
and similar. In addition, faculty experts in each subject area designed and reviewed
a summative evaluation for the courses studied. These faculty experts were unaware
of the student demographics or the course delivery format the students had
completed. When the accelerated courses were compared to the traditional courses,
no significant differences were found in learning with one exception: Accounting II,
which favored the accelerated format. Although this difference was statistically
significant, it was not by a large amount. When looking at the work o f the students
enrolled in all six courses, regardless o f the delivery method, traditional or
accelerated, the faculty experts found that four out o f five students in this study met a
standard o f satisfactory to excellent for course work at the college level.
A study similar to the one done by Wlodkowski and Westover (1999) was
done in Puerto Rico (Wlodkowski, 2003). The four courses evaluated were
Introduction to Economics, History o f Puerto Rico, Human Relations in Business,
and Labor Relations. Findings indicated that the older adults in the accelerated
courses significantly out-performed the younger students in the traditional classes in
all four courses.
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Swenson (2003) challenged the idea that additional time in a classroom
seriously impacted learning, stating that the teaching structure or length o f time
within a classroom does not guarantee learning. “Teaching is neither a necessary nor
sufficient condition to ensure that learning occurs. One need only call to mind a
great autodidact like Lincoln to be reminded that so much o f what we learn over the
course o f our lives takes place independent o f teachers” (p. 84).
Jenson (1992) compared students completing a compressed English course to
those who had taken the course in a traditional format. Although the course that
Jenson studied was compressed, and not accelerated as far as reduced seat time,
many o f his findings are relevant to the issue o f learning and assessment in
accelerated courses. Jenson’s findings reinforce Swenson’s (2003) comments,
suggesting that teaching and class time do not automatically translate to student
learning.
After Jenson’s (1992) departmental colleagues questioned whether student
learning was consistent in traditional-length and compressed English courses, Jenson
tested students after they completed their first-year English requirement. These
students had fulfilled this requirement in one o f two formats, either over a period o f
three consecutive quarters or in a condensed eight-week course over the summer.
Students from both groups were asked to write two essays: one in the
expressive/analytical mode and the second in the expository/analytical mode. The
results were disturbing. Sixty-four o f the 121 students, or nearly 53%, scored as
being less than competent in writing. It was discovered that neither group was
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completely competent in college-level writing. The students in the traditional and
compressed courses had similar scores for the expressive essay, but the students in
the compressed course scored significantly lower on the expository essay. In spite o f
the fact that each o f these students had completed the English composition
requirement with a C- or higher, over 50% did not demonstrate competent writing
skills on these two essays. This study brought up concerns about student learning in
general. A passing grade in a class, regardless of the delivery mode, cannot presume
that the student has adequately mastered course material (Jenson, 1992).
It cannot be assumed that teaching equates with student learning. It cannot
be assumed that learning is taking place in the classroom, regardless o f the mode of
course delivery. Scholars and the public alike often have conflicting criteria o f what
quality in education might be (Wlodkowski, 2003). Reacting to the public demand
for accountability in education, there has been an increased emphasis placed on
learning outcomes. Allan (1996) explained that while learning objectives involve a
predetermined specific goal, a learning outcome is the consequence o f the learning
experience, regardless o f the specific objective or goal. Unlike specific, measurable
learning objectives, learning outcomes are consequences o f learning or what the
learner is able to accomplish as a result o f the learning (Spady, 1994).
The adult student’s workplace is a significant area to apply learning outcomes
due to the amount o f time most adult learners dedicate to their work (Harris, 2003).
Harris sought to identify the transfer o f classroom learning outcomes into the
workplace by studying graduates o f the Management and Organizational
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Development (MOD) degree-completion program at Fresno State University. The
MOD curriculum is intentionally designed to be cognitively based, utilizing
interactive classroom activities such as simulations, case studies, and group
activities. These activities are designed to relate to workplace situations.
A survey was developed to evaluate 27 leadership-related learning outcomes
for the program. The survey was completed by 185 alumni who were employed as
leaders or managers. O f the 27 learning outcomes, three were found to be
“frequently applied,” while the remaining 24 were found to be “occasionally
applied.” Survey respondents indicated that none o f the 27 learning outcomes were
“rarely applied” or “never applied.” The researcher reached three conclusions from
this study. First, this feedback might indicate that the alumni have been proactive in
applying their learning from the MOD program to their work environment. In
addition, the findings suggest that the MOD program was successful in providing
their alumni with applicable skills to be successful in their leadership positions.
Finally, this study supported previous research that indicated that adults may apply
classroom learning to other situations, such as the workplace. While this study is
certainly interesting and begins the discussion o f transfer o f learning outcomes in
adult accelerated courses, it is limited to the perceptions o f alumni from only one
accelerated program (Harris, 2003).
The field o f adult education usually uses the term accelerated learning to
describe programs designed to meet the needs o f adult learners by offering courses
with less time spent in the classroom. Because many adults cannot make the time
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commitment to participate in traditional programs, many colleges and universities
have developed degrees that are accelerated or intensive in format. The term
accelerated learning has a different meaning within the field o f training and
development, where it is used to classify an approach to learning that is brain-based,
utilizing multiple learning styles, and placing the learner at the center o f the
experience (Imel, 2002).
When designing their accelerated degree programs, the Wisconsin Technical
College System (WTCS) required that brain-based instructional tools and delivery
methods be incorporated into their accelerated courses that the field o f training and
development utilize. This approach utilizes the learners' natural talents such as
learning styles and multiple intelligences to maximize their learning, retention, and
performance. This learner-centered approach strives to create a stress-free and
psychologically and physically healthy atmosphere that boosts self-esteem and
focuses on the needs o f the learner (Birkholz & Lewis, 2003). The program at the
WTCS was designed to offer course work in a reduced amount o f time, but also
designed to utilize the accelerated activities described by Imel (2002).
Birkholz and Lewis (2003) studied the perceptions o f students and faculty
involved in the use o f accelerated learning strategies in the WTCS. The study
revealed that students enrolled in the accelerated courses reported comparable
learning experiences to those enrolled in traditional programs. While the faculty
reported the use o f accelerated learning methodology as more important to learning
than the students, the accelerated students often reported being taught in ways that
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were consistent with their learning styles. Students also appreciated the diverse
teaching methods utilized by instructors to keep the classes interesting.
The research on learning in accelerated courses has suggested that students
choosing this course delivery format are learning at least as much as students
completing a traditional-length course. Although some previous research has
suggested that distributed practice, or teaching something over a longer period of
time compared to a shorter time frame, might enhance learning, this has not been
found in the studies examining accelerated courses. A meta-analytic review done by
Donovan and Radosevich (1999) concluded that the benefit o f distributed practice
could not be substantiated. The authors o f this study proposed that the benefit o f
distributed practice might depend on what is being learned as well as the experience
and previous knowledge o f the learner. They stated that the previous research on
distributed practice indicated that there is no single “universal effect” (p. 802).
Studies examining the merit o f adult accelerated degree programs are limited
at this time, but what has been done suggests that adult accelerated degree programs
are seen as a positive course delivery format for adult learners. Because accelerated
courses and degree programs were specifically designed for adult students in post
secondary education, the next section o f this literature review will describe some o f
the characteristics o f the adult learner as well as suggestions for effectively teaching
adults.
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The Adult Learner and Implications for Practice

There is a plethora o f literature on the adult learner. The question o f if and
how adults and children leam differently has been explored and continues to be
explored by adult educators. “However, just as there is no single theory that explains
all human learning, there is no single theory o f adult learning” (Merriam, Caffarella,
& Baumgartner, 2007, p. 83). This section highlights some o f the literature that
relates to the characteristics and motivation o f adult learners, as well as
recommendations for effective teaching o f adult students.
Probably the most well-known writer in the area o f adult learning is Malcolm
Knowles. Knowles (1980) developed the concept o f adult learning called andragogy,
which he defined as “the art and science o f helping adults leam” (p.43). Knowles
based this concept on the following four assumptions about adult learners:
1.

As a person matures his or her self-concept moves from one o f a
dependent personality toward one o f a self-directing human being;

2.

An adult accumulates a growing reservoir of experience, a rich resource
for learning;

3.

The readiness o f an adult to leam is closely related to the developmental
tasks o f his or her social role; and

4.

There is a change in time perspective as individuals mature, from one o f
future application o f knowledge to immediacy o f application; thus an
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adult is more problem-centered than subject-centered in their learning

(pp. 44-45).
A fifth and sixth assumption were added later stating that as a person matured, their
motivation to leam became more intrinsic and that adults needed to understand why
they needed to leam something (Knowles, 1984).
Merriam et al. (2007) explained that Knowles’s assumptions have received
criticism, questioning if andragogy was actually a proven theory or simply a set of
guidelines to support educators when planning instruction for adult learners. Critics
have also questioned whether these items applied to all adults and if they could also
apply to some children as well. In spite o f these and other concerns, Knowles’s
assumptions are well known by and commonly referenced by adult educators and
present a useful guide when working with adult learners. In addition, the
implications for practice gained from Knowles’s assumptions are believed to be
positive for learners o f all ages, especially adults.
Lawler (2003) stated that adult learners are a diverse group. Their differing
life experiences, educations, and personal qualities intensify as they age, impacting
their perceptions o f educational activities. Adult learners typically want to connect
new learning with previous knowledge to make meaning o f their learning. In
addition, they bring a variety o f life experiences into the classroom and have realistic
and useful purposes for their educations. Based on the characteristics o f adult
learners, Imel (2001) made four general recommendations for effective practice
when teaching adult learners. First, she suggested that learners be invited to share
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and evaluate their life experiences in the classroom. Connecting theory to practice
can offer significant learning. Imel also recommended that adult educators be
sensitive to cultural and individual differences in their learners. In addition, they
should structure the curriculum to be inclusive and culturally relevant, utilizing
materials and examples that are meaningful to adults from various cultural groups.
The final recommendation Imel made was to implement instructional approaches
that encourage the learners to develop relationships. This could be done through
class discussions, group work, and other strategies that encourage interaction
between the learners.
Describing the multiple roles o f the adult student, Poison (1993) stated these
various responsibilities sometimes distract them from their educational
responsibilities. Describing adult learners as usually “off-campus oriented” (p. 2),
Poison indicated that while traditional college students tend to find their academic
support within the college community, adult students usually find support from their
network outside the academic community. Kasworm and Marienau (1997)
expressed similar findings, stating that although faculty serve as valuable knowledge
sources to adult students, they share this role with authorities outside o f higher
education. Additionally, adult learners have their own expertise that serves as a form
of knowledge.
Several studies have examined adult student characteristics and how they
impact learning. In a study o f 13 adults returning to college at two different
institutions, Donaldson et al. (1999) identified factors that supported or hindered
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students’ achievements. First, the students stated the importance o f experience. This
included prior experience, concurrent experience, and future experience. Future
experience involved a realistic view o f the future, which provided adult learners with
more o f a sense o f the importance o f college than the traditional-aged students.
Maturity was the second factor identified. Successful adult students regarded their
maturation as a factor in their learning, as it prepared them to make better judgments
and have a strong work ethic. Many o f the subjects also reported self-monitoring
behaviors including effective study strategies and time management techniques. The
successful adult students believed they had an understanding o f themselves as
learners. Reinforcement systems also played a role in the success or challenges
faced by adult students. These systems included friends, family, work, and former
teachers who either supported or interfered with the students’ successes.
Fairchild (2003) declared that adult students returned to higher education
when they recognized that there would be a return on their investment o f time,
money, and effort. Because adult students financed most o f their educations they
were often more motivated and achievement-oriented. Consequently, adult learners
tended to take their studies more seriously and attended class on a more regular
basis.
Due to the characteristics that have been identified in adult learners, many
educators see a need to modify their practices when working with this population as
compared to younger learners. Brookfield (1986) identified six principles for
successfully facilitating adult learning. These principles are:
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1.

Realizing that adults’ participation in learning activities is voluntary.
Adults make the decision whether or not to leam; this cannot be
coerced.

2.

Adult learners should be respected and made to feel valued in the
educational process.

3.

The learners and the facilitators should engage in a collaborative
process, working as co-leamers. The experiences o f the learners should
be respected in this interaction.

4.

Learners and facilitators should engage in continuous action and
reflection, continually reflecting upon activities and providing a
collaborative analysis prior to moving on to other activities.

5.

Adult learners should be challenged to examine their beliefs, attitudes,
and assumptions.

6.

Adult learners should be empowered by facilitators who encourage self
directed learning.

Similar to Brookfield (1986), Lawler (2003) also developed a list o f items for
effective practices o f teaching adult learners. This list o f six items included: “(1)
create a climate o f respect, (2) encourage active participation, (3) build on
experience, (4) employ collaborative inquiry, (5) leam for action, and (6) empower
the participants through learning” (pp. 17-19).
Responding to the specialized needs o f the adult learner, many adult
programs offer a more flexible approach to the curriculum. These programs
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recognize the varied experiences o f the learners (Kasworm & Marienau, 1997). The
learner is only one part o f the classroom equation, however. The other consideration
is the teacher. Studies o f students enrolled in accelerated courses have suggested
that the teacher is significant to the students learning, as well as their overall
impressions o f the institution (Kasworm, 2003a; Scott, 1996; Scott, 2003). In an
attempt to understand the experiences o f the faculty members teaching accelerated
courses, this study focused on their perceptions. It sought to understand how they
came to define themselves as educators and developed their skills to work with the
learners in the accelerated courses. The participants in this study shared their
experiences, both positive and negative, teaching accelerated courses. They
explained how they learned to teach these courses. Often this was done without
training for the faculty members as they took on this new instructional challenge.
The following section provides a summary o f the significance o f faculty
development in higher education, as well as several faculty development program
models that might be applicable to those training faculty members teaching
accelerated courses.

Faculty Development

Fletcher and Patrick (1998) explained that higher education in the United
States is going through some o f the most dramatic changes in its history. Reasons
for these significant changes include social, economic, and political factors which
involve external forces such as technology, public skepticism and the call for
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increased accountability, and decreased financial support. Although faculty
members do not generally like to consider education a product or their students as
consumers, many students perceive themselves as such (Fletcher & Patrick, 1998;
Hadfield, 2003; Merriam, et al., 2007). The introduction o f for-profit institutions has
had an impact on this perception. All o f these changes contribute to the need for a
systematic plan o f faculty development to support faculty members as they adapt to
the changes within higher education and the changes to roles as educators (Fletcher
& Patrick, 1998).
As institutions are scrutinized because o f greater-than-inflation tuition
increases, they need to demonstrate their willingness to improve the teaching
effectiveness o f faculty (Dotolo, 1999). Four key issues relating to faculty
development have emerged from the recent criticism o f higher education. The first
issue is the need for accountability and the question o f whether or not higher
education has made the best use o f its resources. The second issue is the need for
faculty to be more available to undergraduate students. A third concern is the need
to focus on serving students over protecting faculty interests. The fourth issue is the
need to reevaluate faculty scholarship and make it more applied, collaborative, and
aligned with the needs o f the community (Fletcher & Patrick, 1998).
A variety o f faculty development initiatives have been implemented within
higher education. One popular program is faculty mentoring. Although many
colleges and universities provide some type of formal mentoring program, pairing up
a new faculty member with an experienced colleague, the success o f these programs
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depends on the individuals involved in the relationship. Responding to the failure of
a traditional mentoring program, the School of Education at Purdue University
Calumet created a collegial support group for new faculty. When this program was
established eight years ago, the group was facilitated by an assistant professor.
Although this individual has moved through the academic ranks, she continues to
facilitate this group, receiving release time to do so. The activities o f this group are
determined by its members and have included issues such as classroom instructional
strategies, writing for publication, navigating the tenure and promotion process, and
professional networking. This program has been highly successful, according to the
faculty participants. “Specifically, participants report that they experience a sense of
collegiality, o f feeling less alone and isolated, and o f being socialized within the
institution” (Smith, et al., 2001, p. 204).
Dotolo (1999) described the Virginia Tidewater Consortium for Higher
Education faculty development program. This program began 20 years ago, after the
Virginia Tidewater Consortium was invited by the Kansas City Regional Council for
Higher Education to participate in a faculty development program sponsored by the
Kellogg Foundation. The requirements o f this program involved each consortium
sending two representatives, an administrator and faculty member, to meet and
determine a plan for the best way for their consortium to deliver faculty development
programs to their members. With a $15,000 grant from the Kellogg Foundation, the
Virginia Tidewater Consortium for Higher Education developed the Summer
Institute on College Teaching. Their first-year enrollment was limited to 25
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participants, with numerous interested faculty members being denied participation.
What began as a once-a-year workshop grew based on the needs o f the consortium
member institutions and is now an ongoing faculty development program.
All o f the faculty development workshops offered through the Virginia
Tidewater Consortium take place on weekends and attendance is consistently high.
The faculty participants develop working relationships with colleagues from other
institutions through meetings to discuss their teaching and learning (Dotolo, 1999).
These collegial relationships are recognized as significant benefits o f these programs.
The Maryland Consortium for Adjunct Faculty Professional Development
(MCAPD) began several years ago as a group o f faculty and administrators meeting
monthly to dialogue about adjunct faculty development. While the original goal o f
this group was to create a list o f options for adjunct faculty development
opportunities among their member institutions, they have also gathered information
about the adjunct instructors in an effort to better serve them. Seven hundred and
fifty-five adjunct instructors who teach in community colleges, public four-year
institutions, and private four-year colleges in Maryland replied to a survey developed
and distributed by this group. The survey was designed to gain more information
about the adjunct faculty members, most specifically related to their faculty
development experiences and needs (Martinak, Karlsson, Faircloth, & Witcher
(2006).
Seventy-five percent o f the adjunct faculty respondents to the MCAPD
survey reported attending faculty development sessions or training where they
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taught. Seventy-five percent acknowledged that their institution offered an
orientation program, while 60% reported attending. Many o f the adjuncts were not
aware if their institution offered a mentoring program. The most recommended
faculty training session was teaching tips and how to teach more effectively, with
71% indicating an interest in that topic. Forty-eight percent desired an opportunity
for networking and collegiality (Martinak, et al., 2006). Because accelerated
programs often rely heavily on adjunct instructors to teach their courses, this
information can be o f assistance to administrators in accelerated programs who work
with adjunct instructors (Bash, 2003; Fincher, 2006).
Fincher (2006) indicates that most colleges and universities do not provide
faculty development to their adjunct instructors. They are unwilling to devote their
scarce resources to what they often consider temporary employees. While adjunct
instructors in the accelerated programs provide valuable information to their adult
learners, by sharing relevant and current practices with them, they typically have not
been trained in teaching and grading practices. The lack o f preparation in
assessment, coupled with the high grades typically awarded in accelerated courses,
has led some academics to question if there is grade inflation happening in the
accelerated courses. The accelerated courses are completed very quickly and
frequently incorporate group work. This makes grading challenging for the most
skilled educator.
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Accomplished working professionals seldom decide to become adjuncts due
to their desire to give grades .... Students need to know how they are doing.
A 3.0 G.P.A. will be o f little consolation to a graduate who has difficulty
writing a compelling report. (Fincher, 2006, p.39)

These comments illuminate the need for training those who come from
outside academia to teach adult learners. Fincher (2006) suggests that full-time
faculty members might also benefit from training and development to teach
accelerated courses. Noble-Goodman and Segur (2005) concurred with that position.
Describing the creation and implementation of a training program developed for
adjunct faculty at their institution, they stated that full-time tenure-track faculty do
participate and benefit from involvement in this program as well. In developing a
faculty development program, Noble-Goodman and Segur recommended that
complete support is needed from faculty, administration, and staff. The program
must be designed around thorough and mission-based goals, and involve a wide
variety o f stakeholders in the planning and implementation.
Wlodkowski and Kasworm (2003) acknowledged that the reduced classroom
time for learning in accelerated courses allows less margin for error. In addition to
the shortened class time, the role of the instructor is often identified as more
significant in adult programs compared to traditional programs. While studies have
shown that traditional students learned significantly from participation in the college
environment outside the classroom, the classroom was found to be central to the
learning in adult students' experiences. Adult students attributed the relationships
they developed with faculty members and their in-class learning experiences as more
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meaningful to them than their traditional-aged peers (Imel, 2001). In addition,
research on adults' perceptions o f exemplary collegiate instruction suggested that the
social aspects o f instruction (i.e., development o f a community o f learners within
classes and having a respectful and caring instructor) are critical factors for adult
students. A number o f researchers have offered evidence that, for adults, the
classroom is the center stage for their learning (Graham, Donaldson, Kasworm, &
Dirkx, 2000).
Pearson (2005) discussed the diversity among faculty in most adult learning
programs. Faculty in these programs fall within one o f the following six categories:
1.

Moonlighters who usually work full-time outside o f higher education.

2.

Migrants who are full-time faculty at another school.

3.

Apprentices who are hoping to gain teaching experience.

4.

Full-time wanna-bes who have been unable to secure a full-time faculty
position. These individuals frequently teach at several colleges and
universities to make up a full-time load.

5.
6.

Retirees.
Loyalists who are full-time faculty within the institution (pp. 130-131).

Given the diversity o f the faculty members teaching in adult programs, Pearson
recommended a strong and consistent faculty development program for these faculty
members.
Many educators in post-secondary institutions have been trained through
traditional academic programs. In addition, their decision to teach adult students is
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often a practical and financial one rather than a philosophical attraction to this
student population (Clarke & Gabert, 2004). This makes training and development
especially important and often challenging for these educators.
Instructors for any program should be selected based on the curriculum, the
needs o f the learners, and the expertise o f the faculty candidate. Some accelerated
programs begin their faculty development prior to hiring instructors through a faculty
assessment process. This process, adapted from a program developed by AT&T,
invites candidates to participate in a variety o f exercises to determine their skills as
well as their attitudes towards working with adult students (Husson & Kennedy,
2003).
Faculty teaching in accelerated programs should not only have the expertise
in their discipline, but flexibility and a positive attitude towards their students. Scott
(2003) found that adult learners in accelerated courses consistently mentioned the
instructor as the most vital element o f a positive learning experience in an
accelerated course. Students reported the four most significant instructor qualities to
be “enthusiasm; knowledge, expertise, and communication; willingness to leam from
students; and caring about and relating to their students” (pp. 30-31).
Kasworm (1990) stated that academic administrators have discovered
negative attitudes from faculty about teaching adult students. Faculty members often
perceived adult students as lacking commitment to their education due to conflicting
life commitments such as family and work. Limited research, however, suggests that
faculty members who had interacted with adult students were more likely to exhibit
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positive attitudes about them. While several authors suggested faculty development
workshops as a way o f impacting change within the faculty, research has not been
able to clearly identify specific strategies to effectively manage this.
Clarke and Gabert (2004) declared that faculty members play a significant
role in the success o f adult programs, stating that the adult educator’s role is often
different from the traditional professor. Adult educators have been defined in a
variety o f ways, ranging from leaders and facilitators to midwives. Therefore, the
role o f the instructor teaching adults in an accelerated program is not simply a
dispenser o f knowledge, but a collaborator and coleamer with his or her students,
requiring different skills and training than the faculty member who teaches
traditional courses.
Lawler and King (2003) discussed some trends in higher education that
demand changes in the way faculty teach, emphasizing the need for strong faculty
development programs. Along with an increasingly diverse student population, there
is a continuous shift from an emphasis on teaching to more o f an emphasis on
learning. These changes present challenges for older and traditional faculty who
were educated to be researchers and scholars. In order to meet the challenges faced
by adult educators, Lawler and King (2003) recommended that faculty developers
recognize that the faculty members engaging in the training are adult learners
themselves. Rather than simply transmitting knowledge to the faculty to support
them with their professional challenges, faculty development should focus on
professional growth for the faculty member. Utilizing adult learning principles in
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faculty development sessions might involve a paradigm shift for many involved in
faculty training and development (Lawler, 2003).
The Adult Leaning Model for Faculty Development (Lawler, 2003) integrates
adult learning principles with adult education program-planning concepts. “The four
stages o f the model— preplanning, planning, delivery, and follow-up— are
interrelated and dynamic. At each stage, we ask how the activities and proposed
learning objectives are compatible with the adult learning principles” (p. 19). In the
preplanning phase, the purpose o f the faculty development program must be
identified as well as how the project fits into the goals and culture o f the organization
that it is being created for. Available resources must also be identified in this phase
of the process. Once this has been completed, the program can be planned. In the
planning phase, the participants and potential resources are identified. A topic is
then selected, the presenter identified, and the program scheduled and promoted.
The delivery phase involves implementing the preplanning and planning activities.
During the delivery it is crucial to incorporate adult learning principles into the
session. The follow-up phase involves examining what will happen when the
participants leave the program and identifying what systems are in place to support
the new skills and knowledge they are taking from the session. In this phase, the
presenter and program developer also review session evaluations to determine
changes for future sessions (Lawler, 2003). This model views the faculty member
not only as an adult educator, but also as an adult learner. Through careful planning,
it considers the needs o f the individual faculty member, as well as the context within
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which he or she is practicing. In addition, it identifies resources to support the
faculty member in implementing his or her newfound knowledge.
The previous section examined the needs o f faculty when participating in
faculty development programs as well as introduced several models o f faculty
development. Because most faculty members have not taken accelerated courses,
they do not have a model to follow. In addition, because most o f the students in the
accelerated courses report the classroom as their main connection to the institution,
this places the faculty member in a role beyond that o f instruction. These factors
make faculty development even more essential for those teaching adult accelerated
courses.

Summary

This literature review provided information on four areas connected to this
research study. It began with an overview o f higher education in the United States,
including some recent history and challenges for the future, followed by the
background and research specific to accelerated courses. A brief overview o f adult
learners was given to provide background on the type o f students enrolled in
accelerated courses. Finally, the area o f faculty development was addressed.
The following chapter describes the method o f data collection and analysis
employed in this study. It will also introduce the faculty members who participated
in this study.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

This chapter provides a detailed description o f this study, beginning with the
research questions. The rationale for this study is provided, along with identifying
the role o f the researcher. The participants and data collection and analysis process
are introduced.

Research Questions

This study was guided by these four research questions:
1. How do faculty members view their roles in accelerated classroom
settings? In what ways, if any, are these roles different from the
traditional classroom setting?
2. How do faculty members perceive the instructional process in accelerated
courses? In what ways, if any, is this different from teaching traditional
courses?
3. In what ways, if any, has teaching accelerated courses impacted the way
faculty view teaching in their discipline?
4. How do faculty members perceive the shortened time o f the accelerated
courses?
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Rationale

The method selected for this study is a basic interpretive qualitative study
(Merriam, 1998; Merriam & Associates, 2002). “In conducting a basic qualitative
study, you seek to discover and understand a phenomenon, a process, the
perspectives and worldview o f the people involved, or a combination o f these”
(Merriam & Associates, 2002, p. 6). “Qualitative researchers conducting a basic
interpretive study would be interested in (1) how people interpret their experiences,
(2) how they construct their worlds and what meaning they attribute to their
experiences” (p. 38). While all qualitative research seeks to understand how
meaning is constructed, a basic qualitative study focuses on discovering and
interpreting these meanings. Data for such a study may be collected through
interviews, observations, and document analysis.
Merriam and Simpson (1995) stated that qualitative methods o f research are
well suited to uncovering the meaning o f an experience for those involved, making
such methodology especially appropriate for an applied field such as adult education.
In order to improve practice, it is important to understand the experiences o f those
involved in such a practice. A basic assumption o f qualitative research is that
individuals construct their own reality based on their interaction with their social
worlds.
Qualitative researchers typically use open-ended questions in order to get
participants to share their perceptions and personal views o f what is being studied.
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They attempt to understand the setting or context o f the participants’ experiences by
collecting data through visits and direct observation. When doing this type o f study,
researchers acknowledge that their experience will influence how the data are
interpreted. While quantitative research is a deductive process, qualitative research
is mostly inductive (Creswell, 2003). Ary, Jacobs, and Razavieh (2002) stated that
focused interviews done in qualitative research provide subjects with the opportunity
to respond in their own words, rather than choose from options provided. This openended approach allows for issues to emerge from the participants.
Unlike the deductive process o f the quantitative study, data collection and
analysis are done simultaneously in most qualitative studies (Ary, et al., 2002).
Rather than beginning with a theory or hypothesis, a qualitative study develops a
theory or pattern o f meaning through the interpretation o f the meanings o f others
(Creswell, 2003).

Role o f the Researcher

When engaging in a qualitative study, the primary instrument for data
collection and analysis is the researcher. The goal o f qualitative research is to
understand; therefore, the human instrument o f data collection is ideal. It must be
acknowledged, however, that human instruments might have biases that could
impact their studies. These biases cannot be ignored. They must be identified and
monitored as data are collected and analyzed (Merriam & Associates, 2002).
As the researcher, I attempted to identify how my experiences as a teacher
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and previous university administrator impacted my perceptions. Knowing that I
could not deny those biases, I acknowledged and reflected on them throughout this
study. Discussing the subjectivity of the researcher as a human instrument, Merriam
and Associates (2002) explained that this can be viewed as positive, as it is a way for
the researcher to make a unique contribution, resulting from linking the researchers’
unique qualities with the data they have collected.
I embraced the contribution that my experiences could bring to this study. At
the same time, however, I attempted not to allow my biases to overshadow what my
participants were telling me about their experiences.

Participants

Study participants were identified through word-of-mouth and the snowball
method. The first participants were individuals I knew from previous places o f
employment, professional conferences, and networking. Additional participants
were solicited through an e-mail sent through the listserve to program administrators
and faculty who were members o f the Illinois Consortium for Adult Accelerated
Programs (ICAAP) (see Appendix A). Some participants volunteered, while others
were nominated by their colleagues. Participants from diverse academic disciplines
were enlisted for this study. All participants were subject to the criteria established
for participants prior to this study beginning.
Prior to being selected, I spoke with each prospective participant over the
phone or through e-mail to assure that they met the criteria for the research study.
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Full-time and adjunct faculty members who had taught at least five classes in the
traditional delivery model and at least five courses in the accelerated delivery
method were invited to participate. The rationale for this requirement was that
faculty must have had the opportunity to reflect on their instruction and make and
test modifications to their teaching techniques in order to understand the differences
in their approaches to instruction and the differences between these two delivery
modes of education. Because the traditional and accelerated courses were not
directly compared in this study, it was not necessary for the participants to have
taught the same courses utilizing the traditional and accelerated delivery methods.
These courses were all offered in a face-to-face classroom environment. Online
courses were not included in this study. Participants included faculty members who
had taught both traditional and accelerated courses at four-year institutions. Faculty
from a variety o f academic disciplines and multiple institutions were included in this
study.
O f the 18 participants, 11 were women and 7 were men. Ten had earned their
doctoral degrees, four were ABD (all but dissertation), and four held master’s
degrees. They had an average o f 20.4 years o f teaching experience. The participant
with the least amount of experience had taught for five years, while the one with the
most experience had taught for 40 years. The following list is a brief biographical
sketch o f each participant o f this study. I limited the amount o f information I
provided on the participants in this document to help maintain their confidentiality,
providing only information that I felt was directly relevant to the findings o f this
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study. In addition, each of the participants was given a pseudonym to protect his or
her anonymity.

Allison

Allison has held a variety o f jobs within and outside o f education. Allison
teaches undergraduate courses in psychology and social sciences. She has taught a
variety o f courses including Group Dynamics, Leadership, Adult Learning,
Psychology o f Learning, and Communication. Allison started her career in
education as a middle school and high school teacher. She began teaching college
courses 20 years ago. Allison has a doctoral degree in curriculum and instruction.
While her own educational experiences were in traditional programs, Allison teaches
both traditional and accelerated courses to undergraduates. Most o f the courses she
teaches are accelerated.

Amanda

Amanda is an adjunct college instructor, teaching psychology and social
sciences for the past 10 years. In addition to teaching college courses, Amanda has
also taught high school for 10 years. College courses she has taught include
Introduction to Psychology, Cultural Dimensions, Group Dynamics, and Adult
Learning. She is currently ABD in psychology. Prior to entering the field o f
education, Amanda worked in business for over 30 years. Am anda’s own
educational experiences included a combination o f traditional and accelerated
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degrees, having earned her undergraduate degree in an adult accelerated degree
program and her master’s in a traditional program. She is currently enrolled in a
Ph.D. program that is delivered online. Amanda teaches both traditional and
accelerated courses to undergraduates.

Amy

Amy taught high school for four years prior to teaching in higher education.
She holds a Ph.D. in physical and organic chemistry. All o f her degrees were
completed in a traditional delivery format. She is a full-time faculty member, having
taught traditional college students in a traditional program for over 30 years. Amy
has taught chemistry for chemistry majors and non-majors, as well as some math
courses. Nine years ago she also started teaching an adult accelerated chemistry
course for non-majors. Courses Amy has taught include General Chemistry,
Consumer Chemistry, Ecological Chemistry, College Algebra, and Problem-solving
in Science and Math.

Caron

Caron has spent the last 12 years working in higher education. She began her
career in education teaching high school English. After earning a master’s degree in
adult education, she began teaching both traditional and adult learners in college.
Caron also has a doctoral degree in adult education. She went through a traditional
program for her bachelor’s degree, and accelerated programs at the master’s and
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doctoral level. Several years ago, Caron made the transition to working only with
adult accelerated programs. She works full-time as a university administrator and
teaches part-time. Caron has taught a variety o f undergraduate courses including
Research Design and Methodology; Introduction to Statistics; Adult Learning;
Critical Thinking, Reading, and Writing; Group Dynamics; and English Writing.

Cindy

Cindy holds a doctoral degree in educational administration and had all o f her
educational experiences in a traditional delivery model. When Cindy was in her
doctoral program, however, she was introduced to the concept o f cohorts through a
residency program. Although the residency was not offered in an accelerated format,
it still introduced her to a slightly different delivery model than what she had
previously experienced and opened her up to different options o f course delivery.
Cindy taught college full-time for one year in a traditional delivery model.
Following that one year as a full-time faculty member, she moved into higher
education administration. She also teaches business courses as an adjunct instructor
at another university in an accelerated program.

Debbi

Debbi has a Ph.D. in chemistry. After teaching high school for three years,
Debbi began teaching in higher education. She is a full-time faculty member at a
university where her primary responsibility is teaching traditional classes. Debbi
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teaches a variety o f chemistry courses, as well as Introduction to Physics. Debbi has
taught in the adult accelerated program for several years.

Eileen

In addition to 40 years o f teaching experience, Eileen has also worked as a
manager for a professional association and been a newspaper reporter, reporting on
local government. Eileen teaches a variety o f courses across the fields o f
communication, political science, history, humanities, and sociology. Eileen works
for several colleges and universities, making her a full-time adjunct instructor. She
has attained the educational level o f ABD in political science and communication.
Eileen’s degrees were all earned through traditional degree programs. She began
teaching accelerated courses about five years ago and currently teaches a
combination o f accelerated and traditional courses.

Joel

Joel has taught college for a total of 12 years. He is ABD in English
literature. His own education was done with traditional course work. He worked
outside o f education as a youth minister and a freelance proofreader and editor.
Currently Joel is a professional staff person at a university and, in addition, teaches
traditional and accelerated courses part-time. Joel has taught a variety o f courses
including Composition and Writing, Introduction to Literature, Shakespeare, and
Renaissance Literature.
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Kevin

Prior to beginning his career in higher education, Kevin worked in health care
and business for over 20 years. He currently teaches both accelerated and traditional
courses in health care and business. Kevin has been teaching in higher education for
eight years. Courses he has taught include Presentation Skills, Professional Writing,
Group Dynamics, Human Resource Management, Business Communication, and
Supervision. Kevin holds a doctoral degree in adult education. That degree was
earned in an accelerated, cohort format. His other degrees were earned through a
traditional delivery model of instmction.

Laurel

Prior to beginning her career in higher education, Laurel worked in social
services and did freelance writing. Seven years ago she began doing adjunct
teaching with traditional college students and later began teaching in the adult
accelerated program. She currently works full-time in higher education as a
professional staff person and teaches as an adjunct instructor in both the traditional
and accelerated delivery models. Laurel holds a master’s degree in writing and is
beginning a Ph.D. program in rhetoric and composition. She teaches a variety of
college courses including College Composition, Focused Writing, Writing for the
Disciplines, Literature, Adult Learning Theory, and Writing and Reading for English
Language Learners. All o f Laurel’s degrees were earned in traditional programs.
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Leigh

Leigh began her career in health care as a direct-care practitioner. She has
also worked in training, continuing education, and consulting. Leigh is currently a
professor in the area o f health care; she has been teaching in higher education for
over 20 years. While all o f Leigh’s degrees have been from traditional programs,
she has taught both traditional and accelerated courses to undergraduate and graduate
students. She currently teaches only accelerated courses to both undergraduate and
graduate students. Courses Leigh teaches include Research Management,
Leadership, Strategic Planning, Health Care, and Organizational Behavior. Leigh
holds a doctoral degree in educational psychology.

Michael

For the past 13 years, Michael has served as a full-time faculty member
teaching traditional courses in decision sciences. Prior to that, he was an adjunct
instructor for an accelerated degree completion program. Michael earned his
doctoral degree in business administration. Before working in higher education,
Michael worked as a scientist and trainer for a U.S. government agency. Michael
serves as a consultant for a local health department and has been invited to be a guest
speaker both in the United States and abroad. All o f M ichael’s degrees were earned
in traditional programs.
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Pat

Pat taught high school math for 13 years and has been teaching college math
for 26 years, including 20 years full-time. In addition to teaching, Pat also worked as
a computer programmer and trainer. All o f her degrees were earned in traditional
programs. She primarily teaches traditional courses, but occasionally teaches
accelerated undergraduate classes. Pat teaches a variety of mathematics courses
including Algebra, Geometry, Statistics, Mathematical Thinking, History o f Math,
and Mathematics for Teachers. She also has taught computer programming and
introduction for computers.

Rebecca

Rebecca began her career as an elementary education teacher. She later
worked in community development, fundraising, and human resource management.
Rebecca has taught a variety o f undergraduate and graduate courses, including
Organizational Behavior, Ethical Leadership, Building High Performance Teams,
Human Resource Management, and Business Communication. Rebecca began
teaching in the accelerated programs as an adjunct instructor to adult undergraduate
students seven years ago. For the past four years she has been a full-time faculty
member. She now teaches primarily traditional undergraduate and graduate courses.
Rebecca’s educational experiences have all been traditional. She is currently
completing her dissertation for a doctoral degree in Adult and Higher Education.
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Reuben

After having a very successful career in business for many years, Reuben
began teaching part-time in an accelerated degree completion program five years
ago. Since that time, he has expanded his teaching to include teaching both
accelerated and traditional courses to both undergraduate and graduate students.
Reuben has a m aster’s degree in management. All o f his educational experiences
were in traditional programs. As an adjunct instructor, he has taught Marketing,
International Business, Management, Leadership, and Organizational Behavior.
Currently, Reuben teaches at two universities to make up the load o f a full-time
adjunct instructor.

Rick

Rick holds a Ph.D. in philosophy and has taught college for over 20 years.
Rick is an ordained priest and has also written three books. He currently teaches
both accelerated and traditional courses in philosophy and ethics to undergraduate
and graduate students. Rick teaches enough courses each year at one university to
make him a full-time adjunct. The courses Rick teaches include Introduction to
Philosophy, Ethics, Business Ethics, and Critical Thinking. All o f Rick’s education
was in traditional programs.
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Rob

Rob has two master’s degrees: One in German and a second in business
administration. He began his career in higher education 40 years ago, teaching
traditional students in a traditional delivery model. He has also held some part-time
positions outside o f higher education. For a period o f time, he worked in continuing
education within a university setting. This spurred an interest in business that led
him to earn an M.B.A. For the past few years, in addition to his regular traditional
courses. Rob has taught accelerated courses in the area o f business,. He teaches the
following courses: German, Business, Basic English, Marketing, Consumer
Economics, History o f Business, Diversity, and Ethnic Studies.

Ryan

Starting his career as an accountant, Ryan has been teaching college for over
20 years, beginning as an adjunct and moving into full-time. He has earned a
master’s in accounting and a master’s in business administration (M.B.A.), both
taken in a traditional delivery model. Ryan teaches Accounting, Finance, Advanced
Management, Business Law, and Operations Management. He teaches a
combination o f traditional and accelerated courses.
For the entire summary o f the participants, see Table 1.
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Table 1
Summary o f Participants
Years Teaching
Highest Degree
Current Faculty
College
Held
Employment Status
Ed.D.
20
Allison
Full-time
10
A.B.D.
Amanda
Adjunct
33
Ph.D.
Amy
Full-time
12
Ed.D.
Caron
Full-time
6
Ed.D.
Cindy
Full-time*
13
Ph.D.
Debbi
Full-time
40
A.B.D.
Eileen
Full-time adjunct
12
Joel
A.B.D.
Full-time*
Kevin
8
Ed.D.
Full-time
M.A.
Laurel
7
Full-time*
Ed.D.
Leigh
20+
Full-time
Ph.D.
Michael
20+
Full-time
Pat
26
Ed.D.
Full-time
Rebecca
7
A.B.D.
Full-time
5
M.M.
Reuben
Full-time adjunct
20
Ph.D.
Rick
Full- time adjunct
Rob
40
M.A. and M.B.A.
Full-time
Ryan
22
M.B.A. and M.S.A.
Full-time
*These participants lad other responsibilities (administrative or professional staff)
within their institutions, teaching being only being part o f their role.
Name

Data Collection

Data collection included semistructured interviews with 18 participants.
These participants were located within the Chicago area and two surrounding states.
The interviews were audiotaped and later transcribed. The first five participants
interviewed were also observed teaching an accelerated course. These five visits
each lasted between two and four hours. Field notes were written, focusing on the
instructional methods o f the teacher (study participant) and the interaction between
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the teacher and his or her students, as well as the interaction among the students. In
addition, the participants were asked to provide courses documents that they believed
would be relevant to my study. Most o f the participants opted not to provide any
documents, however. While course syllabi were provided by three o f the
participants, I could not find a way to analyze this data due to the limited number of
documents received. Therefore, this information is not included in this study.
An initial interview o f one and one half hours was scheduled with each
participant. This was to assure ample time to cover the interview questions and any
other information the participants wished to share. Most interviews lasted the full
hour and a half. A few were slightly shorter while others were slightly longer.
Follow-up questions and member checks were addressed via e-mail and phone
communication.
Most of the interviews were done in person. In order to expand the study to
include participants outside o f the immediate Chicago area, two phone interviews
were done with individuals who lived out-of-state. In addition, two local participants
preferred to be interviewed over the phone due to their own time constraints. I
honored these requests.
The semistructured interviews included specific questions (see Appendix B)
that I wished to cover. The interviews did not progress in a structured format, but
rather evolved from the participants’ comments. While the interview guide outlined
a set o f potential questions, a general open-ended interview approach was utilized to
provide for flexibility while covering the research questions (Patton, 2002). In
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addition to the interview questions, demographic information for each participant
was also gathered (see Appendix C).
I continued to conduct interviews until the data reached saturation. This
meant that the interviews were no longer revealing new information. I felt that I had
reached saturation after 16 interviews and five class visits. At this time, however, I
had not interviewed any English faculty members. Because I had often heard from
colleagues that writing cannot be taught in an accelerated manner, I was interested in
speaking with a faculty member who taught writing. I contacted several colleagues
within higher education, asking for recommendations o f English faculty who met the
criteria for participating in my study. One of my classmates at Northern Illinois
University recommended someone she taught with at a local university. I contacted
this person and not only did he agree to participate in the study, but he recommended
another English instructor who was willing to meet with me as well. After
interviewing the two individuals and not identifying any new themes from the data
they provided, I realized that I had in fact reached saturation and concluded the data
collection phase o f the study.

Informed Consent

In accordance with the policies and procedures o f the Human Subjects
Review Board at Northern Illinois University, each o f the participants signed a
university-approved consent form (Appendix D) agreeing to participate in the study
and have their interview audiotaped. After receiving requests from four potential
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participants to be interviewed over the phone rather than in person, I contacted the
Human Subjects Review Board via e-mail seeking permission to obtain verbal
consent from these participants to participate in the study. This request was granted
if I agreed to read the consent form in its entirety prior to beginning the phone
interviews. This was done and the reading o f the consent letter and the participants’
verbal consents were audiotaped. Each o f the 18 faculty participants granted either
written or verbal consent to participate in the study and have their interview
audiotaped. I assured my participants that I would use pseudonyms in my writing to
maintain confidentiality.
The Human Subjects Review Board also gave me permission to visit classes
that my participants were teaching to observe the instructor and classroom
interaction. I did not request permission to use specific information provided by the
students in the classes, however. After realizing that I was getting what I considered
valuable information from the students in the classroom, I sought guidance from the
Human Subjects Review Board asking what information I could and could not use in
my study. I was informed that I could only use the general information that I
obtained from observing the class, and not anything specific that the students shared
with me, as I did not have informed consent from them to participate in my study.

Theoretical Framework

Creswell (2003) discussed four alternative knowledge claims, stating,
“researchers start a project with certain assumptions about how they learn and what
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they will learn during their inquiry” (p. 6). Researchers who approach their study
under the socially constructed knowledge claim believe that as individuals seek to
understand their surroundings and experiences, they develop their own subjective
meanings. These meanings vary from person to person. Social constructivists view
knowledge as a human product that is socially and culturally constructed. Meaning
is created through human interaction and interaction with their environment (Kim,
2001). Constructivist researchers focus on participants within their environment
seeking to understand the interaction between individuals as well as the contexts
within which they live or work.
Social constructivists see both the context in which learning occurs and the
social contexts that learners bring to their learning environment as crucial issues in
learning (Kim, 2001). The purpose o f constructivist inquiry is to gain an in-depth
understanding o f the participants’ points of view. This paradigm assumes no single
reality or absolute truth; reality is socially constructed (Creswell, 2003). “In this
‘sociocultural’ discourse learning is thought to start at an unconscious level as people
interact socially, within a community o f practice or social network o f relationships”
(Pratt & Nesbit, 2000, p. 121). The researcher who takes a constructivist approach
uses qualitative methodology to study the participants’ views o f what is being
studied.
I chose this framework because I wanted to gain a deep understanding o f my
participants’ experiences and insights. I wished to comprehend the multilayered
encounters that they have had in their classrooms in order to more fully appreciate
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the impact o f these interactions. As a constructivist, I believe that each person
creates his or her own meaning o f his or her experiences. Consequently, no one
person, or in this situation no faculty member, will perceive a situation in the same
identical way.
Constructivists believe that there is not one objective world, but that meaning
is constructed in the mind o f the learner. Based on his or her experience, mental
schema, and beliefs each learner has a different perception o f reality and meaning
(Jaramillo, 1996). In order to bring meaning to new material the learner must
connect this new information with knowledge from prior experience (Henson, 2003).
Henson (2003) described the two subgroups within the constructivist
framework. Jean Piaget, a leading psychologist in the early 20th century, placed
emphasis on the learner as an individual. Also, during the early 20th century, Lev
Vygotsky identified a second form o f constructivism, known as the social learning
approach. This approach was based on Vygotsky’s observation o f students working
in small groups to solve problems. Through talking through these problems with
group members, students were able to solve these problems more proficiently than
when working on their own.
Because constructivists believe that each o f us constructs knowledge based
on experience, they also believe that all knowledge is temporary. As learners gain
new experience, their constructed meanings will change. Educators taking the
constructivist approach create a student- and problem-centered classroom where
content is not approached as individual and isolated facts, but rather to be understood
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within a broad context (Henson, 2003). Two o f the main premises o f the adult
accelerated programs are to focus on the experience that the student brings into the
classroom as well as the application o f their new knowledge, heavily emphasizing
the constructivist theory o f learning. Consequently, the data collected in this study
were analyzed utilizing a constructivist framework, focusing on the meaning that the
participants made from their experiences.

Data Analysis

After each interview, the audiotape was transcribed by a typist or me. I
reviewed each tape for accuracy. Data were read thoroughly to gain a general sense
of understanding. After reading through the first two interview transcripts I began
coding the data. “Coding is nothing more than assigning some form o f shorthand
designation to various aspects o f your data so that you can easily retrieve specific
pieces o f the data” (Merriam, 1998, p. 164). There are two levels o f coding. The
first is naming the information and placing it in categories or themes. The second
level involves analyzing and identifying the meaning o f the data provided by the
participants. The first two interviews were coded at the first level to begin
identifying categories. At this time, I gave a copy o f the two interviews to my
dissertation chair, Dr. Amy Rose. Dr. Rose coded these two interviews
independently and we compared the two sets. This aided me in thinking about my
data in broader terms and began to direct me towards the second level o f coding to
begin identifying the meaning o f what my participants were trying to tell me.
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As I continued with my interviews, I had them transcribed as quickly as
possible. A review of each document was done promptly after each interview was
transcribed. I made notes in the margins o f each transcript to identify key points and
general thoughts about the data. Creswell (2003) described data analysis as a
process o f making sense o f text and image data. This process is ongoing, requiring
continual reflection on the data. This analysis moves the researcher to a deeper and
deeper understanding o f the data. I followed the recommendations o f Tisdell (2000),
analyzing data throughout the study and doing a preliminary analysis following each
interview. Coding and recoding were done according to the constant comparative
method. The constant comparative method involves continually comparing
individual units of data with each other seeking similarities and differences
(Merriam, 1998; Merriam & Associates, 2002). I also conducted member checks to
help confirm the validity of my analysis. This involved asking questions o f the
participants both during the interview as well as during the data analysis process to
make sure that I had understood what they were telling me.
Class observations were used to triangulate the data. Observations provided
two elements that could not be gained from an interview alone. First, the
observations took place in the natural setting. For this study, that was the accelerated
class. In addition, the observational data provided a direct experience with what was
being studied rather than the interview alone which provided a secondhand account
o f the situation being studied (Merriam, 1998). Detailed field notes were taken
during the classroom observations, focusing on the instructor interaction with the
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students and the activities in the classroom. These notes were compared to the
information gathered in the semistructured interviews. When comparing the
transcripts from the interviews o f these five participants to the classroom
observations, there was consistency between how these five faculty members
described their classroom interaction and educational practice and what was
observed in the classroom.
Although I attempted to continually analyze my data by using the constant
comparative method (Merriam & Associates, 2002), after completing the coding I
was not sure what to do with the hundreds o f pages o f data I had collected. The
information was overwhelming at this point. Denzin and Lincoln (2003) compared
data analysis to the concept of montage, a practice used in editing films, stating,

Montage ..., like jazz, is improvisational, creating] the sense that images,
sounds, and understanding are blending together, overlapping, forming a
composite, a new creation. The images seem to share and define one another,
and an emotional, gestalt effect is produced. Often these images are
combined by a swiftly run filmic sequence that produces a dizzily revolving
collection o f several images around a central or focused picture or sequence.
(p. 6)

At this point in the data analysis, I struggled to get beyond that “dizzily
revolving collection” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003, p. 6). In an attempt to move
forward, I created diagrams to illustrate what I considered the major and minor
categories that might lead to developing themes. The three diagrams were titled:
“Related to the Student,” “Related to the Instructor,” and “In the Classroom.” These
diagrams provided a “big picture” illustration o f the findings, as well as the smaller
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components within the big picture. Merriam (1998) explained that at this point, the
researcher is seeking to see patterns in the data. After reviewing the three diagrams,
each of the interview transcripts were reviewed again looking for additional ways to
group the findings.
Throughout the process, participants were asked for clarification on
statements they made during their interviews. This communication took place via
phone or e-mail. In addition to my own analysis and member checks, I also sought
feedback from outsiders on my coding and analysis. In addition to the assistance
provided by Dr. Rose, I also received input from two trusted colleagues on my
coding and analysis. These colleagues were experienced qualitative researchers.
Still needing to find a method o f organizing the data where I could place the
groupings together, I purchased several packages of five-by-seven-inch note cards
and went to work. On the front o f each card I taped a portion o f an interview and
noted the participant who made the comments as well as what page they were on
within the transcript. On the back o f each note card I wrote what I thought the theme
o f that participant’s statement was. I placed m y cards in piles, arranging and
rearranging them as I saw fit. This was not a linear process. I continued to rearrange
cards throughout the writing process as I progressed through the second level of
coding: the analysis (Merriam, 1998). The input that I received from Dr. Rose, as
well as the other members o f my dissertation committee, Dr. Campbell and Dr. Jeris,
helped me take my analysis to a deeper level.
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Denzin and Lincoln (2003) stated, “The qualitative researcher who uses
montage is like a quilt maker or a jazz improviser. The quilter stitches, edits, and
puts slices o f reality together. This process creates and brings psychology and
emotional unity to an interpretative process” (p. 7). This clearly described my
process o f analyzing the data. I continually compared the data, seeking ways to
organize it. While another researcher or “quilt maker” would likely arrange the
pieces in a different way, the “quilt” that I have created is one that is meaningful and
genuine to me. This document is my quilt. It has been carefully placed together
after much analysis, reflection, and outside feedback.

Limitations o f the Study

There are several limitations to this research. First, the faculty members
studied were located geographically within Illinois and the surrounding states. As
with all qualitative studies, the results are not generalizable. It should also be
noted that the information provided by participants was based solely on their
experiences. Also, the interpretation of those experiences was based primarily on
my analysis o f the data. A final limitation was the requirement that each
participant had to have taught at least five sections o f an accelerated course and at
least five sections o f a traditional course. This requirement limited the study to
participants who had been at least fairly successful with both delivery models and
willing to teach in both delivery formats. This requirement eliminated faculty
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members who might have self-selected not to repeat teaching either traditional or
accelerated courses.

Assumptions o f the Study

An assumption o f this study is that the faculty participants interviewed
provided accurate and factual information about their experiences o f teaching
traditional and accelerated courses. A second assumption is that I accurately
portrayed the meaning o f what the faculty participants shared with me and the
interaction that I observed in their classrooms.

Summary

This chapter described the research method selected for this study, including
the rationale for this choice and my role as the researcher. It also introduced the
faculty participants o f this study. It explained how the data were collected, the
theoretical framework, and the process o f data analysis. Limitations and
assumptions o f this study have been identified.
The following four chapters o f this document share the findings o f this study.
Chapter 4 explains the impact o f individual characteristics on the faculty participants
instruction. Chapter 5 examines the participants’ reflections on the amount and use
of time in accelerated courses. The experience o f teaching accelerated courses led to
the faculty participants in this study to often redefine their roles as educators, letting
go of previous beliefs and instructional strategies. This is reported in Chapter 6.
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Finally, Chapter 7 illuminates several o f the challenges the faculty members
experienced as a result o f teaching accelerated courses. This document concludes
with Chapter 8, presenting a discussion o f the data, implications for practice, and
recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER 4
IT’S ABOUT TIME— OR NOT

Introduction

The focus o f this research was to gain the perspective o f faculty members
who teach undergraduate courses to adults in an accelerated delivery mode. Faculty
members participating in this study were given the opportunity to reflect on and
share their experiences teaching both traditional-length and accelerated courses to
gain their perceptions on the impact of in-class seat time on student learning. The
findings o f this study are presented in the next four chapters.
This chapter examines how the participants in this study viewed the
accelerated courses in relation to time, as well as how these perceptions seemed to
impact them as educators. The participants described reacting to the learners’
participation in the classroom, including the higher attendance rates and additional
out-of-class preparation they expected from the students in the accelerated courses.
In addition, the intrinsic motivation o f the learners appeared to be a source of
rejuvenation for the faculty participants. The participants also explained the energy
that could be sustained in an accelerated course; they found sustaining this level of
energy more challenging in a traditional-length course. Finally, the participants
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reflected on the issue o f class time in general, suggesting that they learn to adapt to
the amount of time provided for classroom instruction.
There is a strong intuitive belief within higher education that learning is less
effective when the student dedicates less time to it. This notion continues to place
accelerated courses under scrutiny. Critics o f accelerated courses question how a
course can be delivered in a shortened period o f time. Although there is a perception
that less time in the classroom equates to less learning, the research in this area is
inconclusive (Seamon, 2004; Wlodkowski, 2003). While Walberg (1988) stated that
time can contribute to learning, he added there were other variables that also
impacted learning. This included previous experience, motivation, and quality o f the
learning experience, all o f which are related to how time is used for learning.
The issue o f time in the classroom is one that does not only relate to
accelerated courses. Natriello (2005) described a “potential revolution in education”
(p. 1892), explaining that this is being driven by a global economy and technology.
These forces are changing the way that education is being delivered. Distance
education is having a tremendous impact on the way that courses are offered and the
roles o f faculty. The traditional model of course delivery is beginning to change,
questioning the issue o f in-class seat time. This is a very timely issue for educators
to consider.
The participants in this study discussed the reduced class time in the
accelerated courses; all o f the participants in this study stated that they enjoyed
teaching the accelerated courses and did not believe that this method o f course
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delivery compromised academic quality. While participants occasionally mentioned
the challenge o f the reduced class time in the accelerated courses, many o f them
actually preferred the accelerated delivery model to the traditional-length course.
Several reasons were given for why these faculty members considered the adult
accelerated classes to be a viable, and often preferable, alternative to the traditional
delivery model. First and foremost, the faculty members mentioned the
characteristics o f the students in the accelerated courses. Because the participants in
this study only taught accelerated courses that were offered specifically to adult
students and the traditional-length courses typically had traditional-aged students, the
faculty members emphasized the differences in the learners enrolled in these two
course delivery models. They frequently mentioned the qualities o f the students in
their accelerated courses that are commonly attributed to adult learners. These
characteristics include high motivation and a strong commitment to mastering course
content. The students in the accelerated courses were reported by the participants in
this study to have higher class attendance than those in their traditional courses. In
addition, although students enrolled in accelerated courses spend less time
concentrating on their learning within the classroom, the faculty participants in this
study commonly believe that students in the accelerated courses spent more time on
their course work outside o f the classroom than those enrolled in the traditional
courses.
In addition to the learner characteristics, the faculty members also perceived
the course energy as being higher in the accelerated courses. This is due not only to
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the student characteristics, but also, as perceived by the participants, to the reduced
class time. Many o f the participants also believed that the way that the accelerated
courses were scheduled in longer class sessions added to the course efficiency.
Several o f the faculty participants indicated that their instruction was
impacted by the delivery model. The teacher often became the learner, constructing
new meaning of the classroom experience based on their interactions with the
students. The faculty members described the impact that their students had on them
as educators, often describing the energy they received from the students. The
change in the course format, along with the adult population enrolled in the
accelerated courses, often served as sources o f renewal for the faculty.

Instructors React to the Learners’ Participation

The participants in this study frequently mentioned the increased attendance
in their accelerated courses. These faculty members typically set clear expectations
in this area with the students in the accelerated classes, often not seeing it as a
priority or even considering an attendance requirement in their traditional courses.
The instructors often commented on their surprise over the commitment o f the
students in the accelerated courses. In addition to the increase in class attendance in
an accelerated course over a traditional course, the faculty members also commented
on the additional time the students in the accelerated courses put into preparing for
class.
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Ryan mentioned the pace o f an accelerated course and that he goes through
about two chapters per class session. He added,

The attendance is better in the accelerated [class] because they know that
when they walk in here they’re like, “Oh my God, this is going to be fast and
we got to make sure we don’t miss anything.” So, the attendance is a lot
better. These people that are doing accelerated [course work] understand that
this is over quickly so they have in their head, “I have to go to class,” versus
the traditional [student who] is like, “Ya know, it’s only three-quarters or half
of a chapter. If I miss class, it’s no big deal. I can catch up next week.”

Ryan found that the higher attendance rate added to the class interaction. In
addition, the pace o f the course led the students to stay on track and come to class
prepared. Ryan stated that he found the acceleration kept both him and the students
focused on what they were there for— learning.
Debbi also saw a higher attendance rate in the accelerated courses she taught
than in her traditional courses, stating that she rarely had students absent in the
accelerated courses unless there was a family emergency. Debbi believed that the
students in the accelerated courses saw the value o f the class interaction. Allison
concurred, stating, “The accelerated students are always there, and the traditional
students have the attitude that ‘I don’t have to come to class. I’ll just read the
book.’”
The increased attendance and student preparation had an impact on the
faculty members who participated in this study. The faculty members appeared to
have great respect for the students in their accelerated courses, frequently
commenting on their commitment.
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An example o f this respect was illustrated through Laurel’s comments. Not
only did Laurel comment on the higher attendance rate she saw in her accelerated
courses over her traditional classes, she told me a story o f a woman who left her a
message that she would probably miss class one Saturday morning due to her
mother’s hospitalization. When that student showed up for class that week and
Laurel expressed surprise over seeing her, the woman told her that getting this
degree was important to her and she did not wish to fall behind. Laurel stated that
she had never had a similar experience with a student in a traditional course.
Laurel’s comments suggested that this has impacted her as an educator. She was
touched by this student’s commitment to her education not only as an educator, but
as a human.
Attendance was often an expectation that was not negotiable with the faculty
members when they taught the accelerated courses. Rebecca stated, “Class
attendance is one o f the requirements o f my intensive courses. I don’t allow students
to miss more than one session or they know it will impact their grade.” Rebecca
stated that she had not been successful with the same requirement in the traditionallength courses. Her students in those courses often did not see the benefit o f coming
to class every week because they were not missing the same amount o f course
material as those participating in an accelerated course. In addition, Rebecca stated
that she often had student athletes in her traditional courses that needed to miss class
for games. She found that having high attendance in the accelerated courses added
to the continuity o f the course and made it easier for her to plan instruction. Cindy
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stated that she had almost perfect attendance in her accelerated courses. She added
that the importance o f attendance is emphasized in the program’s recruiting process,
giving the students the requirement upfront. Cindy commented that she worked with
a cohort model, where the group stayed together for over a year to complete their
major courses together. She declared that it was impressive how the students in the
accelerated courses would arrange their lives around that one class session each
week and not allow anything to interfere with their time in class.
In addition to the participants’ comments on the higher class attendance in
the accelerated classes, they were also impressed with the out-of-class preparation
they experienced from the students in their accelerated classes. Most o f the
accelerated programs require the students to have their books prior to the first class
session, and also require an assignment to be completed by the first class session.
Pat shared an experience o f how, after not teaching an accelerated course for a while,
when she was finally scheduled to teach one, she forgot to send her students a
preclass assignment. Instead o f letting this slide, students enrolled in the class began
calling her seeking this information.
Pat saw the skills o f the students in her accelerated courses as developmental
and directly related to their previous experiences with other accelerated courses. Pat
teaches an accelerated general studies course that students may enroll in prior to,
during, or after going through their accelerated degree-completion cohort. Pat stated
that she observed a difference in the classroom actions and attitudes o f the various
students depending on where they were in their program. She indicated that the
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students who were enrolled in or had completed their degree-program prior to taking
her class seemed to understand the effective use o f class time and prior class
preparation better than the less experienced adult learners. Pat attributed this to the
group work that was done in the degree completion program that encouraged the
students to actively engage in their learning. Pat indicated that she found that she
needed to be more in tune with the group process when teaching the accelerated
courses, stating that if she were teaching the accelerated courses on a more regular
basis, she would feel the need to get some training in group dynamics. Consistent
with Pat’s comments, when reviewing important qualities for teachers in adult
degree programs, Clarke and Gabert (2004) emphasized the importance o f faculty
having the ability to build relationships and build teams.
Pat works at a university where students complete their major courses in a
cohort. She applauded the work o f the faculty members who taught the major
courses, explaining that she believed they were skilled in creating a team
environment where the students supported and challenged each other throughout the
program. Pat credited those faculty members with setting the students up to be
successful in the accelerated program.
P at’s comments certainly give adult educators an opportunity for reflection.
While much o f the research in adult education discusses the intrinsic motivation o f
the adult learners to actively engage in the classroom, Pat’s insights suggest that this
might be a developmental process. While all adult learners might not have an innate
ability to be actively engaged in the learning process, the expectations and modeling
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o f instructors in the accelerated courses might cultivate this skill in their students. If
this is the case, the faculty member’s ability to set clear expectations and create a
collaborative learning environment might contribute to the learning in the
accelerated courses.
Speaking o f her experience teaching accelerated courses, Rebecca stated,

In an accelerated course, students have to come prepared. They know that
they are going to be called on. They know with the style o f teaching that I
use that if they come [to class] and they are not prepared they are going to be
embarrassed and they are not going to have a good time. They have fun.
They enjoy the classes. They enjoy the environment, but it’s not nearly as
much fun if they are not prepared.

Not only did Rebecca’s comments suggest that the students were having fun, but
Rebecca also seemed to enjoy the accelerated classes. She frequently talked about
the fun and energy o f the students in those courses.
When asked about the traditional students, Rebecca replied, “Many o f them
are taking the class because it’s a required class. They don’t really care. Their
motivation for being there is different than the adult learner.” Rebecca also stated
that she found that her traditional students tended to fall behind in their classes more
easily than the adult accelerated learners. She explained,

I think part o f this is because the adult accelerated learners, one o f the things
that they have to do is learn to manage their time. They have adult
responsibilities. They have work. They have families. They’ve had to learn
to manage their time. The traditional undergraduates have found freedom for
the first time. They’re away from home. They let things drift and they are
much more likely to come to class unprepared, particularly if it’s a large
class.
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This lack o f preparation from the students in the traditional courses was
frustrating for Rebecca. She appreciated the engagement she had with the students
in her accelerated courses. Rebecca seemed to respond to these different populations
of learners, holding the students in the accelerated courses more accountable for
completing their work on time, and expecting more from those students.
While many of the participants indicated that they found the students in the
accelerated classes came to class prepared, Amy did not always find this to be the
case. Amy shared,

I found that I have to rely on the fact that they [the students] have read the
material before they come to [the accelerated] class. That isn’t always the
case, but nevertheless, you have to expect that or you just can’t get anything
done. Or, can’t get a lot done, I would say.

When I asked Amy how many students came to an accelerated course
unprepared, she replied that it could be up to 25%. However, she went on to say,

I don’t change my expectations. Now, I do change what I do in class, simply
because science is so linear, that you can’t just say w e’ll skip over that and
w e’ll just go on to the next thing, because the next thing depends on the last
thing. So, I can’t skip over it, so it does take me more time to explain it in
class, but I don’t expect them to cover any less. So, if they didn’t read it,
they are going to have to make sure that they read it after the class because
there are going to be some things based on that, that they have to know.

Allison described experiences similar to Amy. She stated,

Even though we say we are putting the responsibility o f learning on the
students and there is more preparation outside o f class, sometimes that does
not happen. When that happens [unprepared students], how do you still
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address the learning outcomes, when you don’t have that luxury to say, “You
know, w e’re just not going to be able to get to it tonight? We are going to
have to do it on Friday, whatever.” But there isn’t a Friday.

Allison mentioned an experience she had in an accelerated class the previous
evening. The students had been asked to complete a self-assessment survey and
bring it to class that night. When they began discussing the assessment, Allison
became aware that several students had not completed their assessment. At that
point, she changed topics and required the students to complete the assessment
during their break. While that led to a more productive discussion on the assessment
after break, Allison stated that this still threw them off track and kept them from
completing everything she had planned for that evening. Because they were unable
to complete everything in class, Allison said she was forced her to give the students
additional work to prepare outside o f class for the following session.
The participants’ comments suggest that there is an expectation o f
preparedness on the part o f the learner in the accelerated courses that does not
always exist in the traditional classes. Even when the students do not fulfill that
expectation, the instructors who participated in this study continued as planned in the
accelerated course, not waiting for the students to catch up. They were very
conscious o f the limited time they had with the learners and were not willing to allow
a few students who come to class unprepared to impact the planned instruction or
learning outcomes for the course. Teaching the adults in the accelerated courses was
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seen as positive by all o f the participants in this study. In fact, the experience
appeared to revitalize the participants in their roles as teachers.

The Rejuvenation o f the Faculty Member

Rick, a philosophy instructor, explained that the content from his courses is
difficult to comprehend. He stated that while his traditional students frequently
chose not to read the materials and opted for lectures in the classroom to cover what
they had not read, the adult learners typically tackled the readings. The students in
the accelerated courses used their class time to seek clarification from the instructor
and each other. Rick described the devotion o f the students in the accelerated
courses, stating that this made teaching them enjoyable. He explained that although
the accelerated courses had less in-class time, he usually assigned more reading to
the students in those classes knowing they would do the reading and come prepared
with questions and comments. “It makes my job a jo y to teach these learners,” Rick
stated. “I prefer to teach these students for selfish reasons,” he continued, explaining
that the students in the accelerated courses put more into and got more out o f the
classes. “I feel a little more free with my accelerated program students. I could
identify with most o f them, and we have a more open discussion,” Rick added. I was
really surprised when he told me that he “cut back” on reading for the students in his
traditional-length courses and actually assigned more reading to the students in the
accelerated classes. This was counterintuitive to what I thought might be the case.
Given the reduced time that he had to teach an accelerated course, I would expect
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that if either group would be given more to read it would be the students in the
traditional courses. From Rick’s experience, the motivation and desire to learn that
characterizes many adult learners compensated for the lack o f instructional time
within the classroom.
Rick was energized by the adult learners in his accelerated courses. He
frequently mentioned connecting with the students and the fact that they were more
open in the classroom. Rick’s energy when describing the dialogue in the
accelerated classes was obvious from the tone o f his voice as well as his words. It
was evident that he enjoyed and benefited from his experience teaching the students
in the accelerated courses.
I had the opportunity to observe Rick’s class. This group had been meeting
together for three or four weeks when I visited. It was obvious that the students had
attempted to comprehend the assignments, as they came prepared with questions for
Rick. He was open to the group’s questions and attempted to address the students’
concerns. He gave brief responses and then asked members o f the class if they could
give examples that related to the material. It was a fascinating discussion, and
brought the complicated philosophical theories to life. The entire group was
engaged; every student participated in the discussion. As Rick told me in our
interview, these students did appear devoted to mastering the material and the class
was most enjoyable.
Debbi also described the energy she derived from the adult students in her
accelerated courses. Debbi is a full-time faculty member who began her career in
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higher education teaching traditional courses; she continues to maintain most o f her
course load within the traditional program at her university. When discussing her
experiences teaching the adult accelerated courses, Debbi stated,

I love teaching the nontraditional class. It is an incredible experience. They
don’t realize— I don’t know if they realize how much I enjoy working with
them. ‘Cause I really feel like it’s a group o f us, and we get to work our way
through the course together.... They [the students in the accelerated courses]
get me even more passionate because they are involved in it. And it’s like we
get rolling. And the four hours go really fast.... Discussions are much more
lively—much more. They just take a more important type o f feel in the
nontraditional class than they do with the traditional students.

Debbi also saw a higher attendance rate in the accelerated courses she taught
than in her traditional courses, stating that she rarely had students absent in the
accelerated courses unless there was a family emergency. She believes that the
students in the accelerated courses see the value o f the class interaction and the class
discussion. While Debbi is a full-time science professor with major responsibilities
devoted to her academic department, she indicated that she tries to teach at least one
accelerated course per year due to the sense o f fulfillment it gives her. Debbi also
explained the differences she saw between the students in the adult accelerated
courses and the traditional courses. She expressed concern over the lack of
awareness the traditional students have o f world events, stating how this frustrated
her at times. Contrary to that, Debbi found the nontraditional students to be more
connected to the world. Debbi indicated that she found her adult students used the
knowledge to understand issues outside o f the classroom and this was especially
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significant to her role as an educator. Although Debbie usually taught traditional
classes, she stated that she enjoyed teaching the accelerated classes immensely,
indicating that she “connected” with the learners differently from the traditional
students due to their maturity and life experience.

Life experience really does help [adult learners] in terms o f maturity. At our
school, nontraditional starts at age 2 5.... But even those that are 25, they’ll
show a big maturity difference than I see with my traditional students.... My
nontraditional students actually know what’s going on in the world. My
traditional students, they seem to live in a bubble. I ask them, “W hen’s the
last time you read a newspaper? When’s the last time you watched the
news?” For most o f them, they haven’t picked up a newspaper or watched
the news in I don’t know how long! They can’t tell me w hen.... With my
nontraditional classes, even though they’re busy, and many o f them are
working full-time jobs and taking courses, they still watch the news and they
still read the newspaper. And, they know what’s going on in the world. Now
they tell me, “Well I didn’t understand that was such a scientific issue or that
that was really important.”

Comments like Rick’s and Debbi’s suggest that teaching the accelerated
courses can provide an opportunity for renewal for faculty members, providing new
opportunities as well as challenges. Because there are usually older students enrolled
in the accelerated courses, the instructors connected with them on a different level.
In addition, the experiences the adult learners brought into the classroom provided an
opportunity for the faculty members to learn from them. Rick and Debbi expressed
joy over their relationships with the students in the accelerated courses and the way
the learners pushed themselves to engage with the material and utilize their new
information outside the classroom. They seemed to enjoy the dialogue with the adult
learners, which was different from the communication they had with their traditional
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students. It was more collegial than they found with the traditional learners. They
also enjoyed seeing the impact of the courses they taught on the learners in the
accelerated courses. This was something that they did not frequently experience
with the traditional students.
Balli (2006) wrote about the motivation o f adults in post-secondary education
indicating that their attitudes reflected their beliefs about the importance o f higher
education. Adult learners who were interviewed perceived themselves as “focused,
disciplined, and confident with strong intrinsic values” (p. 37). Consistent with
Balli’s findings, Eileen expressed her belief that the students in her accelerated
courses were highly motivated and thrived on a challenge. She elaborated, stating,

When you get an accelerated student, most likely they say something like
this, though they don’t use the word, they say, “I kind o f know who I am and
I want to be better. I want to be richer. I want to know more. This school is
going to help me do that. That’s my judgment. That’s why I ’m here. That
doesn’t mean that I don’t know what I can do and what I can’t do. Because
in most cases, if I really try, I can do it.” I see more o f that attitude with the
accelerated adult learner.

Not only did Eileen describe the students as thriving on the challenge, she
also described herself as thriving on a challenge. She stated that although she
enjoyed the traditional learner, she felt challenged by the commitment o f the learners
in the accelerated courses. Eileen explained that these students took their learning
more seriously, therefore challenging her as an educator. Eileen mentioned that
although she always tried to do her best when preparing to teach a class, the high
expectations o f the students in the accelerated courses motivated her to always make
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an extra effort to be certain that she had the most current information on a topic to
share with them. Eileen believes that the adult learners expect and appreciate that
from her. Eileen’s experiences with the adult learners pushed her to modify or
expand on her idea of herself as a teacher. The students pushed her to develop a
different type or higher level o f expertise that she did not feel she needed when
teaching the traditional students.
Eileen also stated that she found that the adult learners’ motivation to learn,
coupled with their experience, more than compensated for their lack o f time in the
classroom. She indicated that she found that the out-of-class preparation that the
adult learners were typically willing to do brought them to a higher level o f learning
and understanding than the traditional students in the traditional classes. Eileen
believed that the population o f the students in the accelerated courses allowed her to
cover more material in less time, stating, “You can move through material faster.
When you eliminate some o f the easy, real basic material, I think that gives you the
time to go into more o f the applications.”
When Eileen was first asked to teach an accelerated class she agreed to do so
simply for the money. As a full-time adjunct instructor, Eileen saw this as a “quick
way to earn additional money.” What she did not expect was that she “fell in love”
with teaching the accelerated courses. Having taught for close to 40 years, Eileen
stated that teaching accelerated classes had exposed her to students from various
walks of life. She explained, “I just like meeting people in different stages o f life. I
just like the mix in the accelerated program s.... If I could teach accelerated all day
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and night I would.” Although Eileen continues to teach both traditional and
accelerated courses, the opportunity to teach accelerated courses provided her with
the opportunity to be exposed to a different type o f teaching and a different
population o f learners. This appears to have influenced her immensely.
Similar to Eileen, Caron also enjoys the learners in the accelerated courses.
In fact, this led her to begin teaching accelerated courses exclusively. “It’s a
different type o f learning,” she explained. Caron appreciates the ability that the
students in the accelerated courses had to connect the course material to other aspects
o f their lives. After participating in the learning process with them, she found it
difficult to teach traditional students who lacked the ability to do this. Although
Caron had taught high school and traditional college students for years, after
teaching adults she found it difficult to go back to the traditional teaching she was
accustomed to. Caron also taught adults enrolled in traditional-length courses.
Although she enjoyed that experience, she found that she prefers the accelerated
courses. Comparing the traditional-length adult courses to the accelerated courses,
Caron explained,

It seemed like there were artificial expectations imposed on these adult
learners [in the traditional-length courses] and the learning was more about
the content and the process was less important, whereas with adult learners in
an accelerated program we expect and almost require them to be participants
in the process and content.

For Caron, realizing the learning that took place through the interaction between the
students, and the way the learners connected course content to their world outside the
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classroom, influenced Caron to change careers and begin working exclusively with
adult learners in an accelerated degree program.
Amanda described the students in her accelerated courses, stating that she
enjoyed them because they were more focused on learning and making meaning o f
the content than simply earning points for a grade.

I usually have more mature learners in the adult classes or the accelerated
format. Generally younger students are less mature, less life experienced.
They are able to make fewer connections that are meaningful. They are more
grade-driven and task-driven to get the thing done, more than to extrapolate
meaning and integrate their knowledge in discussion like the accelerated
courses.... In the traditional courses it seems like the students are much more
point-driven. “How many points is this, when is this due, what’s my grade, if
I don’t do this how many points will I lose?” They [the traditional students]
are all point-driven and it seems like they are more externally motivated than
the adult learner who I believe is looking to make interconnections and
applications to their life.

Amanda shared that she found that the students in the accelerated courses
were much less driven by grades. She was quick to clarify that this did not mean that
the learners in the accelerated courses did not wish to earn high grades, but what
Amanda described indicated that the traditional students usually focused on what
needed to be done for the grade, while the students in the accelerated courses
typically seemed more engaged with the course material to leam it for themselves in
addition to earning the grade. Amanda appreciated the adult learners for their
interest in mastering content for the benefit o f learning and not simply for the grade.
This energized her as an educator, stating that she “learned a great deal” from those
students.
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Knowles (1980) believed that previous experiences o f adults serve as a
resource for future learning. This allows the adult learners to make connections to
new material, making it more meaningful, as Amanda described. Rebecca concurred
with this belief, mentioning the ability of her adult students to observe and leam
from life. She stated, “And if they have not been able to leam from life experiences,
they’re probably not going to be successful as an adult learner. That is a great skill
most o f our adult learners have and bring with them into the classroom.” Rebecca
believes that the ability o f the adult learners to reflect on their lives helps them with
many assignments. Rebecca also stated,

With the accelerated learner, they use their experience and they are ready to
engage. They can jump in and they can start learning because they have a
base o f experience to offer from .... The adult learner is there as an adult
because they truly desire to leam.

Rebecca believes that the previous experiences and the high motivation o f her
students in the accelerated courses permit them to master more course material in a
reduced amount o f time.
Brookfield (1986) made observations similar to Rebecca’s when working
with adult learners. He wrote that adults engage in educational activities due to some
intrinsic desire to leam and/or improve themselves. Rebecca explained that her
traditional students appeared to see higher education as more o f a requirement than
the adult students in the accelerated courses. The strong desire o f the students in her
accelerated course to leam in turn motivated Rebecca and energized her in the
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classroom, creating a powerful learning environment. Rebecca stated that while she
had tried using instructional techniques such as games, simulations, case studies, and
lectures in her traditional courses, she found a lack o f engagement with those
students. This was disappointing to Rebecca and affected her energy when teaching
the traditional courses. She mentioned that the students in the accelerated courses
prepared more for the class sessions, giving her the ability to serve more as a
facilitator or guide than simply a provider o f information. Rebecca believed that the
learning was more authentic and at a deeper level when the students engaged in the
learning environment and she found this rewarding as an educator. She also stated
that she found the accelerated classes were “fun” not only for the students, but for
her as well.
Most o f the participants mentioned the high motivation o f their students. It is
unclear if this goes beyond the fact that the students in the accelerated courses are
adult learners with clear goals that sustain their motivation. Seamon (2004) stated
that some studies o f intensive courses suggest that the more motivated students
might self-select into accelerated courses. These studies are inconclusive, however.
More research is needed to determine if, in fact, students in accelerated courses
select this course delivery model as a result o f their high motivation.
While the comments from the participants in this study seem to confirm that
the students in their accelerated courses were typically more motivated, hard
working, and focused, it is unclear if this perception o f the faculty is due simply to
the differences o f adult learners versus traditional learners or, as Pat suggested, it
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could be a developmental process that takes place within the students as they
experience the accelerated course format. Another possibility, as suggested by
Seamon (2004), is that those students who choose to participate in accelerated
courses self-select into those courses based on their personal motivation.
What is indicated from this study is that the faculty members reacted to the
characteristics and the expectations o f their students. They appeared to be energized
by the motivation o f the learners. They sometimes took pains to prepare for the
accelerated courses in a more thorough manner than they did for their traditional
courses to meet the needs o f the learners in the accelerated classes. The faculty
members did not back down on their expectations o f the learners because o f the
reduced class time and, in fact, sometimes had higher expectations in response to
their perceptions o f the students that they were more willing to prepare outside o f
class and actively participate while in the classroom.
Another area that the participants focused on was the energy o f the learners
they observed in the accelerated courses that they did not feel was sustained in the
longer traditional-length courses. Again, the faculty members participating in this
study reacted to that energy, impacting their classroom instruction and interaction
with the learners.

Sustaining Course Energy

Many of the faculty members who participated in this study mentioned the
advantage o f the shortened accelerated courses, indicating that there were often lulls
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in the traditional-length courses that did not happen in the accelerated courses.
Amanda commented on the sustained energy that she experienced in the accelerated
courses compared to the traditional-length courses that impacted not only the
students but also impacted her as an educator.

When I do teach the traditional class, which is usually a 10-week course,
there are other outside factors that influence the class.... It’s a long haul
compared to an accelerated [course]. It’s wearing on the class and it’s
wearing on the instructor, too, when, at least for me, when I try to keep this
high-energy intense thing going throughout that 10-week period. It kind o f
slumps in the middle o f a 10-week course and the group dynamics change.
People are looking at their watches and packed up with their cell phones,
ready to go, and I ’m still delivering. It’s like I ’m out in the front there and I
turn around and there is nobody behind me. That impacted me. It’s very
hard to regain that getting the group back together. It’s a long time to be high
energy, to dynamically problem solve.

The lack o f engagement affected Amanda. She was distracted by the students
and their lack of attention in the traditional-length courses; that in turn impacted her
interaction with the learners. Amanda stated that she preferred teaching the
accelerated courses because the students “Are there with you. They never leave you
out there hanging.” The interaction with the learners was something that Amanda
obviously valued. She appeared to be drained when she spoke o f the traditional
classes she taught and the lack o f engagement she experienced when working with
those students. Amanda needed to interact with the students, and not simply provide
them with the course content.
Stating that he preferred teaching accelerated courses over traditional courses
“without question,” Reuben elaborated,
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It’s quicker, both for me and the students. There is a sense o f moving
through the material. There is a sense o f urgency to get through the material,
not in a bad way. You really have to stay on track, we have to stay focused.
We can certainly get this done, it’s not insurmountable. While we are here,
we have to be focused on it. When we have 16 weeks, there is a little bit of,
“Well, w e’ve got a long period o f time.” I also have noticed a little bit o f a
slow down in the middle that the students experience and it gets brought into
the classroom. It’s kind o f a, “Oh, w e’ve been here for a long time, eight
weeks. We need to take a spring break. We need to take the Thanksgiving
break.” There is that sense, it kinds o f builds up of, “Oh, w e’ve been in this
class for so long and w e’re only half-way done.” They kind o f run out o f gas
My accelerated students, they never run out o f gas.

Reuben continued, “When the 16-week students start, they are happy to be
there, they are looking forward to it. By the seventh or eighth week, it’s ‘W e’ve
been doing this for a while and we are not even done.” As the students’ enthusiasm
waned, so did Reuben’s. The lack o f energy from the learners impacted class
attendance as well as class participation, taking its toll on Reuben and his attitude
about teaching. As Reuben described teaching a semester-long course, it appeared
that not only did his students “run out o f gas,” but so did Reuben.
Rebecca made similar comments, mentioning that a full semester is a very
long time. She added,

People stop coming [to class] for a while. They are just kind o f tired. They
have their sports activities. They’ve got so much going on when they are
living on campus particularly. If they are not living on campus they are
working in the family business or whatever. So, they’ve go their attention
divided so many different ways, including other courses.

Rebecca’s comments suggested that in spite o f the fact that the multiple and
conflicting priorities o f adult students are frequently mentioned in the adult
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education literature, and the traditional students do not typically have the same
responsibilities as the adult learners, they still have other interests and demands
placed on them that compete with their education.
Rebecca appreciated the intensity o f the accelerated courses and the focus
that the learners had on the courses because they frequently only enrolled in one
course at a time. She described the intensity o f the accelerated course, comparing it
to building it a team. She explained,

All the methodology around teamwork in the corporate world says the best
teamwork comes when you have tight time requirements and there’s an
intense strong need to deliver. That’s team methodology. That’s a part of
what I see the accelerated courses based on. If you take that away, you
decrease momentum, you decrease the urgency, the quality. If you were to
continue it like for 14 weeks, you’d need to have a number o f starts and
finishes where you leam something, you complete something and you leam
something and you complete something. I mean part o f that is just our
attention spans. In the business world, I teach business students, that desire
to get something done is really important. I think most adults are like that.

In Rebecca’s opinion this individual focus o f the learners and the demand to
accomplish something in a brief period o f time enhanced the learning experience.
As a business instructor, Rebecca believes that the expectations in the accelerated
courses mimic the business world, probably creating a more realistic setting for the
adult learner.
Ryan shared similar thoughts about the competing priorities in the traditional
students’ lives, stating,
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There’s going to be some students on fire when they walk in the traditional
[course]. They want to get a good grade; they’re going to work hard. And,
then I think because it’s so long— 16 weeks seems like a long time— and
some students lose it. They lose their ambition, their incentive, whatever it
is. There are so many things that happen to people in their families and in
their lives.

While Ryan stated that he loved to teach, and he enjoyed teaching both traditional
and accelerated courses, his comments about the accelerated courses often focused
on the energy during the course and how that differed from his typical experience
teaching the traditional-length courses.
The participants stated that the motivation o f the learners often declined as
the courses lengthened. The learners had numerous distractions that required their
attention during a semester-long course that were not present during a shorter time
frame. This decrease in motivation as the course continued was also distracting to
some o f the faculty members. The participants in this study often stated that they
appreciate the brevity and intensity o f the accelerated courses. They believe that the
students are more focused on the learning when the pressure to complete the course
in a shortened period o f time was present. Some o f the faculty participants in this
study also mentioned that they believe that the way the accelerated courses are
scheduled in long blocks o f time over a shorter period o f time might actually be more
efficient than the shorter sessions that meet more frequently over an extended length
of time. The following section examines these comments.
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Is There Really Less Time?

The faculty members who participated in this study expressed different views
of the reduced time in the accelerated courses. While some o f them expressed
concern over the lack o f instmctional time, others dismissed this as a problem.
These conflicting perceptions are illustrated in this section.
Joel described his experiences teaching accelerated courses and traditional
courses, stating that he found himself better prepared when teaching the accelerated
courses. Because o f the shortened time period involved in delivering an accelerated
course, Joel explained that he was very focused on the learning outcomes from the
beginning o f the courses. Not only did Joel find this focus necessary, but he also
found it easier to plan the accelerated courses.

I find the traditional class to be so much more fragmented. I think that may
be why I struggle with trying to focus on planning it [the course] around
learning outcomes for those longer, 16-week classes. Because there are so
many class sessions and they go on for so long, it’s hard to see the arc o f the
whole class, whereas I feel like in the seven-week classes it’s much easier to
see the arc o f the class and plan for how w e’re going to get from point A to
point B to point C and through that class.

Joel’s comments indicate that the shortened time o f the course helps him see
the landscape o f the entire course and allows him to clearly structure things before
the course begins. Joel also stated that after teaching accelerated courses he found
that he changed the way he taught the traditional courses as well. From his
experience teaching accelerated courses, Joel learned to focus clearly on learning
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outcomes. He explained that prior to teaching accelerated courses he included items
in courses simply because he found them interesting. He now carefully designs his
courses to concentrate on the desired learning. Rather than finding the shortened
class detrimental to learning, Joel believed that it helped him focus on what he
needed to cover in his all his courses, actually enhancing his instruction and the
students’ learning in all the classes he teaches.
The faculty members who participated in this study expressed different views
o f the reduced time in the accelerated courses. While some believed the structure of
the accelerated courses actually provided a more efficient delivery model, others
acknowledged the challenge the condensed class time presented.
Amy shared her thoughts on the lack o f efficiency o f the time format in the
accelerated courses:

When we talk about clock hours, yes, it is reduced by one-third, but when I
think about it, it’s reduced in another way. A four-hour block is not going to
be as efficient as if you break that down into three smaller blocks. So, you
just can’t get through it; it’s just not as efficient o f a use o f time.

Amy finds it challenging to deliver courses with less contact time. She also
believes that the shorter periods o f time devoted to each session in a traditionallength course provides a more productive use o f time.
Rebecca’s thoughts in this area directly contradicted A m y’s comments.
Describing the accelerated courses, Rebecca stated,
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We take a concept and we work it and manipulate it and we play with it and
we do all kinds o f things with it before the end o f a particular class session. I
feel like with the traditional undergrad it takes time to bring them back to
speed from the last session and the class is almost over again already. And, if
they are not really quick, they need a lot o f help. Our adult learners are not
all super, super bright. But I think the accelerated mode pulls them in and
they go. Maybe that’s my teaching style too. I don’t know. I don’t know
how other people teach accelerated courses.

Describing the traditional classes she teaches, Rebecca continued,

I think there is less continuity. You have more time, but the time isn’t
structured as effectively. There’s all these gaps. You have to sustain the
momentum over a longer period o f time. In an intense accelerated course,
you pack those three and a half or four hours full every week. You build the
momentum. Then, at the beginning of the next week it doesn’t take you that
long to crank it back up again. But, then you have to build on it and to work
with experience and activities that grow.

Several other participants commented on the structure o f the class, with some
perceiving the long blocks o f time in the accelerated courses as positive to the
learning, while others see it as a detriment to learning. These conflicting views
might exist for a number o f reasons. First, as Rebecca suggested, instructors’
teaching styles might influence their preferences for longer or shorter class sessions.
Instructors’ personality types or learning styles might also impact their perceptions.
A more extroverted teacher might find the longer class sessions energizing, while
someone more introverted might find them exhausting. An instructor who is a more
kinesthetic learner might find it easier to engage the students in a four-hour session,
while a more reflective learner might desire shorter sessions where there is time
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between classes to build on previous class interactions. Finally, the academic
discipline might impact the effectiveness o f the different course formats.
There is some research that supports the notion that more time is spent on
task in accelerated courses. Often less time is spent on “start-up” and “wind-down”
activities in the classroom due to the sense o f urgency that students and faculty
experience in accelerated courses (Donaldson & Graham, 2002). Cindy shed some
additional light on the use of class time in the accelerated courses. Describing the
program content and the careful design o f the two accelerated programs she taught
in, Cindy explained,

In your traditional campus program, I don’t know if you had this when you
went to college, but I did; some courses really overlap other courses because
individual professors had the freedom to choose the books and choose
content and everything. We try in the adult program, there’s another way to
do it in five weeks. There is no overlap. What you teach in each course, and
we specifically tell teachers, “Don’t go off on a speech tangent in that area
because we have a course that does that. What you are to teach is what
you’re to teach. How you teach it can be up to you. If you want to use small
groups or scenarios, if you want to use things like that, it’s fine. This is what
you have to cover in your course.” They don’t have the academic freedom
that traditional professors want.
When somebody graduates we want to make sure that they know a bulk of
knowledge that someone who graduates in organizational management or
organizational leadership when they go out there to sell themselves with their
degree, they have to have covered some content. We don’t want three
professors in 18 months to teach pretty much the same stuff. We want to
make sure that everything we think falls under organizational leadership is
covered in those 18 months. I want to know when they graduate if an
employer would call me, I could say, “Yes, they’ve covered this, yes they’ve
covered that. I know it.”
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Cindy’s comments are relevant not only to administrators and course
designers, but for the faculty who teach accelerated courses. While administrators of
accelerated programs can and typically do monitor course development to ensure that
the required learning objectives are built into each course, it is important that the
instructors o f these courses be familiar with the program goals and the portion o f
these goals that the course or courses they are teaching should be fulfilling. Teachers
in accelerated courses do not have the luxury o f wasting classroom time, and must be
consistent in achieving course objectives. Ryan discussed the importance o f the
instructors teaching accelerated business courses knowing something about the other
courses, explaining that students should be able to connect course concepts not only
to their work places, but also to their other classes. He suggested that the teacher be
the “golden thread” saying to the students, “I ’m going to weave you through all these
classes.” By taking the time to explain how the courses were related and concepts
interacted with or build on each other, Ryan felt that students’ learning could be
stronger.
Regardless o f the amount o f time allotted for a course, some faculty members
never believe they have enough time whether the course is accelerated or not. They
have learned to adapt to the time they do have, however. That issue is discussed in
the following section.
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Is There Ever Enough Time?

Joel, an English instructor, discussed the writing courses he teaches. When
asked if he thought he has enough time to teach writing in a seven-week period, Joel
replied, “No, that’s a continual frustration for the students and for me. There is
always that feeling, if we just had another week! So, that’s a challenge.” He
continued, however, stating,

I think you could say that for any given period o f time that if the class is
productive there is always the sense that if only we had a little more time to
cover this. And I ’ve had that experience even in traditional, 16-week
classes— if we could just spend more time on this, but w e’ve got to move on
to something else. I ’ve felt that as a frustration, but I don’t see that as a real
problem, because any teaching is going to involve a time constraint and it’s a
matter o f how you use that time constraint.... I’ve found that the seven-week
format for me provides a sterner discipline in terms o f how I’m going to use
that time. That I think is one o f the things I ’ve appreciated about a sevenweek format. It moves fast and there is large amount o f work, especially
grading in a writing class, because if it’s a large group o f students, and they
turn in a rough draft one week, they need that draft back with comments the
next week. So as far as grading goes, I grumble most about that in terms o f
the time. But even there it improves the kind o f discipline that I
appreciate.... But 16 weeks, meeting two or three times a week, it kind of
stretches out and you feel like there’s like lots o f time. I don’t need to plan
every class session out in advance [in the traditional courses]. And then of
course I don’t [plan each traditional class session in advance] and then I feel
frustrated that I should have done this and I should have done that. I like the
kind o f external discipline that the accelerated format imposes.

Laurel, another writing instructor, shared her thoughts on the different
amounts o f time she has in the traditional and accelerated courses, stating,

Their attitudes [the students] are so different. In the 16-week program I have
more time to develop. We can take more time to read through the whole
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essay in class and analyze it and diagram it and pull it apart and then I can put
them in the small groups and say, “Now you go do it with this one and then I
want you to work on that for your paper.” Whereas with adults, a lot o f times
I would just hand them a document and say, “Here are the highlights. You
can go read this because we just don’t have the time to go through those
things.” On the other hand, the adult students are much more motivated and I
think they’re much more likely to see how what we do in the academic
setting can serve them in other places and the first place I usually hear that in
a writing place with adults is their e-mail. I usually come back in week three
or four and they say, “I can’t believe how different my e-mails are. I’ve
started really looking at my e-mail and how I send them and I realized how
bad they really were.” I never really hear that from traditional students. I
don’t think they really see the purpose for a lot o f what we do [in class], I
think they think it is just this exercise that I have hoisted upon them that we
do in the classroom. They don’t always see its practical application from
class to class or outside the classroom. You don’t get that feedback where
you sense that they see that in the way that the adults do.

Both Joel and Laurel acknowledged the issue o f time in the classroom,
suggesting that although they would always like to have more time with the students,
they had learned to work around this. Even when teaching the traditional-length
course, both o f these faculty members often found themselves wanting more time.
Regardless o f the length o f a course, they learned to realize that they could
encourage learning to take place beyond the course hoping that this would lead to
lifelong learning on the part o f the student.
Pat expressed thoughts that were similar to Joel’s and Laurel’s. When asked
if she believed that there were any courses in her discipline (math) that she would not
wish to see offered in an accelerated delivery mode, Pat initially stated that she did
not believe that students majoring in education who hoped to teach math should take
those courses in an accelerated manner. She explained, “I would not like to see the
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courses taught to education majors in an accelerated model in my discipline.
Because there is so much modeling you’re trying to encourage in that field.” As Pat
continued talking, however, she stated, “If I could guarantee that they would spend
the time together working on the material and had a leader, I would be OK even with
them doing it that way [accelerated].” As Pat kept speaking, she touched on the fact
that more courses were being delivered online, giving learners even less direct
instruction from a single instructor. She finally concluded that after “talking it out”
she did not think there were any classes in her discipline that could not be taught in
an accelerated delivery model.
Designing the accelerated courses seemed to challenge the faculty
participants in a way that encouraged them to renew their practices. “In the
traditional [class] it seemed like teachers were filling hours with possible
unnecessary work,” Ryan stated. Ryan indicated that he was very strategic in
planning the accelerated courses to cover the most significant items and things that
students really needed to learn. He appreciated the focus and the fact that time was
not being filled with insignificant information.
The faculty participants learned to accept the limited instructional time they
had in the classroom by expecting independent work on behalf o f the learners. Many
of them had reflected on their classroom experiences and adjusted instruction based
on time. They realized that while they had less direct instruction time with the
students, this did not mean that learning ceased when their time together ended.
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Students had resources outside the classroom that could enhance and complement
their learning within the classroom.

Summary

Although conventional wisdom would lead one to believe that faculty
members teaching in accelerated courses would express numerous concerns about
the lack o f contact time with their students, most o f the participants in this study did
not convey such concerns. In fact, some o f the participants stated that they believed
they actually had more time in the accelerated courses. The additional time they
described was based on higher attendance rates o f the adult learners in the
accelerated courses and the high energy level that was maintained during the
accelerated courses that typically could not be sustained in the courses offered during
a full quarter or semester. In addition, the students in the accelerated courses
appeared to be generally more prepared for class, enhancing the in-class learning. It
was also suggested that the accelerated programs have been strategically designed so
their courses do not duplicate each other.
Each o f the faculty members stated that they believed the learners in the
accelerated courses contributed to their successful learning in spite o f the reduced inclass time. Most o f the students were usually willing to spend more time outside of
class preparing; this preparation supported them in mastering the course material.
The faculty members in this study indicated that the adult students in the accelerated
courses typically saw the purpose o f their education more than their traditional
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learners, allowing them to stay motivated and accomplish more in less time.
Participants also believed that the adult learners in the accelerated courses were able
to manage their time more wisely than the students in their traditional courses.
Several o f the participants mentioned that their traditional students’ attentions were
divided with sports activities, life, social activities, and other courses, and they have
not learned to balance these effectively at this point in their lives. One participant in
this study suggested that the characteristics that we typically attribute to adult
learners, such as being self-directed in their learning, might not exist in all students
when they begin their course work, but interaction with their classmates and
guidance and modeling from their instructors develop these skills in the adult
students in the accelerated courses.
Not only did the participants comment on the differences in the learners in
their accelerated courses, but they also seemed to change as a result o f their
experience teaching these learners. They appeared to have a renewed energy as well
as a genuine fondness for the students in the accelerated courses. They enjoyed the
interaction in the classroom and appreciated the opportunity to facilitate learning in a
collaborative environment. This was a different experience than they usually had in
the traditional courses where they often found themselves delivering content. The
time that the students spent preparing for the accelerated courses was perceived as
greater than that o f the students in the traditional courses. The participants in this
study believed that this allowed them to take their students in the accelerated courses
to a higher level o f learning.
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In addition to reflecting on the impact o f the shortened length o f the
accelerated courses, the participants in this study also seemed to redefine their roles
as educators. They let go o f previous beliefs about issues such as course content and
their responsibilities to be the experts in the classroom. This theme o f letting go is
discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
LETTING GO

Introduction

The second major theme discovered from the participant interviews was how
many o f these faculty members began to change some o f their previous perceptions
of the purpose o f higher education, as well as their views o f their roles as educators,
as a consequence of teaching accelerated courses. In order to cope with the lack of
instructional time, the participants reflected on their practices as educators and the
purpose o f classroom instruction. This reflective thinking caused many o f them to
examine and change their instructional methods. The participants also had a new
way of looking at course content. Finally, the participants described how they had
come to rethink their views o f themselves as experts when teaching the accelerated
courses.

Redefining Education and Instruction

Several o f the participants explained how they changed their ideas of
education based on their experiences teaching accelerated adult courses. For
example, Kevin held a strong teacher-centered philosophy for many years, beginning
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with his own college experiences. Kevin described his experience as an
undergraduate student, stating,

That was during the Vietnam War era and the consequences o f not doing well
in college were not merely being flunked out. The consequences were also
being drafted and sent to Vietnam. So, I was a victim o f the norm-referenced
grading scale; I mean my stakes were far higher. I happened to go through
undergraduate school before the lottery system came into place. I couldn’t
even enjoy the comfort o f having a high lottery number. Not until I was a
senior in college.... I look at people in college now and I think to myself,
“You have no idea o f what things used to be like, how students were treated
20 years ago versus how they are treated now.”

When Kevin began teaching, he worked with traditional-aged students in
traditional-length courses, teaching the way he had been taught. Kevin indicated that
although his first impression o f the accelerated courses was “perplexing” due to the
lack o f exams, as well as the fact that these courses did not require rote
memorization, he became comfortable with this type o f post-secondary education.
Kevin discovered that he appreciated the high level o f interaction in the accelerated
courses that he found lacking when he taught traditional courses.
This was not an easy process for Kevin, and something he openly admitted he
struggled with when he first began teaching accelerated courses. Kevin was hired
for his expertise in his discipline. His ability, or lack thereof, to teach adult learners
was not a factor in his hiring. Similar to what Kevin explained, Cranton (2000)
described her first experience teaching adults. She first prepared to teach by reading
the text so she could “explain” it to her students. After hearing her colleagues
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discuss their use o f group work, she experimented with this by suggesting the
students discuss a topic from their textbook.

When the students began to tell anecdotes about their own experiences during
class, I became quite nervous. I thought we were off track and that I should
get things back under control. Nevertheless, I was amazed at the energy
generated by people talking to each other in the classroom. (Cranton, 2000,
p. 1)

Cranton (2000) explained that she found herself conflicted in the area o f the
class discussion and how much she needed to direct them. She was also conflicted
over assigning grades, wondering how her colleagues would respond to the grades
she assigned. Cranton suspected that even those who have studied adult education
may have possessed similar concerns during their first adult teaching experiences.
Kevin’s comments relate directly to those made by Cranton. He stated that he really
questioned the quality o f the learning in the adult accelerated classes when he first
began. When first teaching accelerated courses, Kevin believed that there was grade
inflation taking place, due to the high grades the students were typically awarded.
Kevin initially wondered if these grades were truly being earned by the learners. He
continued,

I think I started to examine my beliefs after I had taught two or three courses
and then went to a faculty meeting where some o f those issues were
discussed. But also, for me, it was when I took my first adult education
course and began learning development stuff in adult education and realized
that there were other ways o f learning and other ways o f knowing.
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Kevin began to realize that learning went beyond memorizing. He explained
how the students collaborated in the classroom to make meaning out o f the readings.
While Kevin originally saw this collaboration as a way for the students to get out o f
doing all the readings, he learned that the exchange o f ideas actually led to a new,
and often deeper, understanding o f the course material. Kevin started to appreciate
that learning was about the students interacting with the course material to
understand its meaning in their own lives rather than simply memorizing facts. He
no longer questions grade inflation, but acknowledges that the students are learning
in a “different” way. In fact, he now questions the value o f memorizing course
content, wondering how long the information stays with the learner who takes that
approach to learning.
Like Kevin, other participants who went through traditional educational
programs and began their careers teaching traditional courses explained how they
changed their practices as educators. For example, Rob went through traditional
educational programs as a traditional-aged college student. He taught traditional
college courses for many years before obtaining his M.B.A. and beginning to teach
accelerated courses occasionally. Rob discussed his resistance to changing his
instructional style. “Even with the accelerated students, to be honest with you, there
is a slight tendency on my part to still teach traditionally .... I try to turn it more
over to the students to accomplish, b u t ...” Rob described the courses he taught and
the fact that he often assessed using multiple-choice exams, stating that he was more
o f a traditional instructor because o f the types o f courses he taught. “It’s also the
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way I have always done things and I’m not a spring chicken,” he stated. Rob
recently taught an accelerated cultural diversity course and described his experience
with this course.

When I taught the cultural diversity class, it allowed me to be a little freer as
a teacher. “Here’s your assignment, you have 5 weeks to complete it. You
can do a presentation, you can do power point, have handouts, poster board.”
I’ve had videotapes and persons coming in to present and they really do a
great job. The response [from the students] is, “I’ve not known about this
ethnic group all my life and now I feel close to them.” And then they expose
the whole class to this group and something they might not have ever known
about.

When asked why he was open to approaching this course in a more open
manner, Rob stated that he felt that the course lends itself to this type o f instruction.
He added, “I also knew the previous instructor; she had done that. So, it was an easy
decision because the previous instructor had done that.” It appeared that Rob felt in
some way that he had permission to approach the cultural diversity course in a more
student-centered manner because his predecessor had done so. Once Rob saw the
results o f giving the students freedom over their learning, he became very excited.
He commented on the growth that he observed from the individual students as a
result o f their research for their presentations, but also from the entire class in
response to observing and learning from each presentation. Rob indicated that he
also learned from the presentations. Although Rob had not considered such an openended instructional and assessment style in the past, teaching this course opened him
up to a new approach to his role as an educator. This experience made him realize
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the usefulness o f assignments that were grounded in the world outside the classroom.
Although Rob had initially made changes to his style based on the suggestions of
someone else, the responses he received from the students were so positive that Rob
began to embrace this new style o f teaching and learning.
The participants in this study learned to recognize the previous experiences of
the learners in the accelerated courses. Consistent with constructivist learning
theory, the faculty members who participated in this study frequently commented on
the significance o f having the adult learners in their accelerated courses apply course
content to their personal and professional lives, and perceiving the students’
experiences as a resource for learning (Imel, 2000). Constructivist theory
emphasizes the role o f previous experiences in constructing meaning o f new
knowledge (Huang, 2002). Study participants began to see that their disciplines
were not isolated and encouraged their students to recognize how the knowledge
gained in their courses might apply outside o f the formal learning environment.
Participants discussed the impact o f their students’ previous experiences on their
learning and how those experiences influenced how and what they learned in their
courses. They also illustrated how they as educators made use o f these previous
experiences in their classroom teaching.
The participants explained how they taught the accelerated courses with more
of an emphasis on application o f learning than simply delivering facts. Rebecca
described how the students in her accelerated courses were connecting the course
concepts to information from outside o f the classroom and therefore could see the
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benefit of the course content. She stated that the students in her traditional courses
rarely saw the connections between the course content and their lives. Cindy also
explained that the adults in her accelerated courses typically had life experiences that
they could connect to the course content, giving them the ability to draw meaning
from the concepts more quickly. Describing her traditional students Cindy stated,
“You have to get those facts sort o f inside their brains so you can move on to some
other things.” Contrary to the traditional students, Cindy indicated that she found her
adult learners had picked up many o f the facts throughout their lives, leaving more
time for examining the application to the course content.
Like Rebecca and Cindy, after teaching the adult learners in the accelerated
courses, many of the participants became aware o f the lack o f engagement their
traditional students had to the course content, as the traditional learners had no
previous knowledge with which to connect to course content. The connections that
the participants saw the students in the accelerated courses making to the content
changed their views about their roles as educators. Amy discussed the differences
she saw in the accelerated courses and how the adult learners’ experiences
influenced her instruction. Amy emphasized how important the adult learners’
experiences were to her role as an educator.

I think it’s incredibly important to realize that the goals have to be different
[in an accelerated course] than a traditional course, simply because you have
to expect more work outside o f class or you have to expect that their life
experience adds to the class, which it definitely does. Sometimes I feel like
w e’re not being as stringent about, let’s say, scientific concepts, individual
concepts. In the accelerated courses I think we give more emphasis to the
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application o f the scientific concepts in the real world. That happens because
people have some life experiences and they can bring something to a
discussion about how the material is meaningful in, say, water treatment or
whatever. And while the chemical concepts o f what might be behind it get
less concentration, there is much more discussion of, say, the sociological
aspects o f this concept.
They [accelerated students] come in having had a lot o f experiences with
various things— if they’re homeowners or whatever. And they haven’t
stopped to think about why something happens or why certain laws have
been passed governing, let’s say, drinking water. And they do bring in that
experience. And it is my opinion, with the course that we teach, that they do
go away having some satisfaction that they at least have some classroom
experience which helps them understand some o f the things that they
experience on a day-to-day experience.

Amy explained how she had found that she needed to take the curriculum in a
different direction in the accelerated courses due to the experiences o f the adult
students. While at first it was difficult for her to adapt, Amy stated that she needed
to rethink the purpose o f the course. She continued,

I say that’s not a bad thing. Because, you know, this is a general studies
science class. What are we trying to accomplish? We want to make them
more aware o f science in their everyday lives. And they come in really
having no consciousness o f it. So, you figure, they’re going to be more
conscious when they go out than when they came in. Are they going to be
scientists? Not my goal.

Amy realized that her passion for her discipline could be ignited in the
students in the accelerated courses if she could connect science to their everyday
lives. The lack o f classroom instruction time became less o f an issue when Amy
identified the connections that the learners could make to the scientific principles
based on their life experiences. As a result o f reflecting on the goal o f higher
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education, Amy was able to move beyond her preconceived role o f learning and
instruction, rethinking how and what she delivered in the classroom. Clarke and
Gabert (2004) identified the importance o f faculty connecting their learners’
previous experiences to course content. “Faculty working with adult students must
realize that adult students bring much common knowledge to the university, and it is
the faculty member’s task to bridge the common knowledge with the university
knowledge” (p. 37). By realizing the validity o f her learners’ previous experiences
and supporting the students in connecting those experiences to the course content,
Amy was able to create a great a positive learning experience for both the students
and herself.
Providing the adult learners with the opportunity to make personal
connections to new material makes it more meaningful. I observed a session o f a
psychology class that Amanda was teaching. When the discussion o f operant
conditioning came up, one o f the students in the class told a story o f how she had
used this approach when she trained her dog. The other students in the room
connected to this story, sharing stories o f their own about the different theories they
had read about that week. During our interview, Amanda explained that when
teaching Introduction to Psychology she is aware that the students are reading an
excessive amount o f material each week. She stated that by encouraging these
learners to make connections between the course material and their own lives she
found the learners were more interested in the course and able to master the material
more effectively. Amanda’s comments suggest that the experiences o f the students
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that allow them to personally connect to the course material also enabled them to
leam the content more quickly and thoroughly. Amanda stated that in order to cover
an inordinate amount o f material in a short period o f time she found it essential to
encourage the students in the accelerated courses to make connections between the
course material and their lives outside o f the classroom. Consequently, Amanda
stmctures classroom instruction to accomplish this. She also makes sure to utilize
authentic assessments that are grounded in the students’ work or personal lives.
Amanda explained that one time she brought some objective quizzes into an
accelerated class. Amanda allowed the students to work in groups to complete these
quizzes. While she had thought they might enjoy this group activity, Amanda stated
that it “sucked the energy out o f the room.” Amanda explained that she realized that
the students in the accelerated courses sought a different type o f meaning from the
curriculum. They wished to be able to apply their learning; thus, a closed-ended
assessment did not fulfill their needs as learners.
Like Amanda, Allison also found it essential to ground the learning in the
accelerated courses to the learners’ lives and experiences. Allison expressed
confidence that the students in her accelerated courses were learning at least as much
as the students in her traditional courses because o f their prior experiences and the
way they connected to these previous experiences. She explained,

That goes back to, if you’re teaching adults in the accelerated [model], they
are bringing in experiences that the traditional students are not going to have.
So, the depth o f the learning is much greater. And so they’re accomplishing
the same thing in a shorter period o f time.
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The difference that I have noticed, is one key difference that surprised me,
was because I am teaching adults, they have actually gone through some o f
the developmental stages [we are studying in class]. And so my way o f
getting them to understand where they are developmentally is for them to sort
of share with me their life stories and their experiences. And so, in reality,
they can come up with, like, the stages o f development faster than traditionalaged students because they’ve been there, done that. And so for me, one o f
the surprising things was that the accelerated adult learners actually went
through the material at an accelerated pace and got the same stuff.

Realizing these differences led Allison to examine some o f the assignments
she gave her students. While she had her traditional students interview people about
the developmental stages they had gone through in their lives, Allison required the
adult learners in her accelerated courses to analyze their own lives to understand the
developmental stages they had experienced. Allison came to realize that because o f
their ages, the students in her accelerated classes had different experiences than most
o f the students in the traditional courses she taught. Because these adult learners had
actually lived the course content, it was more a matter o f them examining themselves
and their own lives to realize this. Through connecting the learners’ personal
experiences to the course content, Allison believes the learning is more meaningful
to the adult learners.
Caron explained the significance o f the learners’ connections to course
content in the accelerated courses she teaches.

I think the applicability in an accelerated program is the key. I don’t know if
it’s making sense to you, but it’s not about the predetermined content. It’s
there, but it’s about how is this going to affect my everyday function, my life
with my family and my academics?
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Caron taught high school and traditional college courses prior to teaching
accelerated courses. When she began teaching the adult accelerated courses, Caron
was impressed with the application o f learning she saw in those students. In fact,
Caron stated that is why she moved to teaching accelerated classes exclusively.
Caron indicated that she now designed her courses so that her students could apply
course concepts outside o f the course. For example, when teaching writing, Caron
found it useful to provide assignments that had immediate use to her students;
therefore, she required students in the accelerated courses to write business letters to
practice their writing. The adult learners found this useful in their work
environments, making the learning more meaningful to them.
Debbi stated that she had always believed in connecting course content to the
outside world.

I started teaching high school students, philosophically wanting them to buy
into and to realize that there’s a chemistry class, but it is not this separate
thing from their life. That hasn’t changed from the first day I walked into a
classroom when I started student teaching or when I started teacher-aiding.
I ’ve always wanted my students to make connections to the scientific
principles to what’s happening with their everyday life. So that has not
changed through the years. I ’ve always wanted that connection to be made.
How it’s made though has definitely evolved during the years.

As a result o f teaching the accelerated courses, Debbi has changed her
approach to classroom instruction. She learned to let go o f her teacher-centered
instructional strategies, replacing them with more student-centered instruction.
Debbi explained she had begun to do less lecturing and more class discussion in her
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accelerated courses, realizing that the adults could take the discussions places that
she might not have considered taking them. Debbi found that in spite o f the reduced
class time, the engagement of the students allowed her to take a step back and do
more facilitating than direct instruction.
Amy described how she has been moving towards a more student-centered
approach to instruction, especially when teaching accelerated courses. She had
always used lecture as her primary method o f course delivery. Amy explained how
she had begun to modify her classroom instruction based on her experiences with the
adult accelerated courses.

In the traditional program I still try to get m yself to change, but old habits die
hard, I guess. I still view it [instruction] as being very much lecture-oriented.
Not that I lecture all the time, all period long, but I think it is much more
teacher-centered than it is learner-centered. And, I am trying to sway that
balance in the other direction. I think the balance is in the other direction in
the accelerated course. With those students you throw the topic out and you
discuss it instead o f standing up there and lecturing the whole time. I think
that I have a different mind-set. I have a set o f expectations that they
[accelerated students] will have read something. I would like to expect that
with the traditional-aged students, but it isn’t happening.

The experience Amy had in the accelerated courses led her to examine her
expectations o f all o f her students. Recognizing the general differences between the
students enrolled in traditional courses compared to those in the accelerated courses,
Amy adapted her instructional style in both delivery modes, although more so in the
accelerated courses. Although she attempts to lecture less in the traditional classes,
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Amy explained that she finds those students less prepared and less willing to enter
into a class discussion.
Although faculty seek to develop thinking skills in their students, research
consistently shows that the reality is that they tend to be teaching facts and concepts
at the lowest cognitive level, and fail to promote the development o f intellect and
values. A variety o f studies o f college classrooms have revealed that rather than
actively involving the students, faculty members typically lecture. Not only are
lectures not as effective as student-centered instructional methods in developing
cognitive skills, but retention o f information that is presented in a lecture is low
(Gardiner, 1994). The participants in this study stated that they lecture less in their
adult accelerated courses. While many indicated that they would like to lecture less
in their traditional courses, the participants stated that they often find it difficult to do
so. They noted that their traditional students tended to expect them to supply the
information they need to know for the test rather than seeking learning for
knowledge, understanding, and application. The adult learners, on the other hand,
wanted to be actively engaged. The faculty members in this study noted that was a
pleasure o f teaching adult learners in the accelerated courses.
Some o f the participants discussed the need for educators to completely back
off at times to allow the learners in the accelerated courses to direct their own
learning. While this was uncomfortable for many o f the participants in this study,
they had learned from the students in the accelerated courses that most o f the
learners valued the opportunity to be actively engaged in the delivery process.
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Ryan stated that he thinks that faculty teaching accelerated courses need to
“rethink their delivery process.”

I think a teacher, this is again in my eyes, but, I think a teacher has to realize
that this is a class for the students and that I’m not better than the students
and that the students have a lot o f knowledge .... I think that some teachers
may think that I’m supposed to be the person in charge; I’m supposed to be
the leader and why would I allow someone else to bring in their points and
bring in some points like their work experience and share it— I think some
teachers have a plan and when they walk in, they have to make those steps, 1,
2, 3, 4 to get through the class. Versus if the student brings something up, I
can avoid my 1, 2, 3, 4 steps and I can go with the student and I can say, “I
never thought about that but let’s go that way and you just took me off my
path.” I’m not telling them this but I’m saying, “Let’s go off this path and
let’s go down your way and see what we can do with this and blend it.” I
know some teachers want to be structured. [They think], “I have to be
structured, if I ’m not structured, I ’m losing, internally; I’m starting to lose my
self-confidence a little bit.”

Ryan explained that his students in the accelerated courses often took him
places in the classroom he had not planned to go. He indicated that the learners
would often come in with questions and examples from their work places, making it
necessary for him to rethink the classroom instruction. Ryan stated that he would
use these contributions from the students to connect to the course content, and that he
believed the learning became practical and meaningful to the learners as a result o f
their contributions and the personal connections they made to the content.
The transition o f moving from teaching traditional to accelerated courses
appeared to be a challenge for some o f the study participants. The initial experience
was uncomfortable for many o f these faculty members. Their understanding o f
education needed to be examined and modified. For many o f the participants in this
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study this went beyond the way they saw instruction to the way they began to
question the importance o f course content.

Letting Go o f Course Content

Most o f the participants indicated that an accelerated course was not merely a
traditional-length course delivered in a shorter period o f time, but it required, rather,
a shift in the way the content o f the course was perceived. Several participants
indicated that they realized that they just could not talk faster to cover the course
content, but rather needed to carefully review the curriculum and their instructional
delivery models.
Showing perhaps the most drastic shift o f the study participants was Leigh.
With over 20 years o f teaching experience, Leigh had reflected on and changed her
practice extensively during her career. Leigh stated that she spent her first 16 years
as a college faculty member as a content-driven educator where the facts drove the
course. After getting bored with that, Leigh realized the students were probably
bored as well. Leigh described how she began to question her practice as an
educator.

I began to realize that facts didn’t matter. Many o f the facts turned out to be
not true a few years down the road. Therefore, why did they learn them in
the first place? So, what were they here for? What were they really
supposed to be getting from here?
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Leigh had done a great deal o f soul searching about what she was teaching
and the purpose o f the curriculum. Rather than simply collect a paycheck for doing
what she had always done, Leigh began to question the value o f what she was
teaching in the classroom. As a result o f her questioning and self-reflection, Leigh
started to move into things such as case studies and application.

I had seen the students as these empty vases where you poured in all this
knowledge in and come exam time they poured it back and it was left there
on the table and actually no one had ever gotten anything out o f it. Except
they got their credit hours and I got my paycheck. So, I started to think about
moving towards them really learning something, which was a new concept
because learning really wasn’t content. This did not go along with my own
education, so this was something I was acquiring on the job. It was questions
I was asking myself. Then shortly after that I started m y doctoral program—
about learning, and these things started to go together. So, it was right about
that time that I switched modes of teaching. Then most o f my teaching
started to be adults.

As she defined her role as an educator Leigh mentioned the impact o f reading
Jack Mezirow and connecting with his concept o f perspective transformation.

Perspective transformation is the process o f becoming critically aware o f how
and why our assumptions have come to constrain the way we perceive,
understand, and feel about our world; changing these structures o f habitual
expectation to make possible a more inclusive, discriminating, and integrative
perspective; and finally, making choices or otherwise acting upon new
understandings. (Mezirow, 1991, p. 167)

Leigh stated that she changed her teaching to focus more on the learner,
rather than simply on the delivery o f course content. While Leigh explained that she
began to seek perspective transformation in her students, what Leigh described was a
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transformation within herself. Mezirow (1991) described perspective transformation
as a three-step process, beginning with a disorienting dilemma. When the
disorienting dilemma is one that the learner does not have previous knowledge to
draw upon to solve, the learner reflects upon the situation and seeks options for
creating a resolution to the problem. This results in a new way o f looking at the
situation and provides a solution to the dilemma. Leigh encountered a disorienting
dilemma when she began to question herself as a teacher. In order to cope with this
dilemma, Leigh sought the answers within herself through reflection, as well as
through readings and course work. This experience led to a transformation in the
way Leigh viewed herself as an educator, as well as the way she perceived the
learners. Rather than simply teach facts, Leigh wanted to impact the way her
students understood the world around them.
Like Leigh, Amanda questioned herself as an educator, asking, “What is
wisdom?” Elaborating that for her learning went beyond the content and to
reflection and application, Amanda continued, “What is more important— that we get
the letter o f the law or the spirit?” Amanda had concluded that the type o f learning
she was seeking in her students was a deeper learning. She wanted the students to
understand and apply this learning outside the classroom. Consequently, simply
teaching content was not enough. Amanda wanted her students to create their own
meaning from the course content.
Rob indicated that he had learned to revise his way o f structuring the
accelerated courses through experience. After teaching traditional learners for many
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years, Rob realized that he had to rethink the course content when he began to teach
accelerated courses.

You can’t just say I have 40 hours o f material and I only have 20 hours, so I
have to teach things faster. I don’t think you can do that. There’s only a
certain amount o f time .... If every bit o f content that you teach at the
[traditional] undergraduate level has to be in there, then maybe you should
think about not doing this. If that’s your model, you w on’t be able to do it.
You have to be open-minded.

Rob explained how one o f his colleagues had modified a course for the
accelerated program.

Let me give you an example. We offer a business law course in 20 hours and
40 hours. In the traditional course, they go chapter by chapter. In the 20hour class, you can’t do that. What the instructor has them do is identify a
potential risk in their work place. He has the student analyze the laws behind
that risk and how the organization might change practice or policy to protect
itself. So, they [the students] are deeply analyzing as they go along and
connecting this to something that is meaningful and worthwhile to them.
Here is what we should do to avoid those lawsuits. I would think that the
students are more likely to remember that than what they learned about
contract law in Chapter 12.

Like other participants, Rob had reconsidered the importance o f course
content, concluding that depth and application o f knowledge could replace the
breadth of a course. While some students who do not have the background to apply
their knowledge immediately need a broad overview o f the course content in a
chapter-by-chapter format, a different approach to content delivery can be valuable
to the learners in the accelerated courses.
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Instruction in higher education tends to be subject-oriented. The purpose o f
subject-oriented learning is to acquire content. This content may include facts, ideas,
problem-solving techniques, or technical or practical competence. A popular model
o f learning in adult education is transformational learning. Grounded in
constructivist assumptions, “transformative learning is defined as the development o f
revised assumptions, premises, ways o f interpreting experience, or perspectives on
the world by means o f critical self-reflection” (Cranton, 1994, p. xii). In
transformative learning, the learners validate previous learning through reflection,
moving towards more comprehensive and integrated meaning perspectives (Cranton,
1994). The participants in this study were moving beyond the subject-oriented
model in their instruction. They were encouraging the learners to make meaning out
o f the course content as well as acknowledge and appreciate perspectives other than
their own.
Most o f the participants had not studied adult learning and did not consider
themselves adult educators by profession. In spite o f the lack o f formal training in
this area, the participants frequently described teaching for transformation.
Additionally, the participants were transforming themselves. They were facing new
challenges and experiences in their practices as educators based on the adult learners
as well as the accelerated delivery format. These faculty members had reflected on
these challenges, and changed themselves as educators as a result.
In addition to modifying course content, the participants also explained
changing their roles in the classroom. They described how they gave up their control
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in the classrooms in order to create a more active learning environment for the
students. Many o f the participants explained their responsibilities in the adult
accelerated classrooms as that o f facilitators or someone to guide the learning, but
not to control it. The participants came to believe that the interaction was critical to
learning, and came to see the students as coleamers. As a result, they often let go of
the role o f expert when teaching, and allowed the learners to share this role with
them.

Giving Up the Role o f Expert

Several o f the participants went beyond sharing control in the classroom with
their students and questioning course content. These faculty members began to
question their role as the expert. For example, as she reflected on her role as a
teacher, Leigh described how she had gone from being lecture- and content-driven
earlier in her career as a professor to embracing a different approach. As she
developed as an educator from working with adult learners, Leigh found herself
changing. When describing her role in the adult accelerated classroom, Leigh stated,
“The role o f the expert goes. If I tell them what’s in their textbook it doesn’t acquire
more authority because it comes out o f my mouth as opposed to out o f the text.”
Leigh came to realize that there are multiple sources o f knowledge, and she was just
one o f them.
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Caron duplicated Leigh’s thoughts, illustrating how she let go o f her role as
the expert when teaching accelerated courses. Describing her role as an instructor in
the adult accelerated classroom, Caron explained,

It’s not about me having an inexhaustible supply o f knowledge. It’s about
the dialogue, and the classroom listening, and the interaction, and the
exchange that is so important. It keeps me relevant, it keeps me on my toes,
it keeps me thinking. This is something that I never found with traditionalaged students.

Like others, Joel acknowledged the various sources o f knowledge that the
students could draw from other than the teacher. Joel explained giving up the role o f
the expert in the classroom as well, explaining that rather than delivering the lectures
himself, he provides readings and hand-outs for the students in his accelerated
courses to cover the material on their own. Joel stated that he needed to adopt a
different approach to instruction when he began teaching accelerated courses to
compensate for the lack o f time he has with the students. Joel indicated that he had
learned to “use the classroom as a place to process and apply content rather than
simply deliver and receive content.”
By providing students with materials to learn outside o f the classroom, Joel
demonstrated a trust in the ability o f his students to learn from sources other than
him. The time that the students spent in the classroom was used to collaborate and
build on students’ understanding o f the course content through dialogue and
application.
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Summary

The participants in this study shared their journeys as educators, giving
examples o f the changes they have made in their practices resulting from teaching
adult accelerated courses. Many o f them illustrated their move from being contentdriven and often teacher-centered to beginning to teach for transformation or change.
Through reflecting on their own experiences, the faculty members demonstrated their
own professional transformations. They examined their routines as educators and
refined their practices, often changing their definitions o f instruction and learning.
Although not adult educators by profession, these teachers were able to learn from
and with their students and construct new meaning based on their experiences with
these learners. Not only were they asking their students to learn and transform, but
their comments provide strong evidence that they were doing this as well.
Taylor, Dirkx, and Pratt (2001) explained that teachers tend to develop a
personal compass that helps guide their instruction. They also suggested that this
compass might determine who persists and succeeds as a teacher o f adults as
opposed to those who perish. Teachers develop confidence in their practice through
an incremental process o f growing to trust their own instincts. “Central to the
process is the activity o f ‘unlearning,’ that is, o f weaning oneself away from an
uncritical adherence to ideas and beliefs about teaching that are oversimplified,
distorted by context, or just plain wrong” (Brookfield, 1990, p. 12).
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Brookfield (1990) reflected on his journey as an educator, indicating that he
speculates that many teachers go through similar processes. Brookfield stated that
many teachers begin to trust their insights and judgments at the same time as they
begin to reduce their dependence on decontextualized practice. The participants in
this study had taken their own journeys. These faculty members demonstrated how
they had changed or built their educational philosophies as a result o f their
experiences. Many described their moves towards being more student-centered in
their instruction through engaging the students as active participants in the learning
process, while other participants explained how their previous experiences had made
them student-centered throughout their careers. The findings o f this study illustrated
the faculty members letting go o f their old paradigms, or the lens through which they
saw their role as teachers.
hooks (1994) declared that as educators teach different groups their
paradigms must shift. “The engaged voice must never be fixed and absolute, but
always changing, always evolving in dialogue with a world beyond itse lf’ (p. 11).
The participants in this study shared how their paradigms toward teaching had
changed due to their experiences teaching adult accelerated courses.
This chapter illustrated many o f the changes made by the study participants
as a result o f their opportunities and willingness to teach accelerated courses. It
described the way they let go of previous perceptions o f the goals o f higher
education and their roles in the instructional process.
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The next chapter examines the philosophies o f the participants. While the
participants in this study demonstrated a willingness to change their practices as
educators based on their experiences with the adult learners in the accelerated
courses, the question remains why these participants opened themselves up to these
changes, while other faculty members are not always willing or able to do so. The
comments made by faculty participants suggest that their philosophies o f education,
whether explicit or implicit, gave them the guidance to make these adaptations.
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CHAPTER 6
THE MARRIAGE OF PHILOSPHY AND PRACTICE

Introduction

To me, a good marriage is an ebb and flow, a push and pull, often filled with
contradiction. The partners influence each other as they challenge one another to see
and think about things in various ways. As the participants reflected on their roles as
educators and shared the way their philosophies influenced and sometimes conflicted
with their practices, I came to see the influence o f philosophy and practice as a
partnership, influencing and sometimes contradicting one another. Like a marriage,
these two elements came together, challenging the participants to make changes in
their philosophies and practices based on experience, analysis, and reflection.
At some point during my doctoral studies I read an article by Tisdell and
Taylor (1999/2000), “Adult education philosophy informs practice.” The title o f this
article resonated through my mind as I conducted my interviews and analyzed the
data. As the participants shared their experiences with me, I realized the impact of
their personal philosophical view o f education and how their experiences often led
them to determine the way they approached their practices as educators. Tisdell and
Taylor stated that although not every educator can articulate his or her educational
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philosophy, they each have one. That educational philosophy is imbedded in one’s
beliefs about teaching and learning, as well as in his or her practice. This was
apparent with the participants in this study. Although many o f them could not
clearly express their philosophies o f education when asked, as they discussed their
teaching they did in fact demonstrate a deep conviction to their practices as educators
that formed their education philosophies and impacted their practices.
Manbeck (1996) discussed the various factors that impact the way individuals
make sense o f their worlds. Some o f these factors include cognitive style,
personality, beliefs, values, and past experiences. Educators bring these factors and
experiences into the classroom and these experiences affect their practices and
contribute to the evolution o f their philosophies.
The third major theme that the faculty interviews revealed was outlook on the
participants’ fundamental beliefs about themselves as educators. These individuals
demonstrated several characteristics that warrant examination, as they might shed
light on why these faculty members had positive experiences teaching adult
accelerated courses. Although most o f the participants were not adult educators,
their comments revealed personal characteristics such as a positive attitude about
teaching and learning, including an appreciation for accepting a challenge, the desire
to be creative, and the desire to nurture their students in an empowering manner.
These characteristics shaped their philosophies or the “personal compass” o f their
practice (Taylor, et al., 2001).
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The Guiding Characteristics

One o f the things that became noticeable in the interviews with the
participants was their passion for their disciplines and their students. As each of
these faculty members spoke, they demonstrated a genuine interest in touching the
learners in their classrooms, as well as sharing their enthusiasm for their academic
disciplines. There was excitement in their voices as they told stories about
classroom experiences. Several o f the participants described how they viewed a
challenge in a positive manner; this willingness to accept a challenge often drove
them as they taught accelerated courses.
Pat explained that although two departmental colleagues had tried teaching
accelerated classes and found the experience frustrating and the students lacking
academically, she remained open to teaching these courses. Rather than finding this
experience frustrating, Pat willingly and enthusiastically accepted the challenge of
teaching the adults in the accelerated courses, who commonly suffered from math
anxiety. Stating that she found many students had a negative attitude towards her
discipline, Pat mentioned that she wanted to reach that type o f student. “I love a
challenge,” she stated. Pat explained that at one time she had developed and taught a
math anxiety course called Math is a Foreign Language, declaring that she “enjoyed
teaching people who had difficulty learning math and were scared o f math.” Pat
elaborated, stating that she liked to teach those “who have such a negative attitude
toward math and such poor self-esteem when it comes to math learning. I wanted to
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reach that audience o f student. And, I’ve found a lot o f them.” Pat explained that
she sees math as a “human endeavor” and sees it as her responsibility to show
students that this is so.
Pat has a can-do attitude. She loves her discipline and believes in her
students. Her positive attitude impacts her approach to teaching. Rather than
experiencing frustration with learners who are less adept in their mathematical
abilities, Pat sees this as an opportunity. Pat views the classroom as one that should
welcome students; she seems to view students’ learning as emancipating. She seeks
to set learners free o f their fear o f math. Pat’s positive attitude towards teaching a
discipline that students often fear is different from that o f her colleagues in the math
department. These colleagues, while extremely knowledgeable in their discipline,
seem to concentrate only on teaching math, while Pat focuses on the learner as well
as the academic discipline, hooks (1994) declared that her own undergraduate
professors “often used the classroom to enact rituals o f control that were about
domination and the unjust exercise of power” (p. 5). Pat’s comments suggest that
her style is completely the opposite o f exercising power, but she strives to be
empowering. By supporting learners who have feared math, she is helping them
overcome this fear not only in an effort to teach math but to help the students
improve their self-esteem.
Allison described her style o f teaching and the way she challenged herself to
try new things and be creative in the classroom. She went on to explain,
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It comes from my personality. Plus it also comes from my natural curiosity
that I want to sort o f test out. In every class I teach, it is sort o f like an
experiment. Let’s see what’s going to happen. You have a different mix o f
people, different personalities, and different learning styles, whatever. Let’s
see where it goes, what comes out o f it. And, that’s what makes it fun for
me.

Pat and Allison both demonstrated a passion for teaching and learning. They
enjoy the exploration o f learning new things and creatively engaging their students in
the learning process. This was not a mundane exercise for either o f them, but rather
an exciting opportunity for growth. Ryan’s comments also illustrated his passion for
teaching. When asked if he preferred teaching traditional or accelerated courses, he
expressed his excitement for teaching, regardless o f the delivery mode. “I just want
to teach,” he stated. Ryan enthusiastically shared stories o f students who feared
accounting, but overcame that fear in his classes.
Like others, Leigh also described her enthusiasm for teaching. Her
comments established her as a creative educator, devoted to bringing the best out o f
her students. A health educator, Leigh acknowledged that times were changing in
the health care field. As a result o f these changes, Leigh found it necessary to
change her approach in the classroom. Leigh opened herself up to trying new
strategies and “shaking things up” in the classes she taught. Leigh explained her
goal as an educator, stating, “I need to get them, to use a much overused term, I need
them to think outside o f the box. But, they don’t even know what outside the box is
because they don’t know they’re in the box.” Leigh stated that this had been a
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challenge for her and that, at times, she makes students mad at her, but as they work
through challenges together, that anger usually turns to respect.
Leigh’s comments reveal a genuine excitement over the growth that she sees
in the learners. While she stated that she could simply collect a paycheck for doing
what she had always done, this was not right to her. Leigh described introducing her
graduate students who were practicing nurses to a book based on a doctoral
dissertation that “totally tossed the history o f nursing on its ear.” This historical
research study revealed the reasons why hospitals were created, the reasons why
nursing schools were created, and what went on during that time. Leigh stated the
woman who wrote it had been a professor o f hers and she was “the first angry nurse I
had ever seen.” Leigh explained that although she is a nurse herself, she was
unaware o f the information presented in this book. Leigh described her students’
initial reaction to this book.

It was just the perfect vehicle to take these complacent nurses who believed
that what they were doing was what was supposed to be done, how they were
educated was the way it was supposed to happen, and make them so
uncomfortable that they had to react. And that was what I was looking [for],
that was the disorienting dilemma, and they did, they reacted. And the first
thing they reacted was, “this isn’t right. This isn’t the way it is.”

Leigh stated that although the students initially reacted to this book with anger, and
they directed most o f that anger toward her, they moved beyond their irritation to the
point o f realizing that their perspective was all they knew. It was the only
perspective they had. “And to bring in a perspective that was so radical to what they
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knew, how they had been educated, was like saying motherhood and apple pie is all
bad.”
Leigh continued,

The first real notice I had that I had done something right was one o f my
senior groups. I had, like, the last semester students. And they wrote me a
little note that said, Thank you, Dr. — , you taught us how to think. And I
hold on to that ‘til this day, and that was probably 12-13 years ago, because it
was like, YES!

Leigh is willing to take risks in order to facilitate growth and learning within
her students. She attempts to change the way her students see things by introducing
them to new and sometimes controversial information. The learning process is an
exciting one for Leigh.
Likewise, Amanda expressed a similar opinion as she described her
observations as a faculty member teaching accelerated courses. Amanda explained,
“There is more a spark o f discovery and application and light bulbs going off. You
can see the teachable moments just popping here and there.” Amanda described the
energy she gains from learners’ self-discoveries o f knowledge that she observes in
the accelerated classroom. Leigh and Amanda both have an open and energetic
attitude towards the educational process.

Personal Philosophy o f Education

As each faculty member reflected on his or her practice in the classroom, it
became obvious that each had developed a personal philosophy o f education.
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Although some could not clearly identify their exact philosophies, they were able to
give examples o f their instructional strategies that illustrated how they saw their
world and roles as educators. O f particular interest to me was that although most of
the participants were not trained in adult education, and their views o f themselves as
teachers were primarily linked to their disciplines, they had reflected on their roles in
the classroom based on their experiences with their adult learners.
For example, Rebecca is a self-proclaimed humanist.

I am a humanist. I believe in the potential o f every person. I know that we
all come from different circumstances and we all have different kinds o f
challenges. But my belief, knowing that there are some exceptions, is that
people want to do well. People want to feel good about themselves. People
want to be successful. The adult learner wants to learn. Nobody’s making
the adult learner go to school.
My philosophy is taking that, what I believe their desire to be there, their
desire to learn, their desire to be successful, their desire to feel good about
themselves, and I assume that they want to engage with me. I think o f myself
as a facilitator with the adult learner more than a teacher, an instructor, or a
professor because many o f them have experiences that they can bring to the
classroom that are as valid as my own. They teach each other, but I have to
create an environment that allows that to happen. I let them set up the rules
for the classroom. I mean at the beginning o f every course, I talk about the
guidelines.

Elias and Merriam (2005) describe humanists, stating, “M any humanists
believe that humans are naturally good” (p. 119). The uniqueness o f each individual
is acknowledged and valued in the humanistic philosophy, and it is believed that
each individual strives for personal growth. Humanists believe that learners are
internally motivated. Rebecca’s comments clearly demonstrate a humanistic
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philosophy, a philosophy that seems compatible with teaching the adult learners in
the accelerated courses more than those in the traditional courses.
The educational practices associated with the humanistic educational
approach include group dynamics, processes, and relations (Elias & Merriam, 2005).
Rebecca described the group activities she does in the classroom, further
demonstrating her humanist orientation to learning. “I try to find games that students
can involve themselves in that allow them to get an understanding experientially by
having fun and playing games,” she explained. She continued,

[I engage the learners in] games like tossing balls around in a circle and
seeing what happens when people drop the ball and how people blame each
other and reflect on that, about how we blame people when it’s actually a
problem with the system, and those kinds o f things. I’ll bring Dr. Seuss
books in and read them, which are books that I read to my children, but the
adults really get into. And we look at going back to how children learn
through patterns and learning about how to observe patterns in the world as
we leam and just mix it up.

Eileen appeared to be a humanist as well.

I think my philosophy o f education is that everybody has to advance from
where they are to someplace else. That’s not always easy. This includes the
instructor, m y self.... I think that’s important for the students to realize that
you like learning from them as well as they should like learning from each
other and from me .... Once you really show them, it’s just not that hard.
They can leam it. They can leam it. I got a couple [of students] right now
and one likes to wander in the forest and I have to bring her back to the road.
Sometimes while she’s in the forest, she actually finds some things that
nobody else has thought of. It may not be what I’m looking for, but it’s OK.
It’s OK. I have another who doesn’t know how to build a house. I start with
a kit with 4,000 directions; you have to start with a couple basic laws, a
hammer and some nails. I ’m working with him right now.
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When describing the educator with a humanistic philosophy, Elias and
Merriam (2005) explained that while the educator might guide the learning process,
the student should be free to leam how and what he or she wishes. Within this
framework the goal o f education is to help the learner recognize his or her fullest
potential.
Further demonstrating her humanistic beliefs, Eileen described a student that
she taught several years earlier in a traditional course. This student appeared to
struggle academically and not take her work seriously. When this student showed up
in one o f Eileen’s accelerated courses at another university a few years later, Eileen
was surprised to see how far this student had come. Using that as an example, Eileen
declared, “You never know what impact you have .... You just can’t give up. You
got to just keep trying.” Consistent with the humanistic philosophy o f education,
Eileen believes in the potential o f the learners.
Amanda stated, “I’m 100% student-centered.” Amanda described her style
as an educator.

I go for depth and richness and quality while I steer the discussion because
it’s easy to let them [the students] to run ahead o f me, which I love, and I just
happen to plunk this over there, and they all go, “Whoa, what’s that?” Then I
plunk a little idea here, and they go over there in their minds and in their
discussions. They [the students] discover it. I question, I throw a hat into the
ring, and they discover what it is, and then they make connections. They
grapple with it, because they want to know, they want to be .... I think that
when we feed somebody it’s more like a behaviorist approach to education,
but if we guide or encourage learning and let the discovery happen, I think
that it’s much more impacting, even though it doesn’t go to every little detail,
everything else. Because there’s the much more important learning with the
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foundational and details too, a richer meaning that way, as opposed to spoon
feeding somebody.

hooks (1994) stated that she believed the classroom “should be an exciting
place, never boring” (p. 7), noting that excitement in the higher education classroom
is often seen as disruptive. Educators who encourage such excitement in their
classrooms do what hooks calls “transgress.” Such educators allow shifts o f
direction and flexibility in the educational environment. Amanda reflected on her
student-centered approach and demonstrating her transgression in the classroom,

My model typically is, let’s just throw these ideas out to the middle, and let’s
wrestle around with them, see what we come up with. We can interject
theory. I can guide and direct, but don’t look at me for your answers because
I certainly don’t have that, and I certainly don’t know everything about the
course. I open it up to as much active learning and connection making as
possible. I am able to do that in an accelerated program where typically there
are more mature learners.

The participants in this study appeared to get a great deal o f jo y out o f
teaching. This was true even when the learners presented them with challenges, such
as anxiety about learning. This is illustrated in the following section.

Overcoming Anxiety: Supporting the Learners

Much o f the literature on adult learners focuses on the positive impact o f the
learners’ previous experiences, learner motivation, and the ability o f adults to be
self-directed in their learning. MacKeracher (2003) stated that adults begin learning
activities with a perception o f themselves that influences their learning. While the
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participants in this study frequently identified characteristics that their adult students
displayed that enhanced their ability to leam the material more quickly, the issue o f
the anxiety o f the adult learner was mentioned by several participants as a barrier to
learning that had to be addressed. The comments made by the participants in this
study illustrate the need for instructors teaching in the adult accelerated programs to
serve as mentors, advisors, and cheerleaders. Through playing these roles, the
faculty participants believe they are able to help facilitate the learning in their
students.
Amy, a chemistry professor, discussed the anxiety o f the adult learners in her
accelerated courses. Amy explained,

One big difference between the students in the traditional classes and the
accelerated classes is that people in the accelerated have been out o f school
for who knows how long and, by and large, they have been science-phobic
their whole lives. And so they come into this and they are like scared spitless
about having to do something like this. So, we spend a fair amount o f time
just getting over that. And, we feel if at least we can get over that, we have
made giant strides.

Amy appeared to take pride in introducing the adult learners to a discipline
she was passionate about and moving them forward. Recognizing the fear that
science generated in many o f her adult learners, Amy expressed an enthusiastic
willingness to try to help her students overcome that fear in order to begin to see
science in a positive light. Her respect for the learner, coupled with her passion for
science, seemed to set the stage for a positive learning experience for the adult
students in her accelerated courses.
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Laurel taught only traditional students until she was approached to teach an
accelerated course at the last minute when another instructor was unavailable.
Laurel illustrated how she took on the role o f cheerleader when teaching this new
population o f learner.

I had no idea what the accelerated program was or how to teach adults. I
didn’t know, but I loved it. I loved working with people who didn’t think
they could do it, and helping them figure out how they could do it; and I
loved helping them because I guess what I’ve always thought about writing
was that writing is thinking. So, helping them figure out that they’re really
thinking better and they’re polishing their thinking, and when they come to
realize that, then I think, I don’t know, but for me that’s when something
exciting happens.

Like other participants, Laurel appeared to have a genuine desire to support
her students with their education. Not only did her words describe the excitement of
the learning process, but her animation during the interview demonstrated this as
well. Laurel was energized by seeing her students leam. Rather than.demonstrating
frustration over the lack o f confidence that her learners expressed, Laurel rose to the
challenge, becoming the cheerleader for her students to help them realize their
abilities and accomplish their academic goals through improving their writing and
their thinking.
Ryan stated that as an accounting instructor, he acknowledged the fear and
anxiety many students had coming into quantitative classes. Ryan mentioned that it
was important to acknowledge the learners’ anxieties and assist his students in
working through them. He explained that the way he does that is to help his students
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understand the what and why o f accounting and not just the how. Acknowledging
the fact that many students cannot relate to numbers, Ryan stated that he always
teaches his students to identify a number with a word explaining what that number
means. Ryan elaborated,

So, you see people, if you hate numbers, w e’re using words. So, I ’m using
words and numbers to help them get that fear because, yes, there is a fear o f
numbers. And I’ll go the other way. There is fear o f me with, I think, of
commas and periods and punctuation and all that kind o f stuff. So it’s the
other way too. So I kind o f blend the words and the numbers together. I
think it kind o f works.

Ryan continued, describing his approach in the classroom.

I’ll paint a picture first, I want them to think about it, and once they think
about it, I’m going to plant some seeds in their heads. Alright, now let’s go
try some problems and now I’m opening those numbers. Y ou’ve already got
the flower or plant growing and now you’re going to seeing that this fertilizer
o f numbers or something like that will help you understand that even more.

Although it was with grammar, and not numbers, Ryan experienced his own
anxiety in the educational process. Having experienced similar anxiety to his
students, Ryan was able to relate to this stressor and support his students to move
beyond that. He was willing to demonstrate accounting within the students’ comfort
zones to set them up for a successful learning experience.
Pat, a math professor, also found that her adult learners in the accelerated
courses often have anxiety coming into her class. Pat advised,
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Let the students talk about anxiety the first night. That is not wasted time.
That time is well, well spent. And then be ready the second night to talk
about how they felt if they couldn’t do the assignment and allow a little less
time, but continue to allow them to talk about that anxiety.

Pat stated that once the students worked through their math anxiety they were
typically able to master the material within a short period o f time. I visited Pat’s
class when she teaching the first session o f a six-week statistics course. Observing
Pat in this process was quite interesting. As someone who has experienced math
anxiety throughout my life, I could relate to Pat’s students. I arrived to class a few
minutes before it was scheduled to begin. The classroom was set up like a
conference room, with Pat sitting in the center o f the room, surrounded by a ushaped table. The table was filled with anxious adult learners. Pat introduced
herself to each student as they entered the room, asking them their name. Pat chatted
informally with the students prior to class. Her easy-going manner and calm voice
seemed to relax the group even before the class began. Pat introduced the session by
asking the students to discuss their comfort level with math. During this
conversation she used humor appropriately to reduce the tension that was obvious in
the room. Pat openly discussed the math anxiety she had seen with previous students
and appeared to respect the concerns her current students shared with her. Pat’s open
acknowledgement and acceptance of her students’ anxieties seemed to allow the
adult learners to move past the tensions they were experiencing. She quickly
established an environment o f trust, giving the students the ability to open
themselves up to learning. Several students interrupted Pat as she explained
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concepts. When a student asked, “May I ask a question?” Pat immediately turned to
him and replied, “Yes, please do.” Pat’s responses to the students’ questions were
clear and concise. She always checked with the person who posed the question to
make sure that they understood her reply and were ready to move on.
The patience and respect that Pat showed the learners was powerful to
observe. The tension in the classroom seemed to dissipate before m y eyes. Pat
displayed a genuine belief in her students. Her perception o f them, along with the
support she willingly gave them, helped the learners believe in their abilities to be
successful in a course they previously anticipated as overwhelming. Pat stated that
she believes any course could be completed in an accelerated manner, with the right
learners. Pat’s positive attitude about her students, as well as the attitudes o f other
faculty members participating in this study, leads me to believe that it is the
combination o f the learners’ and the teachers’ attitudes and abilities that lead to
successful learning in many o f the accelerated courses.
Like Pat and others, Debbi, a chemistry instructor, also mentioned the anxiety
she saw in her adult students. Many o f these learners had not taken a science course
in years and were uncertain o f their abilities to do well with this subject matter.
Debbi described the way she engaged the adult students in the accelerated program.

What I do is I kind o f put it out there at the start, “OK, here’s the issue we
wanted to go look at.” And, we kind o f get our discussion going so they get
an idea where they’re coming from. What do they know? What have they
seen in the newspaper? What have they heard on the news? What do they
understand about the issue? Then, I take a period o f time and we really dive
into the chemistry and as much with hands-on activities as possible. And
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then we come back to the issue. Then, I say, “OK, these are the chemical
principles that you’re looking at; now let’s see how that ties to the issue.”
And not only do they get the time that we do experiments or activities,
discussion, lecture, but also bringing it back to the issue again, they’re like,
“OK, now I can understand.” A lot o f them will say to me, “Well, I’ve heard
something about this in terms o f these concepts.” Or, “I remember a word
about this. Now it’s making a lot more sense.” And then when you can put it
in context, with the issue, it’s like the lightbulb goes on. They’ll be like,
“Well I ’m not going to be a scientist and I’m not going be a chemist, but I get
it.” When they get into context o f the issue then and come back to it again, a
lot o f times, they’re really able to grab onto that. And, so even though most
o f them haven’t had most o f the background, they’re able to understand it.
They seem to pick it up, surprising to them; they pick it up a lot easier than
they thought they were going to. So, that’s always very encouraging.

Debbi also seemed to take pride in supporting her adult students to overcome
their anxiety and lack o f confidence as learners. The animation in her voice was
obvious as she described the learning and the “lightbulb” going on. This was about
more than teaching science to Debbi. It was about opening her students up to a new
experience.
Eileen also addressed the issue o f anxiety in her adult learners. In addition,
she explained that some o f the adult students lack academic preparation due to the
amount o f time they have been out o f school. Eileen described those students, and
how much she enjoys working with them, stating,

For those students, you spend some time on the reassurance levels, saying,
“Everybody will leam in my classes. I just don’t lose students.” They’re
there and they stay with me and some o f them have to go a longer road before
they can get where they need to go. But you can see it happen. You can see
it happen as they progress from one class to another.
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Eileen is willing to accept the challenges o f the students and work alongside
them as they move ahead in their academic progress. Rather than focus on what the
students lack when they enter her courses, Eileen chooses to concentrate on where
they will go. She readily takes on the role o f cheerleader, as well as teacher, in order
to assist the learners in their pursuit o f higher education.
The participants in this study suggested that self-directed learning might not
happen automatically with the adult learners in their classrooms. In describing his
theory o f andragogy, Knowles acknowledged that adult learners’ previous negative
educational experiences could impact their self-concepts and be an obstacle to their
successes in adult education (Elias & Merriam, 2005). Brookfield (1986) stated that
effective facilitation o f adult learning should pay attention to increasing the selfworth o f adult students. “The aim o f facilitation is the nurturing o f self-directed,
empowered adults” (p. 11). The participants in this study graciously accepted their
responsibilities to empower their learners.
The participants clearly demonstrated willingness, sometimes even an
eagerness, to provide the nurturing and support needed to support the learners in
working through their anxieties. This appears to be a significant quality needed for
working with many o f the students in the adult accelerated programs. These
participants also described a genuine pleasure in working with the adult learners,
challenging and supporting them in their educational journeys. Describing the
marginalization that adult students experience in higher education, Fairchild (2003)
stated,
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Adult students have little time to make connections on a college campus.
One caring person who answers questions and offers advice may be viewed
as a life preserver in a sea o f stress and confusion. If I have learned one thing
in my work with adults, it is this: we can make a difference for many people
by changing our institutional assumptions about and approaches to students.
But ultimately, we make a difference in student lives one student at a time.
Be that life preserver to that one student, and work toward making your
institution more accommodating to adults as a group, (p. 15)

The faculty participants in this study made comments suggesting that they
were willing to be that “life preserver” for their students.

Summary

As the participants in this study spoke, I found they were guided by their
philosophies o f education; these faculty members had various ideas about the
purpose o f education and their roles in the classroom. They also had personal
characteristics that influenced their instructional strategies. These faculty members
were deeply reflective in their practices as teachers. They had considered what their
students needed, and adjusted their instruction accordingly.
The participants in this study demonstrated some characteristics that seem to
help make them successful educators o f adult accelerated courses. They are willing
to make changes to their instruction for teaching different populations o f learners.
They appear to thrive on new challenges and are willing to support their students in
the learning process in an empowering manner. When the faculty participants in this
study had students entering their courses with high levels o f anxiety, they recognized
this and willingly took the time to support their students beyond the anxieties,
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opening them up for learning. These faculty members demonstrated attitudes that
make them thoughtful practitioners. In addition, the participants seem to enjoy their
positions as educators and appreciate the adult learners and the qualities they bring
into the learning environment.
These participants have been successful in teaching the adult accelerated
courses. Unlike some faculty members who found the experience frustrating and
believed the classes lacked academic rigor, the participants appeared to have some
personal characteristics that are helpful and possibly even necessary for them to be
successful teaching the adult learners in the accelerated courses. The participants in
this study appear willing and even enthusiastic about providing a positive
educational opportunity for all o f their students.
A variety o f issues impact educators in the classroom. These include
personal philosophies o f the purpose o f education, life experiences, and personal
characteristics. These variables define how educators perceive their roles and design
their instruction. Just as learners have different needs and expectations in the
classroom, so do faculty.
Although several o f the participants in this study initially questioned the
accelerated delivery model, they all became comfortable teaching accelerated
courses. In fact, they all grew to enjoy teaching in this educational delivery model.
It was interesting to realize that most o f the participants never mentioned questioning
the traditional course delivery model at any point in their career. The traditional
course delivery model remains the majority model within higher education, and
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teaching traditional courses appears to be unquestioned by these college educators.
While most of the participants in this study began teaching traditional-length courses
in higher education, several mentioned that they now prefer to teach the accelerated
courses and the adult learners.
This study suggests that faculty can grow to appreciate the accelerated
delivery model, but that for many this might require a total revision o f their
definitions o f education and their roles as educators. For those faculty members who
are open to and possibly even seeking a new experience, teaching accelerated
courses to adults will likely prove to be a positive and rewarding experience.
While the participants learned from teaching accelerated courses and in
general considered it a positive experience, they did report challenges they faced
working with this course delivery model. These challenges are examined in the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER 7
FACING THE CHALLENGES

Introduction

The fourth and final theme identified in this study was the challenges faced
by the faculty members who taught accelerated courses. Accelerated degree
programs tend to be located within traditional educational institutions. Bash (2003)
identified problems facing adult learning programs within higher education. Adult
programs often hold low status on college campuses. Faculty and administrators are
often suspicious o f adult programs and believe that academic quality is being
sacrificed for convenience. These programs are often perceived as “cash cows”
because they typically require less overhead and services than traditional programs.
Bash contended that often when program developers propose a new adult program
they tend to focus more on the income this new venture will produce than the
particular needs o f the students the program will serve. In addition, full-time faculty
often totally disassociate themselves from adult programs, resulting in the overuse o f
adjunct instructors. Like Bash, Fairchild (2003) believed that most post-secondary
institutions are not equipped to meet the needs o f adult learners, frequently providing
services primarily to traditional learners who attend class during the day.
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The participants in this study discussed their experiences teaching accelerated
classes, reinforcing and elaborating on the issues identified by Bash (2003) and
Fairchild (2003). They described the isolation and suspicion that they felt from their
colleagues when teaching these courses. Participants frequently expressed feeling
alone in their roles teaching the adult learners enrolled in accelerated courses. In
addition, they described institutional issues that concerned them and affected their
instruction. This chapter focuses on the experiences o f separation that the
participants experienced, as well as the institutional challenges they faced when
teaching adult accelerated courses.

Experiences o f Isolation and Marginalization

Participants in this study described their experiences working with adult
learners enrolled in accelerated courses, frequently mentioning the marginalization
they felt from their colleagues. This was the case with full-time faculty members as
well as adjunct faculty members. Leigh, a full professor, stated,

I now am in a college where I teach totally accelerated students and almost
everybody else teaches traditional students in a traditional model. And it’s
very interesting to be hit in the face on a weekly basis with the differing
perspectives on why w e’re here, what the students are there for, and what our
purpose is, you know, in this endeavor .... The traditional model is still the
majority model. The majority model is the culture and therefore all the
things that go along with that culture are unquestioned and anything that falls
outside o f that culture is called into question and is marginalized, which is
where accelerated education and adult education have been forever.
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Leigh continued,

Just an aside, I had a faculty meeting and during the announcements during
the faculty meeting was, “when you are in this room would you please put the
chairs back to the appropriate positions— tables and chairs back to the
appropriate positions.” I decided it was time for my two cents and I said,
“What is the appropriate configuration for tables and chairs in higher
education?” And I was sitting with about 25-30 faculty members; only about
5 or 6 o f them taught accelerated and the rest o f them taught traditional
models, and I got stares from 20 people who are so much in their box, it was
like, “what are you talking about?” And, I really didn’t want an answer; I
just wanted to raise the question.

Leigh stated that she feels very alone in her role as an educator, explaining
that she does discuss her practice with her colleagues. Because Leigh is the lone
person in her department who teaches only accelerated courses, she does not find
herself connecting with other faculty members who teach primarily traditional
courses. Prior to the interview, I asked Leigh if I could observe her class. During
the interview she shared that she was excited about my upcoming visit to her class.
She stated that she was trying some new things and she was looking forward to
getting my perspective, as she never got that type o f feedback from colleagues,
reiterating that her colleagues would not understand her instructional style. Leigh
and I have known each other for several years, as we used to work together. She
confided that she looks forward to our occasional lunches as they are the only time
she gets to bounce her ideas off a colleague who can relate to her experiences in the
classroom.
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The lack o f connection that Leigh feels makes the work environment lonely
for her. She is isolated both personally and professionally from her colleagues, and
does not feel that she is a significant part o f her academic community. Leigh’s
comments suggest that she would benefit from a deeper connection with the
university community and, as a result, her students would probably benefit from this
as well. Leigh realizes that feedback is part o f her own growth, but does not have the
resources within her workplace to gather meaningful advice.
Cindy described the frustration and isolation from colleagues as a result o f
her decision to teach accelerated courses. She stated that she wished the other
departments would respect the accelerated programs. Describing her relationship
with one colleague, Cindy said, “I know he hates me. He tests me.” Cindy works at
a faith-based institution and although the adult learners in the accelerated courses
account for 10% of the student population, Cindy stated that her students are
frequently ignored by some members o f the college community.

We almost never have someone in our adult program that is o f the faith base
o f this institution, almost never. They come because it is convenient and
w e’re a good product; not because their church minister said, “You really
should go there,” or Dad says, “you really have to go there because it’s of
your faith and that’s where you should be.” So, that’s another thing that is a
big hurdle for some colleagues. They are o f the faith base and believe this
institution should only teach kids within the church.

Cindy’s comments support the literature that suggests that many institutions
only consider the revenue gained from the accelerated courses, giving little attention
to integrating them into the mission o f the institution (Hadfield, 2003; Sparks, 1994).
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Not only did her comments describe institutional issues, but they also suggested that
some individuals take the changes within their institutions personally, attacking those
who represent those changes. This places the professional who is working in the
accelerated programs area in a personally vulnerable and isolated position. Cindy is
tom between her loyalty to the institution, her concern for her students, and her own
personal convictions. She is no longer simply a faculty member teaching her
discipline. She is finding herself in a role o f advocate for her students who are not
the “traditional” students in the institution due to both their age and religious beliefs.
Pat explained that while she enjoyed teaching the accelerated courses and had
been successful in doing so, she had colleagues who had experienced frustration
when teaching these courses. Therefore, she was very careful about what she shared
with her colleagues, as she did not want them to perceive her as being in a
competition with them. “I don’t want to show anybody up,” Pat stated.
Leigh’s, Cindy’s, and Pat’s comments suggest a political aspect to teaching
accelerated courses. Because accelerated courses are perceived as different by many
in the academy, those who are willing to teach these courses might fall under
suspicion, and also be viewed differently by their colleagues. Through their
experiences teaching the accelerated courses, the participants have found themselves
moving beyond their roles as teachers. They are beginning to view the institutional
system they work in differently. Rather than simply defining themselves as faculty
members in their disciplines, they are being forced to see their roles outside o f the
classroom in a different light. While they enjoy teaching the accelerated courses,
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and have found that they are successful in doing so, they have also learned to be
careful about how and to whom they express this. Each o f these educators realized
that they have come to rethink the role o f their institutions in a way that many of
their colleagues have not. They have changed as a result o f their experiences with
the adult learners in the accelerated programs, placing them in a tenuous position
with many o f their colleagues.
Allison explained that her approach to instruction is different from her
colleagues, indicating that as a result, she does not discuss her teaching strategies
with them. She continued,

I have always felt I didn’t f i t in .... I don’t feel I f i t in with the traditional
folks and I don’t feel I f i t with the adult education people either. I went to a
conference session this past spring which had to do with rhythm, and realized
why I didn’t f i t. The session talked about the normal rhythm o f a term or
semester, and that there is energy at the beginning o f the term, a low point at
the middle, and another burst o f energy at the end. The academic year also
has a rhythm. All o f this made me realize why I don’t fit. The rhythm o f the
accelerated program doesn’t match the academic year or the term. It also
doesn’t match the daytime class offerings, so we are totally out o f sync with
the rest o f the university. We meet at night, at odd yearly start times, and our
terms are not the same either. To me, this is an explanation o f why I have
always felt marginalized. We really don’t fit.

Allison brought up some interesting points. Because accelerated courses are
designed for adult students, they are offered on evenings and weekends when those
learners are not at work and are able to attend classes. Like the adult learners, the
faculty members who teach these courses usually spend most o f their time on
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campus when the offices are closed. This isolates them from the rest o f the
university community.
Several o f the adjunct faculty members who participated in this study
illustrated experiences o f isolation as well. While adjunct instructors often teach for
numerous institutions and are frequently seen as independent contractors, the adjunct
instructors participating in this study indicated that they found the disconnection
from the institutions they taught for to be even greater when they were teaching
accelerated courses.
Accelerated programs are often taught at sites away from the main campus
and frequently employ a large number o f adjunct instructors. The heavy reliance on
adjuncts, coupled with the separation from the main campus, adds to the isolation of
faculty who teach these courses. The full-time faculty teaching accelerated courses
are often lacking in their own collegial support, and are therefore unable to provide
this to the adjunct faculty members.
Michael described his previous experience as an adjunct instructor in an
accelerated degree-completion program compared to his current status as a full-time
faculty member in a traditional program.

I think probably my preference is for the traditional model. I think the other
thing is that the organizational structure [in the traditional model] is more in
place than it is in the accelerated model. [Teaching in the accelerated
program], we were separated by miles from the main campus. And there was
little or no interaction with the hierarchy o f the university. Here, in the
traditional model, the dean’s office is two floors down. I see the dean in the
hallway; I see my colleagues on a daily basis, and that’s not the case with the
accelerated. There’s opportunity for the interaction with colleagues and with
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the hierarchy o f the organization. I’m in this traditional model and I guess
I’m, shall I say, more comfortable with i t .... Now, in the accelerated
learning, I would show up on the day or evenings that I was supposed to be
there. There may be another person who was there. I probably had to do all
my copying and finding my resources and such and such. All o f that had to
be done on my own.

While some o f Michael’s comments were certainly related to his previous
status as an adjunct instructor compared to his current status as a full-time faculty
member, they should not be discredited. Michael’s comments about being away
from the main campus demonstrate the physical as well as professional isolation he
experienced. Because accelerated courses are often offered at off-campus locations,
faculty members who teach in these programs are frequently the only professional
members o f the community available at these sites. Michael’s comment about
showing up to teach the accelerated courses when one other person from the
university might be available demonstrated the lack o f connection he felt with the
institution when teaching accelerated courses. In addition to his marginalized status
as an adjunct faculty member, M ichael’s workplace was physically isolated from
colleagues who might have been able to lend support. Other participants mentioned
the lack o f connection they felt as both full-time and adjunct instructors teaching
accelerated courses.
Eileen has done adjunct teaching for almost 40 years. She began teaching
accelerated courses just a few years ago. Eileen indicated that over the years she
served on committees at various institutions where she taught. At one time she was
even on a presidential search committee. When Eileen first began teaching
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accelerated courses she was hired by the administrator of the program and she used
this colleague as a resource. When that administrator left the university, however,
the responsibility for the accelerated courses was given to the full-time faculty
members. Eileen stated, “There’s so little contact between part-time and full-time
faculty. I don’t even think they know you’re alive. You just go in, you do what you
do, and you go home. If nobody complains about you, I guess they figure you’re
doing OK.”
Rick is a full-time adjunct instructor at one university. Rick has taught there
for several years and consistently teaches both accelerated and traditional classes.
Rick indicated that while he was allowed to select his textbooks for the traditional
courses he taught, he was required to use the books chosen for faculty when teaching
the accelerated courses. Rick works for a university where the instructors for the
traditional courses are assigned by the department chair. When teaching accelerated
courses, although the faculty must be approved by the department, they are assigned
and receive their contracts through the accelerated programs office. This lack o f
connection between the two departments seems to add to the marginalization that
Rick feels when teaching accelerated courses. Although Rick stated that he felt that
he was trusted to make changes and use his judgment when teaching traditional
courses, he did not find this to be true when teaching accelerated courses.
Hadfield (2003) stated that while higher education has recognized the income
potential from nontraditional students, as well as its social responsibility to provide
access to adult students, it has been lethargic in responding to the needs o f the adult
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learner. In spite of the increased diversity o f student populations, many institutions
continue to only serve the traditional student, having offices open only during
traditional business hours, and closed when the typical adult learner is on campus.
Sparks (1994) concurred with Hadfield’s assessment. The increase in adult learners,
along with the decreased enrollment o f traditional-aged students, has established
adult programs as major revenue producers within higher education. The
participants in this study suggested that not only are the needs o f the adult learners
not seriously being considered, but this is also happening to the faculty teaching
these courses. Using adjunct instructors without integrating them into the institution
and without providing institutional resources such as access to copy machines causes
feelings o f isolation, marginalization, and a disconnection from the institution they
are working for. In addition, the lack o f recognition and trust that the adjuncts
described adds to their separation from their academic departments and institutions.
One other thing that isolated the participants in this study was the perception
of their colleagues that the accelerated programs sacrificed quality for revenue.
Reuben mentioned the concept o f the “cash cow,” something that accelerated
programs have been called by their critics. He explained that the revenue that was
produced by the accelerated courses seemed to make his more traditional colleagues
suspicious o f the quality o f learning in the accelerated courses. Reuben continued,

“Cash cow” says that the money is coming in and you don’t really have to do
a lot of development and you’ve got a pretty good picture o f the marketplace.
That’s good. Academics, the scholars, tend to look at that as kind o f a bad
thing. The issue that the academics have is because o f the money w e’re
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making, w e’re not going to have high academic standards. I think the
academic perspective is that w e’re going to sell the degree.

The participants in this study not only experienced isolation, but they also
expressed concerns about the lack o f support they received to develop their skills to
be successful when teaching accelerated courses. The literature review presented in
Chapter 2 discussed the development and training o f teachers within post-secondary
education. The participants in this study stated that they have experienced little or no
meaningful faculty training to support them in teaching accelerated courses.
Commenting on the different instructional approaches and the experiences that the
adult learners bring into the accelerated courses, these participants believed that
many faculty members who only teach traditional courses would be surprised by the
differences in the accelerated courses. They insisted that knowing course content
was not enough. Faculty needed to be able to relate to their learners as adults and
change their delivery for the classroom. The following section elaborates on the
participants’ comments about the lack o f institutional support they have received to
prepare them to teach accelerated courses.

Lack o f Support for Faculty Growth and Development

Only one participant, Amanda, had the experience o f being an adult learner in
an accelerated course. Amanda stated that this benefited her when she began
teaching these courses. Amanda considered this essential for her development as an
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educator and recommended that anyone beginning to teach accelerated courses
should enroll in or observe an accelerated course prior to teaching one.

Come and watch those who are successful. Come and watch and hang out
and participate and be a student so that you can become the teacher, the
instructor. I’m sure that it would be a completely different model, much
more personal, much more connected [than what you are used to]. [In the
accelerated classroom] people have greater bonding, open discussion,
questioning, application, personal experiences, connecting theory which can
be something floating out there and never connected to actually grounding it
in their experience because they are talking about it. You can just shoot those
little bits o f information and connect the whole thing and before you know it
the adult learners in the accelerated format are going, and we covered every
single thing that we were going to talk about and it was painless.

Amanda explained that without her own experience as a student in an
undergraduate accelerated degree program, she would not have had any idea how to
teach accelerated courses. Amanda stated the university simply assigned faculty to
teach the accelerated courses without training them. Insisting that a different
approach was needed in the accelerated classroom, Amanda indicated that without
observing her own instructors she would not have known how to be effective when
teaching an accelerated course.
Entering higher education after a career in business, Rebecca stated that
although she had never been a learner in an accelerated course, she had been an adult
learner in a nonaccelerated M.B.A. program. This made it easier for her to teach the
adult accelerated courses. She discussed the difficulty colleagues might have in
teaching an accelerated course.
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Change is always difficult. The longer you’ve done something one way, the
harder it is to change, because we get into ruts. So, I think before I would
even expect them to even to do it [teach an accelerated course], I would want
them to come and observe some other classes, to watch the excitement, the
energy, the fun in the adult learning environment, and to watch the adults
learn in this format. Maybe then to have them move into teaching a session
o f one o f my classes, fill in for me so they could get the feel o f it after having
observed for a while. I wouldn’t have them do it cold turkey. I w ouldn’t
have them jump in without some kind of training process, without some kind
o f experience o f success themselves. It’s a different way o f teaching. I think
we don’t do enough o f that in academia; shadowing, we call it in the business
world, on-the-job training.

Rebecca indicated that she had not been given any type o f formal training to
prepare for teaching either type o f course, and she would have found a mentor very
helpful. Rebecca stated that she was surprised by the lack o f faculty training and
development she saw within higher education in general, explaining that this was
very different from the business world she was used to. Rebecca stated that there
seemed to a belief in higher education that if one understood the content for a course
one could in turn teach it. In Rebecca’s opinion this was especially difficult for
those teaching accelerated courses; having usually taken traditional courses, these
individuals had no frame of reference for teaching the accelerated courses.
Rebecca’s points are interesting. Because we tend to teach the way we have been
taught, assigning faculty members to teach accelerated courses without any training
or mentoring can prove to be a frustrating experience for faculty and students alike.
Ryan began teaching as an adjunct instructor at a community college. When
he was hired as an adjunct in an accelerated program, he was not given any
information on how he might modify his approach to accommodate the accelerated
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delivery model. Ryan stated that he quickly realized that the adult learners in the
accelerated courses taught him a great deal. His students would actively participate
and tell him if they did not understand something. Although Ryan did not receive
any direct training on teaching accelerated courses from the institution, by opening
himself up and listening to his students, Ryan was able to adjust his instructional
style to be successful teaching the accelerated courses.
Several o f the participants shared their personal journeys toward becoming
better educators, mentioning that little formal development was provided by their
individual institutions. Allison stated that she taught differently from many o f her
colleagues. She described her development as a faculty member, explaining,

I develop as a faculty member by going to conferences and by reading ....
I ’m really fascinated with how people learn. So I’m constantly trying to read
articles or find sessions where I can leam more about teaching and learning.
And even one o f the reasons I wanted to teach the psychology learning class
is because it was a way for me to leam more about learning. And what was
fascinating is once I started teaching it was like, “Oh my God, I really do
need to use every single one o f these theories.” I didn’t necessarily label it
for myself. But now that I ’m teaching this, now I can label it, and now I ’ve
used that as a vehicle for teaching class, for which I have never thought of
doing it. So, it’s sort o f like I put m yself in situations where I force m yself
either to reflect on what worked or didn’t work. Or I, most recently, I ’ve
been going, this is the 3rd year, I will be going to the teaching professor
conference. I’ve gotten a lot of wonderful creative ideas.

Amanda and Eileen both explained that they felt a strong responsibility to
develop themselves as teachers in order to meet the needs o f their adult learners.
They both discussed the reading they did to keep up on their disciplines, commenting
that the adults had higher expectations for learning information that was current. In
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addition, they mentioned that they were always looking for new instructional
strategies. Eileen is what is called a full-time adjunct instructor. She teaches at
several different institutions to provide her with a full-time teaching load. She has
done this for many years. Eileen explained that although she has taught for a long
time, she has only taught the adult accelerated courses for a few years and is always
looking for new ideas to enhance her instruction. Describing one faculty
development session she attended, Eileen explained that she enjoyed the session and
meeting other faculty members. At the time that Eileen attended this session, she
had taught for this university for three years, yet she had not met any o f the full-time
faculty in her department prior to this session. She also found much o f the
information helpful to her practice. She continued, however, stating,

I had to pay my own parking. I had to give up four hours o f my time and two
hours o f traveling for an adjunct. We live on hourly wages. I mean, you
have to rethink that, because we can’t do that. We don’t get a salary behind
us. It was good, but I just laugh. Giving me a glass o f orange juice and a
sticky bun does not constitute payment for six hours o f my life. You cannot
believe the national reports are that 30% o f adjuncts make a living by being
adjuncts .... People I know as adjuncts are flying. There’s a thing where
they are called a “Roads Scholar,” r-o-a-d-s.

Eileen is a dedicated faculty member. She has a passion for her work that
allows her to realize the importance o f faculty development. Unfortunately, her
dedication was not rewarded by the institution hosting this session. Eileen shared an
opportunity that she had at another university to serve as an evaluator at an
assessment session for potential new faculty in the accelerated program. In this
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position, Eileen interviewed and observed prospective adjunct faculty members.
Eileen explained,

One o f the most fun things I’ve ever done was interviewing new hires,
potential hires. It was kind o f like a game and it was kind o f like, let’s see
w hat’s out there. Let’s see how other people teach. You spend so much time
listening to yourself; sometimes you’d like to see what somebody else is
doing. So that was a great experience for me.

Eileen’s comments suggested that she had a willingness to improve her
teaching through faculty development, but found the meaningful opportunities to be
limited. In addition, the rewards for attending faculty development sessions needed
to be significant to encourage her attendance. While financial compensation is
certainly one incentive, Eileen appreciated the opportunity to evaluate prospective
new faculty members applying to teach in the accelerated program, and saw this as a
positive developmental activity for her as a faculty member in spite o f the fact that
she was provided with only a minimal stipend for her involvement in this session.
While Leigh is a full-time faculty member in an accelerated program, she
commented on the program’s heavy reliance on adjunct instructors. When asked if
any training was provided to the adjuncts Leigh replied,

It’s nobody’s job; it’s done on an ad hoc basis. You talk with faculty before
they start, you take a look at their evaluations, you talk to the students about
the faculty members, they [adjunct faculty] come to you when they have
issues. If you have issues with what they have done, you go to them. But,
there is no faculty development for adjuncts; it is a touchy thing. We don’t
pay, we don’t have time for it, we don’t pay them enough to do it for free, no
one pays me to do it.
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Leigh also discussed the lack o f development that she experienced as a full
professor, adding, “I think that if we had full-time faculty in this program where we
could sit around and talk about this on a regular basis and talk about how we could to
abetter job o f building.”
The heavy reliance on adjunct instructors has been a criticism o f adult
accelerated programs (Wlodkowski, 2003). The information shared by the
participants in this study often confirmed this concern. It appeared to be an issue for
both the adjuncts and the full-time faculty members who participated in this study.
The adjunct instructors explained that they typically did not receive resources or
support for faculty development. In addition, the full-time faculty members who
teach in the accelerated courses described having limited resources to support
themselves or their colleagues. The lack o f resources for faculty development added
to the isolation the participants in this study were already feeling based on the way
they were perceived within their institutions as a result of their willingness to teach
accelerated courses.
The literature review presented in Chapter 2 discussed the importance o f
development and training o f teachers within post-secondary education. The
participants in this study stated that they have experienced little or no meaningful
faculty training to support them in teaching accelerated courses. Commenting on the
different instructional approaches that they learned to use in the accelerated courses,
and the experiences that the adult learners brought into the accelerated class, these
participants believed that many faculty members who had been teaching traditional
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courses would be surprised by the differences in the accelerated courses. They
insisted that knowing course content was not enough. Faculty need to be able to
relate to their learners as adults and change their delivery in the classroom to focus
more on the application o f knowledge within the learner.
The participants recommended that prior to teaching an accelerated course
faculty members should visit one to witness the delivery model. They also suggested
securing a mentor for support. The participants in this study provided their own
development through reading and attending professional conferences.
In addition to the concerns expressed by the participants over the isolation
they experienced when teaching the accelerated courses and the lack o f preparation
they received, they also expressed some concerns over the courses themselves, which
are explained in the following section.

Programmatic Concerns

Due to the reduced class time and heavy reliance on adjunct faculty teaching
in the accelerated programs, traditional educators often question the quality o f the
accelerated programs (Wlodkowski, 2003). While all o f the participants in this study
had positive experiences teaching accelerated courses and saw their value for adult
learners seeking a post-secondary degree, participants also shared concerns and
problems they have had with this course delivery format.
Amy explained some o f the challenges she faced teaching accelerated
courses. She stated that while she attempted to have the same expectations for
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students in her traditional and accelerated courses as far as work load, she thought
that at times she might be more demanding o f her traditional groups. Amy
continued,

Sometimes I think that’s in response to the expression o f the work load that
we get from students in the accelerated program. There’s no question that if
you’re a single mother o f two and working a 40-hour-per-week job and
taking 12 hours, well number one, I think you should have your head
examined. And, number two, there aren’t that many hours in a day .... So, I
want to say, well that’s too bad, maybe you should drop a course. But, that
ends up being not where we end up going.

Amy brought this up again later in the interview, stating,

I think that the adult learners are much more vocal about what expectations
you have o f them. They will tell you what other things they have going and
when they don’t have time to do something. I think that in some respects,
sometimes they want to get the credit in this course and they don’t really
want to have to do a whole lot o f work to get it. It’s not that I don’t get that
from traditional students, but I think, in my experience, I see more o f that in
the accelerated program. Some o f these students say that they are going to
complete this course o f study [their bachelor’s degree] in less time than they
[the universities] say they should.

Amy elaborated,

If the focus was on one course at a time, I think it would be much more
manageable; that’s my opinion. But, I will have students tell me, “I ’m doing
my senior project right now and I’m doing whatever kind o f course on
Tuesday night, and I have a Saturday class.” I don’t know how they think
they can do it.

Amy does not teach a course in the accelerated major, but rather a general
studies course. Because many o f the accelerated programs offer the major courses in
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a cohort model, this often places students in a position to find time for their general
education and elective courses outside o f the cohort. Many students want to
graduate with their cohort group, forcing those who still need additional credits for
graduation to “squeeze in” the extra courses. By doing this, students are placing
themselves in a situation that is difficult, and sometimes even impossible, to manage.
Unfortunately, it appears that faculty might be asked to compromise their
expectations o f these learners to order to accommodate the students’ desires to
graduate more quickly than is educationally optimal. This places the faculty
members who teach accelerated courses in a fmstrating and uncomfortable position.
Cindy also expressed concerns about students enrolled in accelerated classes
taking more than more class at a time. She stated,

One o f the colleges that I teach for really pushes students to double up on
classes. I am not in favor o f that. The students who do that always get lower
grades. They complain bitterly to me when I grade their papers and stuff,
“Well how can you count down for that? I ’m really too busy. I’m in two
classes right now and I work. How do you think I’m going to get this done?”
My answer back is, “You chose to do it. I ’m not going to lower my standards
for you.” I am not in favor, really and truthfully, of, in five-week courses
with adults who are working and have families and stuff, ever letting them
double up. But, I teach for a college that encourages that. I think they are
wrong. They’re selling education short.

It appears that some universities might be intentionally sacrificing academic
quality for revenue. While this is unfair to the students enrolling in these courses, it
is also unreasonable to expect faculty members to lower their academic standards to
accommodate this. Unfortunately, the comments made by Amy and Cindy seem to
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support some of the concerns expressed by critics o f accelerated programs who
stated that these programs might be sacrificing academic rigor for revenue.
In addition to having students double up on accelerated classes, Cindy
mentioned another concern she has with some accelerated programs. Based on her
experiences, Cindy strongly supports a minimum age requirement for students taking
accelerated courses. Stating that the program she works with has a minimum age
requirement of 25, Cindy shared a discussion with a student who was granted an
exception and admitted to the accelerated program at the age o f 23.

She told me, she said, “You know, don’t ever lower the age. I always felt
disadvantaged in the classroom.” Every other student, when we talk about
business and that kind o f thing, it is sort o f an applied kind o f learning
because in an accelerated format, you can’t make people just memorize facts
and regurgitate them back to you. So it’s an applied kind o f thing. She said,
“You know, the 40-year-olds in my classroom had worked several places.
They had management-level jobs. They were way ahead o f me. I always felt
inferior.”

Cindy continued,

I truly believe if you do not have some experience and stuff to hang these
facts on, you’re just not going to pick it up as well. In 10 years you might
interview me and I might feel different about it but right now I still feel that
accelerated is still for people who have some experience. It doesn’t have to
be the same kind o f experience, but they have to know a lot about how the
world fits together, how families fit together, I don’t know. They just have to
see, it’s not Mom or Dad hand me money, and I go do whatever I want. They
have to see some other things about life.

Kevin stated beliefs similar to Cindy’s, although his concerns were more
focused on experience than age. The program Kevin teaches in does not have an age
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requirement; students are required to have only two years o f college credit when
entering the accelerated program. Explaining that they sometimes get students
directly from the community college who have little or no professional experience,
Kevin stated that without experience to relate to the course content, these students’
“findings were often not insightful.” The limited experience these students brought
to the classroom impacted their learning and limited the ways they were able to
contribute to the discussion.
Class discussions and group presentations are common instructional methods
in adult accelerated courses. Kevin expressed his concern that when younger
students, without significant life and/or work experiences, enter an accelerated
program they might not benefit academically, as they do not have experiences they
can connect with the course content. In addition, they might not have the ability or
the desire to contribute to the class group in a productive manner.
Ryan did not share the same concern over age that Cindy mentioned. In fact,
he told a story o f a young woman in one o f his accounting classes who had done
better work in an accelerated course than a traditional course.

[The student told me], “OK, here’s my story. I took this class in the
traditional and I bombed out and I just couldn’t catch on. All the silly
questions my classmates asked were dragging me back and I was so bored in
there.” She continued, “H ike this pace. I’m catching on.” So it’s in reverse,
kind of.

Ryan stated that this young woman did very well in the accelerated class. He
continued, “She had so much energy, and the other thing I saw— there were no
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friends. She was away from that. I mean she was the outsider. So, she had no
friends to goof around with.” Ryan continued,

So then I had the same person in the traditional [length course], Accounting
II, the next semester and she struggled. She didn’t catch on as fast. I went up
to her and I said, “W hat’s going on? In the other class you’re catching on to
this.” Her response was, “Yeah, yeah. I got all these other things, like, I got
my friends around now and there are more things to do.” And, she ditched a
couple o f classes, or I should say missed. So, she missed a couple classes in
the traditional [course], but never missed in the accelerated [course]. Yeah,
so it was just the reverse. I kind o f see that. You can have different people
that I think it fits differently.

Ryan’s comments suggest that some younger students might be able to
benefit from the accelerated delivery model. By being placed in a class with adult
learners and away from negative outside influences, the young woman Ryan spoke
of was able to be more successful in an accelerated course than a traditional-length
course. In this situation, Ryan indicated that this young woman’s father owned a
business. It was Ryan’s belief that due to her basic knowledge o f her father’s
business, this younger learner did in fact have previous experience that contributed to
her understanding o f the course material.
Regardless o f their feelings about limits to credits students should enroll in
when taking accelerated courses, age requirements, or work experience
recommendations, the participants who expressed concerns over the structure o f
accelerated courses did share one common belief. They all felt that students who
enroll in accelerated courses should have a clear understanding o f the intensity of the
program and the type of learning they will be exposed to prior to entering the
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classroom. Prospective students should be advised about the amount o f
responsibility they will be required to take for their own learning. This includes the
out-of-class assignments, as well as their active participation in a student-centered
classroom environment.

Summary

Many o f the faculty participants in this study reported that they did not feel
included and supported by their colleagues within their institutions. They also
described feelings o f suspicion from coworkers. They stated that other faculty
members often questioned the quality o f the accelerated courses, perceiving them as
nothing more than revenue producers. While the literature has addressed the
marginalized status o f the adult undergraduates in higher education (Donaldson,
Townsend, & Thompson, 2004; Sissel, Hansman, & Kasworm, 2001), the data
gathered in this study suggest that this marginalization is also experienced by faculty
members who choose to teach undergraduates enrolled in accelerated courses. The
participants in this study reported a lack o f collegial and institutional support for
their teaching o f accelerated courses.
Donaldson, Townsend, and Thompson (2004) did an analysis o f the content
o f eight higher education journals from 1990-2000, discovering that less than 2% o f
all the articles published in these journals focused on adult undergraduates. This
finding is a concern because most participants in this study reported a need for
faculty development for those teaching accelerated courses. If the institutions
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offering accelerated programs are not providing this development, and the higher
education professional journals are not supporting this area within post-secondary
education, how will faculty members teaching accelerated courses improve their
practices?
While the participants in this study overwhelmingly support the adult
accelerated delivery model and believe that such programs will continue to be a
significant part o f the higher education landscape, they also described some issues
that they believed needed to be addressed to ensure the academic quality o f these
programs. They believed that students might be best served by limiting the number
o f accelerated courses they may take at the same time. While it might be difficult to
resist the revenue generated by students taking multiple accelerated courses
simultaneously, allowing this should be the exception rather than the norm. Adult
learners managing multiple priorities, such as family and career, should be
encouraged to enroll in one course at a time.
The information provided by the participants in this study suggested that
students enrolling in adult accelerated courses should bring to the program
significant life experiences that enable them to make connections to course content.
These learners need to be highly motivated and willing to engage in class discussion
and student-centered learning.
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The previous four chapters presented the findings o f this study. The next and
final chapter discusses the findings and their implications for practice. In addition,
recommendations for further research based on the findings o f this study are
identified.
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CHAPTER 8
SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Introduction

Accelerated learning programs are one o f the fastest growing areas within
higher education. Wlodkowski, Mauldin, and Gahn (2001) predicted that
approximately 20% o f adult college students will be enrolled in an accelerated
program by 2011. In spite o f the growing popularity o f accelerated programs,
research in this area o f adult education is limited. Only a limited number o f studies
have been done to support the practices o f those working in this area o f higher
education (Donaldson & Graham, 2002).
The purpose o f this basic interpretive qualitative study was to begin to
address the gaps in the literature on adult accelerated courses by exploring the
perspectives o f faculty members who teach courses utilizing both accelerated and
traditional delivery methods. It sought to understand the experiences o f faculty
members teaching accelerated courses.
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Summary

This study was designed to explore the following four research questions:
1. How do faculty members view their roles in accelerated classroom
settings? In what ways, if any, are these roles different from the
traditional classroom setting?
2. How do faculty members perceive the instructional process in accelerated
courses? In what ways, if any, is this different from teaching traditional
courses?
3. In what ways, if any, did teaching accelerated courses impact the faculty
members’ views o f teaching?
4. What impact, if any, does the reduced classroom time have on the faculty
members?
This section returns to these questions and integrates them with the findings
described in the previous four chapters. Using semistructured interviews with 18
faculty members who taught both traditional and accelerated courses, as well as
visits to accelerated classes taught by the first five participants interviewed, I was
able obtain firsthand knowledge o f the participants’ teaching experiences. The
information gathered from the faculty members in this study provides information
about how these educators view their professional practices and the impact teaching
accelerated courses had on them as teachers.
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It should be noted that the population o f this study was limited to faculty
participants who met the requirement o f having previous teaching experience o f at
least five courses in both the traditional and accelerated delivery models. In
addition, these participants volunteered to discuss their teaching experiences, which
may have had an impact on the data provided from the participants. The
participants’ willingness to discuss their teaching experiences might infer that their
experiences teaching accelerated courses might have been more positive than those
who did not volunteer. It cannot be assumed that these findings would be
generalizable to other faculty members who have taught accelerated courses.

Changes in Instructor Role, Instructional Processes, and View o f Teaching

Although the first three research questions listed above were designed to
obtain different information, the answers to these questions often blended together in
the analysis if the data. Therefore, they are reported together in this summary. The
answers to these three questions primarily fit into two o f the themes previously
reported in the findings o f this study. These were the themes o f letting go and the
marriage ofphilosophy and practice.
The participants evaluated and modified their roles as educators, as well as
their instructional processes, as a result o f teaching accelerated courses. This, in
turn, led to a change in the way the participants viewed teaching. The most
significant influence on the way that the participants viewed themselves when
teaching the accelerated courses was the students who enrolled in those courses. The
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students in the accelerated courses that the participants in this study taught were
adult learners. The faculty participants frequently commented on the knowledge and
experience o f these learners as they discussed the differences in the ways they
approached their teaching and defined their roles in the accelerated courses.
One of the themes uncovered from these faculty participants was that as a
result of teaching accelerated courses the faculty participants began letting go of
their previous views o f themselves as educators; this led to changes in their roles, as
well as instructional strategies, in the classroom. The participants began questioning
their purposes in the classrooms, asking themselves if they were there to disseminate
information or to challenge the learners to create their own knowledge. They also
reevaluated their roles as experts, realizing that the students in the accelerated
courses often came into the class with previous knowledge and experiences that
related to the course content that the traditional students did not have. This, in turn,
led the faculty participants to change some o f their instructional strategies.
The participants described collegial relationships that developed with many
of the learners in the accelerated courses. The instructors often seemed to become
coleamers with the students, learning with and from them. Faculty participants
described becoming more student-centered in their instruction as a consequence of
teaching the accelerated courses. For example, one participant explained that his
experience teaching accelerated courses led him to let go o f his previously held
beliefs about instruction. Having always perceived classroom instruction as teachercentered, this participant originally considered collaborative teaching and learning as
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a way for the students to get out o f doing their own work. After teaching accelerated
courses, however, he learned that the exchange o f ideas actually led the learners to a
new, and often deeper, understanding o f the course material. This faculty participant
learned to appreciate that learning was about the students interacting with the course
material to understand its meaning in their own lives. Consequently, he let go of
teaching and assessing learning simply through the memorization o f facts.
Study participants let go o f previous ideas about their academic disciplines.
Many began to see that their disciplines were not isolated and encouraged their
students to recognize how the knowledge gained in their courses might apply outside
of the formal learning environment. The participants explained how their
experiences teaching accelerated courses caused them to place more o f an emphasis
on the application o f learning. For example, one science professor realized that her
passion for her discipline could be ignited in the students in the accelerated courses if
she could connect science to their everyday lives. As a result she designed her
curriculum to include issues that directly relate to the students’ lives such as the laws
governing drinking water.
Some o f the participants described completely letting go o f their control over
the classrooms and backing off at times, allowing the learners in the accelerated
courses to direct their own learning. While this was not an easy thing for many of
the participants in this study to do, they had learned from the students in the
accelerated courses that most o f the learners valued the opportunity to be actively
engaged in their own learning.
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The participants in this study described letting go o f course content. As a
result o f teaching accelerated courses, they came to realize that some o f the content
that they covered in the traditional courses without question was not really crucial
information for the students to have. These participants came to realize that they
needed to carefully review the curriculum for all the courses they taught, regardless
o f the delivery model, to determine what content was consistent with the learning
outcomes for the course.
While the participants typically found the experience o f teaching accelerated
courses to be a positive one, they did describe the anxiety some o f the adult learners
exhibited in the accelerated classes. This placed the faculty members in the role of
serving as cheerleaders and support persons for their students. These educators
realized that in order to get their students to the point o f being able to learn, they
needed to allow the learners to express their anxieties and work through them. In
spite o f the reduced class time, the faculty members took the time to process this
with the learners. This related directly to the third theme o f the findings, the
marriage of philosophy and practice.
The participants in this study each had a personal philosophical view o f
education that often led them to the way they approached their practice as educators.
The participants in this study each demonstrated a strong passion for their disciplines
and their students. Many o f them described enjoying a challenge. Supporting their
learners who had anxiety was one challenge these participants took on
enthusiastically. This study intentionally included faculty members who teach a
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variety o f courses, including those that often produce stress in adult learners, such as
math, accounting, science, and writing. The participants in this study who teach in
these disciplines were each aware of the anxieties that their disciplines evoke in their
students, and expressed a commitment to support the learners in working through
that anxiety so the students could master course material.
The educators who participated in this study were open to trying new things
and sought to keep their courses from getting stale. Each o f the participants had
reflected on their roles as educators as a result o f teaching the accelerated courses.
Although they could not necessarily put a name to their philosophies o f education,
they had created philosophies for themselves that typically guided their practices in
the classrooms. In addition to their philosophies o f education, the participants were
also led by personal characteristics. They were willing to make changes to their
instruction for different populations o f learners. They appeared to thrive on new
challenges and were willing to support their students in the learning process in an
empowering manner.
The faculty participants demonstrated an analysis and reflection on their
educational beliefs that often moved them to change their instructional approaches as
a result o f teaching accelerated courses. For many o f them this involved a significant
change in their instructional methods, moving from primarily a lecture approach to a
style that incorporated active learning strategies such as group projects, problembased learning assignments, and class discussion. While most o f them moved away
from lecturing extensively, many o f the participants do continue to incorporate
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lecture into their teaching. Although they began to see themselves as coleamers and
facilitators, and made comments about not being the expert, they continue to share
their expertise with their students through shorter lectures and active discussions and
activities.
Brookfield (1990) explained that many adult educators are resistant to
lecturing, feeling that it does not engage the learner and makes them a passive
recipient o f knowledge. He stated that although it took him a long time, along with a
great deal of feedback from his students, to realize this, he now sees the place for
lecture in the adult learning environment. When studying adult learners in
accelerated courses, Scott (1996) received feedback similar to what Brookfield
received from his students. While adult learners wanted to be actively engaged in
the learning process, they also valued a good lecture where the instructor shared his
or her expertise with the learners.
Most o f the participants in this study are not adult educators. While they
chose or were chosen to teach adults enrolled in accelerated courses, they were
educated in an academic discipline and perceive themselves as linked to that
discipline. When only teaching the traditional courses, most o f these faculty
members imparted their knowledge to their students through lecture. After teaching
the adult accelerated courses, these teachers discovered that they were not the only
ones in the room with knowledge. They learned to acknowledge and value the
expertise o f the learners. These educators began to realize that there were various
ways o f learning and, to quote Kevin, one o f the participants, “other ways o f
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knowing.” This is another illustration o f the way the participants came to let go o f
previous ideas o f instruction based on their experiences teaching accelerated courses
The transition from teaching traditional courses to accelerated courses was a
challenge initially for many o f the faculty participants in this study. Being educated
through a traditional educational system, as well as teaching traditional educational
courses earlier in their careers, made teaching accelerated courses uncomfortable to
many o f them. They needed to let go o f previous views o f classroom instruction to
move to models focused on placing a great deal o f the responsibility for the learning
on the student.
One o f the things these faculty members needed to examine was their
perceptions o f course content. They needed to clearly analyze what learning
outcomes were desired from their courses and for what purposes. The reduced class
time caused them to examine this more closely in the accelerated courses than they
had in the traditional courses. When designing the courses, focusing on outcomes,
the participants examined what they wanted to students to know. From asking
themselves what they were seeking from the learners, memorization and passing
exams or analyzing situations and solving problems, they rethought the instructional
and assessment processes.
The faculty participants in this study seemed to recreate themselves as
educators, asking themselves questions such as, “What is wisdom?” or
acknowledging that facts change so sometimes simply teaching facts was not the
primary role o f education. At that point, many o f the participants began to move
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away from a teacher-centered approach o f instruction, where they were the experts
and transmitters o f knowledge, to a more student-centered approach, where the focus
was on the students’ thinking and learning.
They began to realize that education was about thinking, examining, and
problem-solving. These educators began to see learning connected to context and,
therefore, focused instruction on encouraging the students to link the course content
to areas o f their lives outside the classroom, such as work and community.
The faculty participants demonstrated a deep reflection o f their practices as
educators when they began teaching accelerated courses, examining what did and did
not work in this type o f setting. From this reflection, they opened themselves up to
trying new approaches to their teaching. They began to use case studies, more class
discussions, and authentic assessments.
For the most part, this was a solitary journey. The faculty participants were
not provided much training or institutional support to examine or change their
practices. For some o f them the change was directly impacted by the learners,
through faculty members observing and listening to their students. Others had
educational experiences o f their own that led to the change. Still others had been
influenced by colleagues who they modeled themselves after. Although some o f the
faculty participants in this study indicated that the change to a new instructional
model was difficult, once they made the changes, they saw the benefits.
The previous section summarized the findings on this study that answered the
first three research questions. These questions related to the changes in the
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participants’ educational roles, instructional strategies, and perceptions o f education.
These findings primarily fell into the two themes o f letting go and the marriage o f
philosophy and practice. The next section summarizes the findings in relation to the
final research question. These findings also fell within two themes: i t ’s about
time— or not, and facing the challenges.

The Impact o f Reduced Classroom Time on the Faculty Members

The fourth and final research question was specifically designed to address
the issue o f the reduced classroom time in the accelerated courses and its impact on
the faculty participants. The data gathered in the participant interviews revealed a
great deal o f information with regard to this area, leading it to be the first theme in
the findings of this study.
Although the most common criticism o f accelerated courses has been the
reduced class instruction time, faculty participants did not express overwhelming
concerns in this area. They frequently mentioned the engagement o f the learners in
the accelerated courses that compensated for the lack o f seat time. The participants
believed that the adult learners in the accelerated classes were, for the most part,
highly motivated and willing to do a significant amount o f work outside o f class. In
addition, the students brought experiences from outside the classroom that they could
connect to the material, making it more meaningful to them.
The participants often mentioned the length o f the traditional courses as too
long, stating that it was difficult to sustain course energy for that length o f time.
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They also reported more absences in the traditional courses. The participants
appreciated the high attendance rate in the accelerated courses, as well as what they
perceived as better prepared learners. Not only did the previous knowledge and
experiences o f the adult students in the accelerated courses seem to assist the
participants in the learning process, but they also found that the students in the
accelerated courses did more outside preparation for class. This brought the learners
to the classroom prepared to discuss their learning rather than be passive recipients in
the learning process.
The energy, motivation, and knowledge o f the learners in the accelerated
classes had a positive impact on many of the faculty participants. Several o f the
participants responded to the energy they found in the accelerated classroom with a
newfound energy themselves. The commitment that the learners brought to the
accelerated courses was a source o f joy for many o f the faculty participants, serving
as a source of renewal for them as educators. These comments, however, should not
lead the reader to believe that all o f the participants felt this way. Several mentioned
the stress they experienced when trying to cover course material in a reduced amount
of time, but all o f the participants did support the accelerated courses and enjoyed
teaching them. They commented on the devotion o f the learners to master the course
material, and some participants even stated that they gave the students in the
accelerated courses more reading assignments than the traditional students because
the adult learners would take the extra time to do the readings and not wait for the
teacher to lecture on the materials.
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Although most o f the participants in this study did not see time as a negative
factor for them when teaching the accelerated courses, they did express several
concerns that were indirectly related to the reduced seat time. These concerns were
reported within the seventh chapter o f this document, when the challenges o f
teaching accelerated courses were explained by the participants. The most profound
challenge described by the participants was the isolation and marginalization they
experienced as a result o f their willingness to teach accelerated courses. The faculty
participants in this study mentioned feeling separated from their colleagues who did
not understand or appreciate them for teaching accelerated classes. They mentioned
being challenged by colleagues who questioned the academic quality o f the
accelerated courses due to the lack o f classroom instruction time. To some o f their
colleagues the accelerated courses were perceived as nothing more than revenue
producers, succumbing to outside pressure to deliver a degree for adults in a reduced
amount o f time. These colleagues were not willing to even consider that significant
learning could be taking place in the accelerated courses. This often made the
faculty participants feel left out at faculty meetings or having to hide their positive
experiences in the accelerated courses from their colleagues who did not support this
course delivery model. Both full-time and adjunct faculty often felt disconnected
from their institutions as well as from their faculty colleagues. Many o f these
participants found themselves living in a professional world separate from their
disciplines or academic departments due to their decision to teach accelerated
courses. Many o f the full-time faculty members felt that their colleagues did not
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respect them for their willingness to teach accelerated courses or, even if they were
not openly critical, these coworkers typically did not understand adult learners or the
accelerated courses enough to support the study participants in practice. The adjunct
faculty often felt invisible to the full-time faculty and the institutions they worked for
in general when they taught accelerated courses. Many o f the adjunct faculty did not
experience the intensity of marginalization when they taught the traditional courses.
Participant comments indicated a genuine divide between the academic departments
and the accelerated courses.
There has been a great deal o f discussion about the marginalization that adult
learners experience within higher education.

Like the proverbial “square peg” that meets resistance when forced to go
through a round hole, adult students often struggle as they try to progress
through systems o f higher education that have been shaped to accommodate
traditionally-aged students. Adult students may have difficulty progressing
through the post-secondary system because they are perceived by many
stakeholders as being “out o f sequence.” (Hagedom, 2005, p.22)

Not only are students in the adult accelerated programs square pegs, but the
information provided by the faculty participants in this study suggests that faculty
who teach the adult accelerated courses might feel like the square peg as well. The
comments o f the faculty participants suggest that faculty members teaching in
accelerated programs often do not feel like they have a psychological home. They
are conflicted between their academic departments and their roles in the adult
program. In addition, they feel skepticism from their more traditional colleagues
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who question the motive o f adult accelerated programs, often suspecting them of
existing only because o f the money they bring in.
In addition to the isolation the faculty participants experienced within their
institutions, they also faced challenges within the classroom that were both directly
and indirectly related to the reduced class time. Although the participants had
overall positive feelings about their experiences teaching accelerated courses, they
did express some concerns. One issue that the faculty participants in this study
believe needs to be resolved is institutions allowing, and in some cases encouraging,
students to enroll in several accelerated courses simultaneously. The workload o f the
accelerated course is designed to be intense. Therefore, successful completion o f
more than one course at a time can be very difficult. When taking more than one
accelerated class simultaneously, students often complain to the instructor about the
intensity. Several of the participants mentioned finding this distracting from their
instruction.
Another concern raised by some o f the participants in this study was the lack
o f experience o f some o f their learners enrolled in the accelerated courses. Without
the experiences to connect to the course content, learning can be challenging for the
younger and/or less experienced student in the accelerated course. While their
experiences teaching accelerated courses led the participants to support them for the
experienced adult learner, many did have concerns about schools that permit
admission to anyone who wishes to take accelerated courses. These concerns were
not shared by all o f the participants, however. While age and experience were
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identified by most o f the participants as significant factors in the success o f students
in accelerated courses, motivation was another characteristic that the participants
considered crucial. One participant shared a story o f a younger student who did
better in accelerated courses than she did in the same traditional courses due to the
other learners in the classroom. This young woman seemed distracted by having her
friends in the traditional classes, yet the highly motivated adult learners in the
accelerated courses inspired her to put more effort into her schoolwork and excel
academically. This story illustrates that learners are individuals who have different
skills and needs, and these skills and needs might be situational as well. In any
event, comments from the participants demonstrate the importance o f students
selecting to enroll in accelerated courses knowing what they are getting into and
being willing to accomplish the intense workload that is required.

Implications for Practice

The findings o f this study illuminate some issues that should be addressed to
improve the experiences o f faculty teaching accelerated courses. A major issue is
the inclusion o f accelerated programs and the faculty who teach accelerated courses
into the majority culture o f the institution. In addition, the policies and procedures o f
some accelerated programs might benefit from review. Finally, support for the
development o f the faculty members teaching these courses should be considered.
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Addressing Issues o f Inclusion

A major finding o f this study was the isolation and marginalization that the
faculty participants experience as a result o f teaching accelerated courses. While
previous research has identified the marginalization o f adult learners and adult
programs within higher education, these participants illustrate that the same issues
often relate to faculty in these programs.
One previously developed document (Taylor, 2000) provided
recommendations that, if implemented consistently, could alleviate many o f the
issues o f isolation reported by the faculty participants in this study. A 15-member
task force was established by the North Central Association o f Colleges and Schools
(NCA) in 1998 to study practices and procedures utilized in accelerated degree
completion programs. This report identified exemplary practices that the task force
recommended. First, they declared that the mission o f the degree-completion
program must be consistent with the institution’s mission. The following resources
were identified as necessary to characterize exemplary principles o f good practice in
accelerated programs:
1.

Faculty members share a commitment to serve adult learners, bring
appropriate credentials to their work assignments, and participate in
determining policies that govern degree completion programs.
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2.

Full-time and part-time faculty members who work in adult degree
completion programs participate in professional development activities
that focus on the needs o f adult learners.

3.

The institution provides adequate organizational structures,
administrative support, and financial resources to ensure the
effectiveness o f adult degree completion programs.

4.

Adequate institutional resources are committed to the adult degree
completion programs to ensure quality and appropriate services.

5.

The institution provides timely and adequate access to a range o f student
services— including admissions, financial aid, academic advising,
delivery o f course materials, and counseling and placement services—
needed to ensure academic success.

6.

The institution ensures access to learning resources, technology, and
facilities to support its adult degree completion program (Taylor, 2000,
p. 67).

The report concluded with an appeal to institutions who offer these programs
to not merely see them as “cash cows,” but provide the resources to support the
students in these programs. These principles were adopted by the Board o f Trustees
Commission on Higher Education North Central Association o f Colleges and
Schools on June 22, 2000 (Taylor, 2000).
Although this document provides solid guidance for institutions o f higher
education serving adult learners through accelerated degree completion programs, at
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the time o f this writing, there was no evidence supporting a widespread
implementation o f these recommendations. Many o f the concerns expressed by the
faculty participants in this study could be eliminated if the institutions that house
accelerated programs implemented the recommendations o f the NCA task force.
Participant comments show a need for the accelerated programs to be
integrated into the mission o f the institution and supported throughout the institution.
Faculty members who are willing to take on new challenges by teaching accelerated
courses should be acknowledged and supported in this venture. In addition, the
adjunct faculty members should be provided with resources to teach their courses.
This should include things such as access to copy machines, libraries, and computers,
as well as acknowledgment from their full-time colleagues.
Gardiner (1994) stated that universities need to establish a climate that
“inspires and supports high-quality effort and respect for everyone: students,
teachers, and leaders alike” (p. 145). He continued that personal, professional, and
emotional elements o f each o f us are often intertwined. Gardiner made a plea for
members o f the academy to interact with each other in a “deeply human way” where
caring is at the foundation o f our interactions (p. 146).
Change is difficult for many o f us, but societal conditions are making the
changes within higher education inevitable. Our student populations will continue to
increase in their diversity, making changes to the way courses are delivered. The
information provided by the participants in this study suggests that through accepting
change, and supporting members o f our community who are involved with the newer
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and “different” programs, we might be able to inspire and support our colleagues to
greatness, as suggested by Gardiner (1994).
In addition to the concerns that the faculty participants expressed related to
their own isolation as a result o f teaching accelerated courses, a few issues regarding
the actual courses and programs themselves were identified. Suggestions for
practice related to these concerns are identified in the next section.

Reviewing Policies and Procedures

Many critics o f accelerated courses believe that these courses sacrifice
academic quality in exchange for revenue. While the majority o f the information
provided by the participants in this study refuted this belief, some o f their comments
suggest a need for review o f policies and procedures o f some o f the accelerated
programs.
It is important for policies to be in place within the accelerated programs to
encourage optimal learning for the students. Students should be advised against
taking multiple accelerated courses simultaneously. The workload is designed to be
intense, and taking too many courses at the same time can be overwhelming to the
learner. Although resisting the income o f students enrolled in multiple accelerated
courses might be challenging to some universities, they can better serve their learners
and faculty by doing so.
Advising that takes place prior to student enrollment could eliminate many o f
the concerns expressed by the participants in this study. During the advising process
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students can be informed about expectations such as regular attendance and course
work load, and develop a plan for graduation.
The recommendations o f Taylor (2000) are relevant here as well. Integrating
accelerated programs into the mission o f the institutions takes them out o f a
marginalized and often-ignored place and acknowledges the students and faculty
who are involved in these programs.
The next section discusses the final implication for practice based on the
findings o f this study. These suggestions relate directly to the development o f
faculty members teaching accelerated courses.

Faculty Development

While the participants in this study shared growth and change as a result of
their experiences teaching accelerated courses, for most o f them it was a solitary
journey. The comments shared by the participants have implications for faculty
development. While several o f the faculty participants mentioned the value there
would be in having a mentor when teaching accelerated courses, there was not any
evidence offered that this was something any o f the participants actually had
themselves. Although a couple o f informal relationships were alluded to in the
interviews, no formal mentoring relationships were described. The participants
discussed their development as faculty members, reinforcing concerns voiced by
members o f CAP and ICAAP, two professional organizations comprised mostly o f
administrators and professional staff members working with accelerated programs.
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The participants in these two organizations have openly expressed a need for faculty
development for instructors o f accelerated courses. Because most o f these
instructors are not adult educators, but trained in an academic discipline, they lack
the knowledge o f adult learning principles. Even if these educators are reading the
higher education journals, there is evidence that there has been little published about
adult learners within those journals, making their opportunities for professional
development even more elusive (Donaldson, Townsend, & Thompson, 2004).
Because most faculty members in higher education were educated through a
traditional program, they typically do not have personal experience with some o f the
instructional approaches that are most appropriate for accelerated courses. While the
faculty participants in this study provided some suggestions for faculty development,
more significantly they emphasized that this is not currently taking place on a regular
basis at their institutions.
Faculty mentoring appears to be a strong option for all new faculty members.
Studies have indicated that this type of support can positively impact the careers of
individuals who are new to academia. This could also be the case for experienced
faculty members transitioning into the accelerated delivery model. Any faculty
development, including mentoring, workshops, or conferences, takes time and
money. Since training faculty is often not emphasized in higher education,
organizational support is needed in any type o f faculty development. It is
recommended, however, that while organizational support is given in terms of
faculty release time and financial resources, the faculty should be free to choose
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whom they will mentor and who will mentor them. This is a very personal
relationship, requiring trust between the mentor and faculty member being mentored.
The faculty members who primarily taught traditional courses were much
more comfortable with lecturing. Although they began to move away from that in
the adult accelerated courses, they continued to see the value to some lectures.
Brookfield (1990) and Scott (1996) support this approach to instruction with adult
learners. Brookfield indicated that lecturing is something that adult educators are
resistant to. This might make an argument for placing “traditional” faculty and those
who teach adults together in training sessions or encouraging mentoring relationships
between these groups. A blending o f instructional approaches might be beneficial to
both groups o f educators.
In spite o f the lack o f formal faculty development for faculty members
beginning to teach accelerated courses, the faculty participants seemed to show
tremendous growth as educators through their own individual reflections on their
educational practices and analyses o f what worked and what should be changed.
Cranton and King (2003) stated that we develop habits and beliefs about teaching
from a variety o f outside sources such as our community, the settings we teach in,
family, friends, and colleagues. In addition, we have personal characteristics that
influence our practices. Discussing various faculty development models, Cranton
and King stated,

Effective professional development brings our habits o f mind about teaching
into consciousness and allows us to examine critically what we believe and
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value in our work as educators. The goal is to open up alternatives, introduce
new ways o f thinking about teaching— a goal that is potentially
transformative, (p 32)

Cranton and King (2003) suggested that faculty development activities be designed
for transformation. Again, the placement of faculty members teaching in various
programs with diverse populations o f learners might benefit from working together
to develop themselves as well-rounded educators.

Suggestions for Future Research

This study sought to add to the literature on accelerated courses by exploring
the faculty perspective o f these courses. While it originally intended to focus on
accelerated courses and the faculty perspectives on teaching and learning in these
courses, the data collected provided additional information on faculty change. In
addition to answering questions, the data collected in this study raised additional
questions. Therefore, the following suggestions are provided for future research.
First, the participants in this study were required to have taught at least five
sections o f both an accelerated course and at least five sections o f a traditional
course. While this requirement was intended to engage participants who had enough
experience with both delivery models to have a deep understanding o f the learning
process in both course formats, it eliminated faculty who had minimal experience
teaching accelerated courses and had chosen not to continue teaching them. The
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perspective o f these faculty members would certainly provide a broader
understanding o f the perspectives o f faculty who have taught these courses.
This study identified the transformation that the faculty participants went
through as a result o f reflecting on their experiences teaching accelerated courses. It
has been suggested that a similar transformation could be accomplished through
faculty development sessions designed to do so. Research should be done on such an
intervention to determine its success. Did the faculty participants have to go through
the solitary journeys they described in order to reflect upon and change their
perspectives about education and teaching, or could this have been done through
formal faculty development and faculty mentoring?
There has been some research that suggests that students who enroll in
accelerated courses might be more motivated than those who choose traditionallength courses. An examination o f pre-existing characteristics o f students who are
successful in accelerated courses might benefit colleges and potential students alike.
By identifying such characteristics, universities can know the type o f learner to
attract who will be most likely to succeed in completing an accelerated program.
Such information can also help prospective students determine if they are strong
candidates for this type o f educational program.
The results o f this study suggest that the faculty participants may have had
some pre-existing characteristics that helped them successfully adapt to the
accelerated course delivery model. Further research in this area could help identify
the differences in educational philosophies and personal characteristics o f faculty
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who are successful teaching accelerated courses and those who are not. This could
help administrators and department chairs with course staffing.
Some o f the participants in this study suggested that retention o f knowledge
might be greater in the accelerated courses due to the application o f content in the
students’ lives. A comparison o f the learning retained by students who had taken
accelerated courses and students who had taken the same courses in a traditional
format six months or a year after course completion could provide educators with
information on the amount of information retained as a result o f the two different
delivery models.
The role o f technology, specifically the Internet, as a supplement for in-class
instruction was not addressed in this study. Future studies might incorporate this
element o f instruction in the research design.
Finally, in addition to shedding some light on the way that faculty members
perceived the learning in accelerated courses, the participants in this study also
provided information on how teaching accelerated courses led to faculty change.
Additional research in this area could include gathering information from more
faculty members, including those who have been involved with teaching other
courses, including those offered online.

Conclusion

Earl Thom as’s (2005) article, “The Adult Learner: Here to Stay” is very
appropriately titled. Thomas stated that adult enrollments in higher education
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continue to grow in spite of the marginalized treatment these learners receive.
Sparks (1994) stated that the idea o f education as a lifelong process is widely
accepted. Faculty and administrators often express that lifelong learning is a basic
principle o f higher education. Sparks continued, however, stating, “Yet neither
acceptance o f education as a lifelong process nor recognition o f the adult student as a
fundamental constituent o f post-secondary education guarantees success or
continuation o f the nontraditional adult unit” (p. 23).
Accelerated programs are specifically designed to meet the needs o f adult
learners seeking post-secondary education. The participants in this study provided
some information that can be useful to program developers and teachers o f students
enrolled in accelerated degree programs. From a program development standpoint,
there are some issues that should be addressed in order to allow accelerated programs
to flourish within the traditional universities in the United States. Institutions must
see these programs as more than “cash cows” and make them an integral part o f the
institutional mission.
The participants in this study offered several suggestions for adult educators
and program developers to improve and sustain accelerated programs in the future.
First and foremost, the fact that adult learners are a key population within higher
education and will continue to be so must be accepted. Rather than fight this fact, by
embracing it, educators can provide a service to adult learners and provide income
for their institutions. Through flexible course scheduling and curricula that provide
learners with the opportunities to practically apply their new knowledge, colleges
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and universities can support our changing society, a society that requires ongoing
and lifelong learning.
Although participants in this study firmly stated that their institutions are
meeting students’ needs by offering accelerated courses, and the students in turn are
responding with energy, conviction, and motivation, critics still question the
academic quality o f adult accelerated programs. It appears that educators might need
to revisit the questions o f what and for whom is education? While younger students
may need the support and direction o f faculty in the classroom, adult learners might
need faculty to play a different role.
Schon (1983) acknowledged that colleges and universities in the United
States came o f age during a time o f positivism. Practical knowledge is not the
emphasis o f the positivistic doctrine. Schon went on to discuss the gap between
knowledge and “real world practice” (p. 45). It appears from the faculty participants
in this study that they have come to realize the significance to linking academic
knowledge with “real world” application.
MacKeracher (2003) stated that adult learners need to learn quickly,
explaining that they seek learning activities and content that has immediate and
practical application in their lives. Several o f the faculty members participating in
this study discussed the demonstration and application o f knowledge as a significant
learning outcome for the adult students in their accelerated courses. Knowles (1980)
believed that previous experiences o f adults serve as a resource for future learning.
The participants in this study supported Knowles’s beliefs in this area.
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The post-secondary educational system has evolved as society has changed.
The industrial era saw the system focused upon serving the educational needs o f
young adults to prepare for a lifelong career. The future will require lifelong
learning in order to maintain employment (Hanna, 1998). Millard (1991) stated that
there are differences in students, as well as different functions o f education. The
question that he indicated needs to be answered by post-secondary institutions is
whether or not they are willing to meet the needs o f a learning society o f people o f
all ages. In order to do this, the faculty must be willing teach all students, not just
those with whom they have experience teaching.
Based on the information provided by the participants in this study it appears
to be time to face the fact that for many of our students, as well as many faculty, the
accelerated model o f instruction is a positive addition to higher education, providing
options for adult learners who would not be able to attend college without these
types o f programs. The faculty members participating in this study suggested that
the accelerated course delivery does not have to have a negative impact on learning
outcomes. The participants indicated that learners’ experiences and motivation
typically compensate for the lack o f instructional time. In addition, students in the
accelerated courses seem to have a higher attendance rate and come to class more
prepared. Faculty participants described an energy that could be sustained by
themselves, as well as the learners, during an accelerated course that typically could
not last throughout a traditional semester.
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The adult accelerated degree programs can respond to the market and at the
same time provide their students with a quality educational experience. The two do
not need to be mutually exclusive. The comments o f the participants in this study
confirm that from their experiences adult accelerated programs are a viable option
for adult learners seeking a degree.
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Letter to Participants

E-mail seeking participants for this study.
Dear Colleague:
I am seeking your assistance in identifying potential participants for a research
study I am conducting. After spending many years o f m y career teaching both
traditional and accelerated courses, as well as administering two accelerated
programs, I have often wondered about the experiences o f m y faculty colleagues
with teaching these two different delivery modes. Consequently, I have decided
to do my dissertation in this area of adult education.
I am seeking to gain an understanding o f the perceptions o f the teaching
experiences o f faculty members who teach and/or have taught both traditional and
accelerated courses. This qualitative study will include semistructured interviews,
classroom observations, and analysis o f documents (e.g.: course syllabi).
If you are or know o f a faculty member(s) who meets the following qualifications
and might be interested in participating in this study, please contact me at
carriesjohnson@yahoo.com.
Requirements:
1. Teach at a four-year institution (full-time or part-time)
2. Have taught at least five traditional-length and five accelerated courses
during your career. These courses should be taught face-to-face and not
online.
3. Have at least one year o f teaching experience at a four-year institution.
Thank you in advance for your support with this project. I plan to report my
findings at a future meeting o f ICAAP.

Sincerely,

Carrie Johnson
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Interview Questions
1)

Please tell me about your teaching experiences in accelerated courses
compared to traditional courses?

2)

How is your role different in an accelerated course compared to the
traditional course?

3)

How do you prepare to teach a course? Is this process any different
with an accelerated course than a traditional course?

4)

Do you make any differences in your instructional style based on
whether a course is offered in an accelerated or traditional method?

5)

How have your experiences been different when teaching accelerated
courses compared to traditional courses?

6)

What advice would you give someone preparing to modify a
traditional-length course to an accelerated delivery model?

7)

Have your experiences led you to prefer teaching accelerated or
traditional courses?

8)

Based on your experiences teaching accelerated courses, please
explain if there are courses that you are not willing to teach in an
accelerated format.

9)

How does the delivery model (accelerated versus traditional) impact
the students’ learning outcomes?
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Demographic Information Requested from Participants

•

Age

•

Gender

•

Ethnicity

•

Education including degrees, academic institutions attended, academic
discipline, and whether the participant went through traditional or
accelerated degree programs

•

Years o f teaching experience

•

Courses taught

•

Work experience outside o f higher education
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Consent Form
Faculty Perceptions o f Teaching and Learning in Adult Accelerated Courses
You are invited to participate in a research study conducted by Carrie Johnson. The
purpose o f this research is to explore the perspective o f faculty who teach both
accelerated and traditional-length courses. This study seeks to understand the
experiences o f faculty members in preparing for and teaching courses in both
delivery modes.
Your participation will involve an initial interview that will take approximately one
and one-half hours. In addition, the researcher will visit your class, at a time
mutually convenient for investigator and subject, to observe classroom interaction.
Field notes will be taken during the classroom observations, focusing on the behavior
and activities o f individuals in the classroom, teaching strategies, and student/student
and student/faculty interaction. Student names will not be recorded in these notes
and these visits will not be audio or videotaped. You will be asked to submit any
course documents that you believe would be useful to the study. A follow-up
interview might be requested. Interviews with faculty will be audiotaped.
At no time will student or faculty names be revealed in the study. Each faculty
participant will be given a pseudoname. Notes and audio tapes will be secured in a
locked cabinet.
Your participation in this research study is voluntary. You may choose not to
participate and you may withdraw your consent to participate at any time. You will
not be penalized in any way should you decide not to participate or to withdraw from
this study.
If you have any questions or concerns about this study or if any problems arise,
please contact Carrie Johnson, 630-778-6430, my dissertation chair, Dr. Amy Rose,
Northern Illinois University, 815-753-9373, or the Office o f Research Compliance at
Northern Illinois University, 815-753-8588.
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Consent
I have read this consent form and have been given the opportunity to ask
questions. I give my consent to participate in this study.
Participant’s signature:

Date: _____

I agree to allow the interview(s) to be audiotaped.
Participant’s signature: _________________________________

D ate:_____
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